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Experience
Baker & Taylor is the
most experienced in the
business; selling
Entertainment
products to libraries
since 1986.

Learn more about Baker & Taylor’s
Entertainment team:
ELITE
Helpful personnel focused exclusively on
Entertainment products and customized
services to meet continued patron demand

PROFICIENT
Qualified entertainment content buyers ensure
frontlist and backlist titles are available and
delivered on time

SKILLED
Supportive Sales Representatives
with an average of 15 years industry
experience

DEVOTED
Nationwide processing staff ready to prepare
your movie and music products to your shelfready specifications

KNOWLEDGEABLE
Full-time staff of catalogers, backed by
their MLS degree and more than 43 years
of media cataloging expertise
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Passion River, 143 min.,
in French w/English
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$24.99, Mar. 6

Robin Campillo’s
epic film is a vibrant,
sprawling, gritty, and
often shrill look at
the frequently disruptive tactics of the Paris chapter of the
AIDS activist group ACT UP in the early
1990s. But it is also deeply poignant and
ultimately heartbreaking in its depiction
of the ravages of the epidemic. Much of the
story centers on the rowdy, argumentative
weekly meetings that members attend
to discuss plans for public demonstrations against an unengaged government
and pharmaceutical companies that are
shamefully sluggish in developing effective
treatment. Also discussed are methods of
educating the public—including students
in schools—and helping to protect them
from infection, calling for (among other
things) the installation of condom vending
machines. While this larger context—
which pits radicals against the group’s more
moderate leadership—is being portrayed, a
more intimate tale is also told: a romance
between Sean (Nahuel Pérez Biscayart),
a volatile agitator who is HIV-positive,
and Nathan (Arnaud Valois), an initially
reserved young newcomer. The frank but

Tom Keogh

hypnotic depiction of their sexual activity
is juxtaposed with a wrenching portrayal
of men succumbing to the disease as the
surrounding society responds with fear and,
in some cases, revulsion. Periodically, the
activists are shown dancing with abandon
to throbbing music, a testimony to the film’s
underlying insistence that while the beats
of the heart may be stilled by the tragedy of
AIDS, the pulse of life goes on among the
afflicted. France’s official selection for this
year’s Academy Awards—but snubbed by
Oscar—BPM is a powerful period film that
exhibits timely anger at indifference and
prejudice. Highly recommended. (F. Swietek)

Editor’s Note
We are in the last stages of beta-testing
the new Video Librarian website (www.videolibrarian.com), which will hopefully be up
and running by early March. The ALSC and
VRT Notables, usually announced in this
issue, will be written up online, since ALA
Midwinter was held nearly a month later than
usual and we were on deadline. Some might
also notice the absence of the “Spotlight on
Fitness” section; the reality is that the home
video fitness genre has significantly shrunk in
recent years, so this annual feature no longer
makes much sense. “Final Frame” will return
in the May/June issue. Enjoy the Oscars!
Cover Photo: BPM cover photo ©Celine
Nieszawer, courtesy of The Orchard
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National Media Market and Conference congratulates the
winner and finalists of our annual Best in Show Award
Presented October 25, 2017, Portland, OR

“A MASTERPIECE.”

WINNER

BEST DOCUMENTARY

CPH:DOX

WINNER

- THE GUARDIAN

BEST DOCUMENTARY

SARASOTA
FILM FESTIVAL

WINNER

INSPIRATION AWARD

FULL FRAME
FILM FESTIVAL

WINNER

GRAND JURY HON. MENTION

FULL FRAME
FILM FESTIVAL

“EXQUISITELY REALIZED.”
- VARIETY

LARM FILM AND ALEPPO MEDIA CENTER PRESENT

“STUNNING.”
- HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

“ESSENTIAL VIEWING.”
- FILM COMMENT

BEST IN SHOW
Last Men in Aleppo

DIRECTED BY FERAS FAYYAD
CO-DIRECTOR STEEN JOHANNESSEN
PRODUCERS SØREN STEEN JESPERSEN
AND KAREEM ABEED
CO-PRODUCER STEFAN KLOOS
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY FADI AL HALABI
CINEMATOGRAPHERS THAER MOHAMMED
AND MOJAHED ABO ALJOOD
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR HASSAN KHATTAN
IDEA FERAS FAYYAD
EDITORS STEEN JOHANNESSEN
AND MICHAEL BAUER
PRODUCTION COORDINATOR KHALED KHATIB
ASSISTANT PRODUCER YAMAN KHATIB
COMPOSER KARSTEN FUNDAL
SOUND DESIGN MORTEN GROTH BRANDT
PRODUCED WITH THE SUPPORT OF

Distributed by
Grasshopper Film

FILM COMMISSIONER
RIIS-HANSEN
DANISH FILM INSTITUTE ANDERS
HOFFMANN MEYER
PRODUCED IN ASSOCIATION WITH DR METTE
AND ANDERS BRUUS
SUPPORTED BY DANIDA · NORDISK FILM & TV FOND
AFAC · CINEREACH · IDFA BERTHA FOUNDATION
SUNDANCE INSTITUTE · JUSTFILMS · IMS
AND OPEN SOCIETY FOUNDATIONS
SALES DR SALES KIM
CHRISTIANSEN
DISTRIBUTED BY GRASSHOPPER FILM

Director
Feras Fayyad

Finalist
Ghosts of our Forest

Finalist
RUMBLE:
The Indians Who
Rocked the World

“Irresistible.”

Distributor
Cinema Guild

- Screen Daily

“Revelatory in
almost every sense.”
- The Hollywood Reporter

Distributor
Kino Lorber EDU

Director
Daniel Roher
poster design

Directors
Catherine Bainbridge
Alfonso Maiorana

See the entire list of 23 stellar entries at nmm.net/best-of-show
Join us at National Media Market 2018, October 7-11, Indianapolis, IN

EXCLUSIVELY DISTRIBUTED BY

Video Newsbriefs
“The Virgin Suicides,” “Dead
Man,” and “The Awful Truth”
Headline the Criterion
Collection April Slate
The Criterion Collection’s April slate
kicks off on April 10 with the latest
entry in the extra-less Eclipse line of
boxed sets: Ingrid Bergman’s Swedish Years
(DVD: 6 discs, $69.95), a compilation of
six of the actress’s earliest performances,
including her first speaking role in The
Count of the Old Town (1935), Walpurgis
Night (1935), Intermezzo (1936), Dollar
(1938), A Woman’s Face (1938), and June
Night (1940). Making its Blu-ray debut on
April 17 is Leo McCarey’s genre-defining
Oscar-winning 1937 comedy The Awful
Truth (DVD: $29.95, Blu-ray: $39.95),
starring the irresistible Irene Dunne and
Cary Grant as would-be-ex-spouses who
can’t get enough of each other. Also coming April 17 is Sergei Parajanov’s 1969
masterpiece The Color of Pomegranates
(DVD: $29.95, Blu-ray: $39.95), a revelatory film-poem built around folklore and
metaphor that marked a departure from
the realism that dominated the Soviet
cinema of its era. Arriving April 24 is
Jim Jarmusch’s hypnotic 1995 Western
Dead Man (DVD: $29.95, Blu-ray: $39.95),
featuring the poetry of William Blake
and the music of Neil Young, starring
Johnny Depp as an accountant caught
in the middle of a fatal lovers’ quarrel.
Also bowing April 24 is Sofia Coppola’s
1999 directorial debut The Virgin Suicides
(DVD: 2 discs, $29.95; Blu-ray: $39.95),
an ominously dreamy coming-of-age
reverie adapted from Jeffrey Eugenides’s
celebrated 1993 novel, starring Kirsten
Dunst and Josh Hartnett.

“The Handmaid’s Tale,”
Based on Margaret Atwood’s
Acclaimed Novel, Arrives on
March 13 from Fox
The Handmaid’s Tale: Season One (DVD:
3 discs, $29.98; Blu-ray: 3 discs, $39.99)
will bow March 13 from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Twentieth Century Fox
Home Entertainment. Based on Margaret
Atwood’s award-winning 1985 bestselling novel, 2017’s The Handmaid’s Tale
chronicles the story of life in the dystopia
of Gilead, a totalitarian society in what
was formerly the United States. Facing
environmental disasters and a plunging
birthrate, Gilead is ruled by a twisted
fundamentalist regime that treats women as property of the state. As one of the
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few remaining fertile women, Offred
(Elisabeth Moss)
is a Handmaid in
a C om ma nder ’s
household, part
of a female caste
forced into sexual
servitude as a last
desperate attempt
to rep opu late a
devastated world. In this terrifying society where one wrong word could end
her life, Offred must navigate between
Commanders, their cruel wives, domestic Marthas, and her fellow Handmaids,
with one goal: to survive and find the
daughter who was taken from her. Aired
on Hulu, the 10-episode series also features Joseph Fiennes, Yvonne Strahovski,
Alexis Bledel, Ann Dowd, Samira Wiley,
and Max Minghella. Winner of eight
Emmy awards and two Golden Globes,
the set will bow with bonus features
including the behind-the-scenes featurettes “From Script to Screen” and
“Hope in Gilead.”

PBS Distribution to Release
Documentary on Activist
Dolores Huerta on March 27
PBS Distribution has announced
the upcoming release of Dolores (DVD:
$24.99, Blu-ray: $29.99), slated for March
27. One of the most important yet least
known activists of our time, Dolores
Huerta was an equal partner in founding the first farm workers union with
César Chávez. Tirelessly leading the
fight for racial and labor justice, Huerta
evolved into one of the most defiant
feminists of the 20th century—and
she continues the fight to this day, at
age 87. With unprecedented access to
this intensely private mother of 11,
filmmaker Peter Bratt’s Dolores, which
was released theatrically, chronicles
Huerta’s life from her childhood in
Stockton, CA, to her early years with
the United Farm Workers, and on to her
work with the headline-making grape
boycott launched in 1965, and her role
in the feminist movement of the ‘70s,
as well as her ongoing fearless activism. Featuring interviews with Gloria
Steinem, Luis Valdez, Hillary Clinton,
and Angela Davis, Dolores serves up an
intimate and inspiring portrait of this
passionate champion of the oppressed,
an indomitable woman willing to accept the personal sacrifices involved in
committing one’s life to social change.
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Exciting New Releases from PBS
The PBS Teacher Shop has a wide range of DVDs perfect for your library’s
collection, including award-winning programs plus savings for educators.

BILL NYE: SCIENCE GUY
DOLORES
Meet the indomitable Dolores
Huerta, who tirelessly led the fight
for racial and labor justice alongside
Cesar Chavez, becoming one of the
most defiant – and unheralded –
feminist activists of the 20th century.

This behind-the-scenes portrait of
Bill Nye follows him as he takes off
his Science Guy lab coat to stop the
spread of anti-scientific thinking
across the world.

WE’LL MEET AGAIN

TELL THEM WE ARE
RISING
Black colleges and universities are a
haven for Black intellectuals, artists,
and revolutionaries, educating the
architects of freedom movements
and cultivating leaders in every
field. This special examines the
impact they have had on American
history, culture, and national
identity.

Find these and other DVDs at
Shop.PBS.org/teachershop.
The PBS logo is a registered trademark of the Public Broadcasting Service and is used with permission.

Ann Curry’s new series features
people whose lives crossed at
pivotal moments. View history
through their eyes and hear stories
of heroism, hope, and the forging of
unbreakable bonds.

BLACK HOLE
APOCALYPSE
Astrophysicist and novelist
Janna Levin takes viewers on a
mind-blowing voyage to the
frontiers of black hole science,
which is shining new light on the
most powerful and mysterious
objects in the universe.

The Emmy Award® Winning

826262008796 / $24.95 SRP

JOURNEY OF THE UNIVERSE

An Epic Story of Cosmic, Earth
and Human Transformation
Now the subject of the first MOOC
series from Yale/Coursera, Journey
of the Universe “…offers a holistic
argument that incorporates science
and spirituality, serving up many
awe-inspiring moments that deal
with the miraculous circumstances
that have allowed our world to
exist and thrive at all.
Recommended”
– Video Librarian
“…transforms how we understand
our origins and envision our
future” – Yale University Press
Also available is the 20-part / 4 disc
multi-disciplinary series that
integrates the perspectives of the
sciences and the humanities into a
retelling of our 14 billion year
story.

826262008895 / $79.95 SRP

JOURNEY OF THE UNIVERSE:
CONVERSATIONS

Available through AEC, Baker & Taylor,
Ingram Entertainment, Midwest
Tape, Amazon and more…
PPR/DSL Available
www.soundviewmediapartners.com
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Books Into Movies
The following fi lms based on books
are slated to open during March and
April. Movie release dates are subject
to change.

Coming in March
Death Wish (Mar.
2), director Eli Roth’s
remake of the 1974 vigilante film—based on
the 1972 novel by Brian Garfield—features
a star-studded cast including Bruce Willis,
V i nc e nt D ’O nof r io,
Kimberly Elise, Mike Epps, and Elisabeth Shue.
Red Sparrow (Mar.
2) is based on the 2013
novel by former CIA operative Jason Matthews.
D i r e c te d b y Fr a nc i s
Lawrence, the thriller
stars Jennifer Lawrence,
Joel Edgerton, Charlotte
Rampling, Mary-Louise
Parker, Jeremy Irons, and Matthias
Schoenaerts.
The Leisure Seeker
(Mar. 9) is based on Michael Zadoorian’s 2009
romantic road comedy novel. Directed by
Paolo Virzì, the film
stars Donald Sutherland, Helen Mirren, and
Janel Moloney.
A Wrinkle in Time
(Mar. 9) is based on the
classic 1962 YA sci-fi
fantasy novel by Madeleine L’Engle. Directed by Ava DuVernay,
the film stars Oprah
Winfrey, Reese Witherspoon, Chris Pine,
Mindy Kaling, Michael Peña, and Zach
Galifianakis.
Love, Simon (Mar.
16) is based on Becky Albertalli’s 2015 comingof-age novel Simon vs.
the Homo Sapiens Agenda. Directed by Greg
Berlanti, the fi lm stars
Nick Robinson, Jennifer
Garner, Josh Duhamel,
Katherine Langford, and Talitha Eliana
Bateman.
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Lean on Pete (Mar.
30) is based on Willy
Vlautin’s 2010 novel.
Directed by Andrew
Haigh, the British drama stars Charlie Plummer, Trav is Fimmel,
Ch loë Sev ig ny, a nd
Steve Buscemi.
Ready Player One
(Mar. 30) is based on
the 2011 sci-fi novel
by author Ernest Cline.
D i r e c te d b y Ste ve n
Spielberg, this futuristic adventure stars Tye
Sheridan, T.J. Miller,
Olivia Cooke, and Simon Pegg.

Coming in April
Yo u We r e N e v e r
Really Here (Apr. 6)
is based on Jonathan
Ames’s 2013 novella.
D i r e c t e d b y Ly n n e
Ramsay, the psychological thriller stars
Joaquin Phoenix, Ekaterina Samsonov, and
Alex Manette.
Disobedience (Apr.
27) is based on Naomi
Alderman’s 2006 novel.
Directed by Sebastián
Lelio, this drama about
a lesbian daughter of a
rabbi stars Rachel Weisz,
Rachel McAdams, and
Alessandro Nivola.

Looking Ahead
Slated for May is The
Family Business, based
on Carl Weber’s 2012
book. Directed by Trey
Haley, the crime drama
stars Ernie Hudson, Valarie Pettiford, Armand
Assante, and Nicholas
Turturro.
Slated for June is On
Chesil Beach, based on
the Booker Prize-nominated 2007 novella by
Ian McEwan. Directed
by Dominic Cooke, the
domestic drama stars
Saoirse Ronan and Billy
Howle.
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New Releases
From
Best Sellers
& New Releases
from

DEFINING HOPE

TEHRAN TABOO

Defining Hope is a documentary that weaves
the stories of patients with life-threatening illness, and the nurses who guide them as they
make choices about how they want to live,
how much medical technology they can accept, what they hope for and how that hope
evolves. It is about optimism and helps us define what ‘quality of life’ really means. The film
focuses on palliative care, end of life issues,
and hospice care to offer a hopeful message
about bringing power back to the patient and
helping people understand that they have
choices when deciding on care in the face of
life threatening illness. Defining Hope explores
what makes life worth living and what to do for
ourselves and our loved ones as we get closer
to the end of life.
“Shining a light on hospice and palliative care, approaches that are still
considered alternative, Defining Hope
builds a persuasive case for the ways
they empower patients and their loved
ones.”
– Hollywood Reporter

In this gorgeously animated drama, the lives
of several strong-willed women and a young
musician intersect. Their stories reveal the hypocrisies of modern Iranian society, where sex,
drugs, and corruption coexist with strict religious law. In the bustling metropolis of Tehran,
avoiding prohibitions has become an everyday
sport and breaking taboos can be a means of
personal emancipation. Nevertheless, women
invariably end up on the bottom rung of the
social order. A young woman needs an operation to “restore” her virginity. A judge in the Islamic Revolutionary Court exhorts favors from
a prostitute in exchange for a favorable ruling.
The wife of an imprisoned drug addict is denied the divorce she needs in order to live independently. Making use of rotoscope animation,
expat Iranian filmmaker Ali Soozandeh creates
a portrait of contemporary Tehran that would
be impossible by any other means.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
BOMBSHELL:
THE HEDY LAMARR STORY

What does the most ravishing actress of the
30s and 40s have in common with the inventor whose concepts led to cell phone and
bluetooth technology? Both are Hedy Lamarr,
a glamour icon whose stunning visage was the
inspiration for Snow White and Cat Woman,
and a technological trailblazer who perfected
a radio system to throw Nazi torpedoes off
course during WWII. Weaving interviews and
clips with never-before-heard audio tapes of
Hedy speaking on the record about her incredible life—from her beginnings as an Austrian
Jewish emigre to her scandalous nude scene in
the film Ecstasy to her glittering Hollywood life
to her ground-breaking inventions to her latter
years as a recluse, impoverished and almost
forgotten—Bombshell illuminates the story of
an unusual woman, spurned as too beautiful
to be smart, but a role model to this day.
“Bombshell becomes not just a stupendous tribute to Lamarr, but also a tribute
to every brilliant woman ignored.”
– Kristy Puchko, THE NERDIST

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
WEST OF THE JORDAN RIVER

“A spellbinding animated journey into
the underbelly of Iranian society.”
–E. Nina Rothe, The Huffington Post

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
BEUYS

Thirty years after his death, Joseph Beuys still
feels like a visionary and is widely considered one of the most influential artists of his
generation. Known for his contributions to
the Fluxus movement and his work across
diverse media — from happening and
performance to sculpture, installation, and
graphic art — Beuys’ expanded concept of
the role of the artist places him in the middle of socially relevant discourses on media,
community, and capitalism. Using previously untapped visual and audio sources, director Andres Veiel has created a one-of-a-kind
chronicle: Beuys is not a portrait in the traditional sense, but an intimate and in-depth
look at a human being, his art and ideas,
and the way they have impacted the world.
“One of the most influential artists of the
last century, whose innovations, especially
in the realm of performance art, are responsible for the work of today’s big names
like Ai Wei Wei and Marina Abramovic.”
– David Noh, Film Journal International

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
KEVIN ROCHE:
THE QUIET ARCHITECT

Amos Gitai (Rabin, The Last Day;
Kadosh; Free Zone) returns to the occupied territories for the first time since
his 1982 documentary Field Diary with
this portrait of the citizens, Israelis and
Palestinians, who are trying to overcome the consequences of occupation. West of the Jordan River shows
the human ties woven by the military,
human rights activists, journalists,
mourning mothers, and even Jewish settlers. Faced with the failure of
politics to solve the occupation issue,
these men and women rise and act in
the name of their civic consciousness.
This human energy is a proposal for
long-overdue change.

Still working at age 95, Pritzker Prize winning Irish-American architect Kevin Roche
is an enigma. He’s reached the top of his
profession, but has little interest in celebrity and eschews the label “Starchitect”.
Despite a lifetime of acclaimed work that
includes the United Nations Plaza in Manhattan, the Ford Foundation, Oakland
Museum of California, and 40 years of
designing new galleries for The Metropolitan Museum in New York, he has no intention of ever retiring and keeps looking
forward. Roche’s architectural philosophy
focuses on creating “a community for a
modern society”, always designing spaces around the ways people will use them,
and he has been credited with creating
green buildings before they became part
of the public consciousness. The film transcends the world of architecture to present
a life-philosophy we can all aspire to.

“Thought-provoking, moving and surprisingly optimistic.”
–Pamela Pianezza, Variety

For information about exhibition, public performance rights or streaming,
please go to www.kinolorberedu.com or call (212) 629-6880

Classroom rights: $149 • With PPR: $349 • DSL Streaming $499

A

COMPANY

Mixed Media

E

NATURE, ENVIRONMENT
and HUMAN ECOLOGY films
Ù DVDs and STREAMING Ù

NOW STREAMING ON KANOPY FOR EDU:

Mixed Media features new release
information on upcoming video
games and TV series on DVD/Blu-ray,
as well as notable older titles that are
re-priced or new to DVD/Blu-ray.

Video Games
Note: Entertainment Software Ratings
Board (ESRB) ratings for video games are: E
(Everyone), E10+ (Everyone 10+), T (Teen),
M (Mature), and RP (Rating Pending).
Some titles are not rated until just prior to
release date.

March 4—March 10

CRAZYWISE: Rethinking Madness,
Psychosis or Spiritual Awakening.
Crazy…or wise? The traditional wisdom of indigenous
cultures often contradicts modern views about a
mental health crisis. Is it a ‘calling’ to grow or just a
‘broken brain’? The documentary CRAZYWISE explores
what can be learned from people around the world
who have turned their psychological crisis into a
positive transformative experience.
82 mins

2018 Celebrates the
50th Anniversary

of the signing of the Civil Rights Act
and the National Trail System Act
DVD or
Watch on
Kanopy

Life is Strange: Before the Storm (Square
Enix, PS4/XOne: $39.99,
Rated: M). In this new
standalone third-person
adventure set three years
before the fi rst game in
the BAFTA award-winning franchise, players step into the role
of 16-year-old Chloe Price, who forms
an unlikely friendship with a beautiful
and popular girl destined for success who
learns a destructive family secret.
Scribblenauts Showdown (Warner,
PS4/Switch/XOne: $39.99, Rated: E10+).
In this new game from the popular franchise, players can generate anything that
comes to mind just by typing it, conjuring
over 60,000 objects from the vast Scribblenauts dictionary to use to outsmart
opponents in over 25 mini-games.

March 11—March 17

Walking the West: 2600 miles from
Mexico to Canada. Follow two hikers along

the Pacific Crest Trail, which was established 50 years
ago thru the National Trail Systems Act. 2002 | 60 min

T-SHIRTS FOR TEACHING see our homepage

www.greenplanetfilms.org
415-377-5471
sales@greenplanetfilms.org
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Devil May Cry HD Collection (Capcom, PS4/XOne: $29.99, Rated: M ).
Compiling the first three Devil May Cry
games that originally appeared on the
PS2, this third-person action series puts
players in the boots of Dante, a demon
hunter in search of those who killed
his family.
K irby Star A llies
( Ni ntendo, Sw itch:
$59.99, Rated: E10+). The
popular side-scrolling
adventure-platforming
franchise makes its debut on t he Nintendo
Switch console in HD.
Players can recruit enemies by hitting them
with hearts, gathering helpers for a party
of up to four characters.
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March 18—March 24
Attack on Titan
2 (Koei Tecmo, PS4/
Switch/XOne: $59.99,
Rated: M). Based on
the anime series, this
third-person fantasy-action-adventure
sequel features new
gameplay mechanics. Players will once
again don the renowned Omni-Directional Mobility Gear as they fight and
repel the fearsome Titans that threaten
humanity.
Ni no Kuni II: Revenant Kingdom
(Bandai Namco, PS4: $59.99, Rated: T).
In this third-person fantasy RPG, players assume control of Evan, a boy prince
who learns how to become a leader and
build a kingdom.
Sea of Thieves (Microsoft, XOne: $59.99,
Rated: T). This highly-anticipated first-person adventure game
serves up the essential
pirate experience, from
sailing and fighting to
exploring and looting—as players live
the pirate life and create all-new legends.
Titan Quest (THQ Nordic, PS4/
Switch/XOne: $39.99, Rated: T). From
Age of Empires co-creator Brian Sullivan
and Braveheart writer Randall Wallace,
this third-person overhead action-RPG
is set in ancient Greece, Egypt, and
Asia, where the Titans have escaped
from their eternal prison, wreaking
havoc upon the Earth.
A Way Out (EA, PS4/XOne: $29.99,
Rated: M). From the creators of Brothers: A Tale of Two Sons, this third-person co-op adventure puts the player
into the role of one of two prisoners
who make a daring escape from prison in a thrilling breakout that will
quickly turn into an unpredictable,
emotional adventure.

March 25—March 31
Atelier Lydie & Suelle: The Alchemists and the Mysterious Paintings
(Koei Tecmo, PS4/Switch: $59.99,
Rated: T). In this third-person RPG, alchemist twins working alongside their
father at the family atelier uncover a
mysterious-looking painting and are
drawn into a world bountiful with
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NEW VOICES. NEW STORIES.

JUNOFILMS.COM
CINEDU.COM
info@cinedu.com

THE LAST REFUGEES

A CAMPAIGN OF THEIR OWN

The fate of refugees to the US has been the subject of media
headlines since Trump’s implementation of his highly contested
travel ban. This documentary follows the Kalajis, one of the last
families from Syria to enter the United States, as they adjust to
their new life in Phiadelphia. Directed by Tanaz Eshaghian. In
Arabic and English, 40 minutes

This cinema verite documentary follows Bernie Sanders’ loyal
base during the 2016 presidential election. The film captures their
frustrations that include New York state’s voter suppression laws,
the DNC’s convention-delegate rules designed to block minority
opinions, and reveals the issues likely to divide Democratic voters
in elections to come. Director: Lionel Rupp, 74 minutes

Mozambique’s First Ever Oscar Submission

Kenya’s Oscar Submission 2017

THE TRAIN OF SALT AND SUGAR

KATI KATI

Set in northern Mozambique in the 1980s, a train under military
guard must transport its passengers and goods 500 miles through
guerrilla-held territory during the Mozambican civil war. “...an epic
tale of peril and endurance on an arduous cross-country journey.”
Directed by Licinio Azevedo. In Portuguese with English subtitles,
90 minutes

When Kaleche wakes up in the middle of the wilderness, she has
no idea why or how she got there. She makes her way to Kati Kati
where she meets a motley crew of residents and discovers that
Kati Kati is inhabited by the souls of dead people waiting for redemption. Directed by M. Masya, Swahili and English, 65 minutes

“Highly recommended. This is an authentic
Chan film.” Journal of Buddhist Ethics

GOD KNOWS WHERE I AM

ONE MIND

The body of a homeless woman is found in an abandoned New
Hampshire farmhouse. Beside her lies a diary that documents a
journey of starvation and the loss of sanity, but told with poignancy, beauty, humor, and spirituality. Directed by Todd & Jedd Wider,
97 minutes

A rare cinematic portrait of life inside one of China’s most austere
and revered Zen communities. The monks at Zhenru Chan Monastery continue to uphold a strict monastic code established over
1400 years ago by the founding patriarchs of Zen Buddhism in
China. Directed by Ed Burger, 81 min, in Mandarin with subtitles.

Critically-acclaimed Juno Films are available exclusively at Cinedu.com.
With or without PPR and Digital Site Licenses. You buy it, you own it, you host it.

rare materials that are perfect for alchemy.
Far Cry 5 (UbiSoft,
PS4/XOne: $59.99, Rated: M). This first-person
action-adventure game
from the popular franchise is set in Hope County, MT, where players will
take on the role of a sheriff’s deputy who is pitted against a militaristic doomsday cult leader and his followers.
MX vs. ATV All Out (THQ Nordic, PS4/
XOne: $49.99, Rated: E10+). Players can
choose between bikes, ATVs, and UTVs,
while blasting across massive open worlds
to compete head to head in this racing
game, which features a new freestyle mode
that allows for more style and crazy stunts.
Space Hulk: Deathwing (Focus, PS4/
XOne: $39.99, Rated: M). In this first-person
action game, players step into the boots of
an elite Space Marine Terminator of the
Deathwing who is engaging in a desperate
battle against Genestealers within the
claustrophobic confines of a Space Hulk,
all while gaining new skills and powerful
equipment during perilous missions.
The Witch and the Hundred Knight
2 (NIS America, PS4: $49.99, Rated: T). In
this third-person RPG sequel, players don
the armor of the Hundred Knight, who
journeys through a witch-ravaged world
where young girls are contracting a strange
illness and awakening as witches, causing
mayhem across the region of Kevala.

April 8—April 14
Extinction (Modus, PS4/XOne: $59.99,
Rated: M). In this third-person action-adventure game set in a medieval fantasy
world, players step into the role of a soldier
named Avil, who is equipped with the skills
to battle the endless wave of Ravenii—
massive brutes and their minions teeming
across a sprawling countryside.

April 15—April 21
God of War (Sony, PS4:
$59.99, Rated: M). The
latest entry in the popular
third-person action-adventure franchise marks a
new beginning for one of
gaming’s most recognizable icons: Kratos, a man
outside the shadow of the gods, who must
adapt to unfamiliar lands, unexpected
threats, and a second chance at being a
father. Together with his son Atreus, Kratos
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will venture into the brutal Norse wilds
and fight to fulfill a deeply personal quest.
Yakuza 6: The Song of Life (Sega, PS4:
$59.99, Rated: M). In this third-person
action fighting game, an older and weathered Kazuma Kiryu faces hard sacrifices
fresh out of a three-year prison sentence
when he investigates a series of shadowy
events after discovering that his surrogate
daughter, Haruka, has gone missing.

April 22—April 28
Adventure Time: Pirates of the Enchiridion
(Outright, PS4/Switch/
XOne: $39.99, Rated:
RP). Finn and Jake have
saved the Land of Ooo
more times than they can
count but they might be
in over their heads in this third-person
action-adventure game inspired by the
popular TV series.

TV on DVD/Blu-ray
Available Now
Doctor Who: Twice
Upon a Time (BBC, DVD:
$19.98, Blu-ray: $24.98).
This 2017 Christmas special from the cult favorite
sci-fi series marks star
Peter Capaldi’s final stint
as the Doctor, and also
features David Bradley
(reprising his role as the First Doctor) and
Pearl Mackie.

2017 sixth season of the drama series finds
CIA officer Carrie Mathison (Claire Danes)
returning to the United States, and also
features Mandy Patinkin and F. Murray
Abraham.
MacGyver: Season 1
(Lionsgate, DVD: 5 discs,
$29.98). Lucas Till stars
as wildly creative twentysomething government
operative Angus “Mac”
MacGyver in this 2016-17
debut season of the reboot
of the 1985-92 action-adventure series.
Mafiosa: Season 1 (MHz, DVD: 3 discs,
$39.95). A lawyer (Hélène Fillières) is thrust
into the role of a Corsican mafia boss in this
2006-07 debut season of the French crime
drama series. Also newly available at the
same price is Mafiosa: Season 2.
Nero Wolfe (MHz, DVD: 4 discs, $39.95).
Based on novels by Rex Stout, this compilation from the Italian-language mystery
series starring Francesco Pannofino as the
titular fussy armchair detective includes
eight episodes from 2012. Also newly
available is the Italian mafia murder mystery series Palermo Connection (DVD: 3
discs, $39.95).
Taboo (Echo Bridge, DVD: 2 discs,
$49.99; Blu-ray/DVD Combo: 4 discs,
$59.99). Produced by BBC One and aired
stateside on FX, this 2017 debut season of
the period drama concerning a shipping
empire and stolen jewels stars Tom Hardy, Leo Bill, David Hayman, and Oona
Chaplin.

East West 101: Series 1 (Acorn, DVD:
2 discs, $39.99). A Muslim Sydney crime
squad detective (Don Hany) adjusts to
post-9/11 suspicions in this 2007-08 debut
season of the Australian drama series.

Top Gear: Season 24 (BBC, DVD: 3 discs,
$19.98). This 2017 24th season of the car
aficionado series features celebrity guests
including James McAvoy, David Tennant,
and Jay Kay of Jamiroquai.

A French Village: Season 7 (MHz, DVD:
3 discs, $39.95). Broadcast stateside on MHz
Choice, this 2017 seventh season of the
French WWII-era historical drama series
stars Robin Renucci and Audrey Fleurot.

March 6

Green Acres: The Complete Fifth Season (Shout! Factory, DVD: 4 discs, $29.95).
Former city folk (Eddie Albert and Eva
Gabor) continue to adjust to life in rural
Hooterville in this 1969-70 penultimate
fifth season of the sitcom.
Homeland: The Complete Sixth Season (Fox, DVD: 4 discs, $39.98; Blu-ray:
3 discs, $49.99). Aired on Showtime, the
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Blue Planet II (BBC,
DVD: 3 discs, $35.99; Bluray: 3 discs, $44.95; 4K: 4
discs, $59.99). Featuring
a score by Hans Zimmer,
this 2017 miniseries sequel to the 2001 British
naturalist spectacle The
Blue Planet finds host and
narrator Sir David Attenborough returning
to delve deep in the world’s oceans.
Crossbow: The Complete Series (Mill
Creek, DVD: 6 discs, $19.98). Based on the
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legend of William Tell, this 1987-89 action
adventure series stars Will Lyman, Jeremy
Clyde, and Melinda Mullins.

story of senior partner Diane Lockhart
(Christine Baranski), and also stars Rose
Leslie, Erica Tazel, and Delroy Lindo.

Curb Your Enthusiasm: The Complete
Ninth Season (HBO,
DVD: 2 discs, $19.98).
The 2017 revival season
follows the long-running
character Larry David
(played by Larry David)
and includes guest appearances by Bryan Cranston, Carrie
Brownstein, Elizabeth Perkins, Damon
Wayans Jr., and Judge Judy.

The Handmaid’s Tale: Season One
(Fox, DVD: 3 discs, $29.98; Blu-ray: 3
discs, $39.99). Based on Margaret Atwood’s
award-winning 1985 bestselling novel,
this 2017 debut season set in a dystopian
future America stars Elisabeth Moss, Joseph
Fiennes, and Yvonne Strahovski.

Gun (Mill Creek, DVD: 2 discs, $14.98).
Featuring six episodes, this 1997 anthology series executive produced by Robert
Altman includes appearances by Carrie
Fisher, Daryl Hannah, Martin Sheen, and
James Gandolfini.
Newton’s Law: Season 1 (Acorn, DVD:
3 discs, $49.99). The 2017 debut season of
this Australian dramedy stars Claudia Karvan as a barrister working at a high-powered Melbourne legal office after her
original workplace is bombed by a client.

Into the Badlands:
The Complete Second
Sea son (A nchor Bay,
DVD: 3 discs, $39.98;
Blu-ray: 3 discs, $44.99).
Aired on AMC, this 2017
sophomore season follows
warrior Sunny (Daniel
Wu) and enigmatic teen
M.K. (Aramis Knight) as they are torn apart
and separately imprisoned.
Kendra on Top: Season Six (MPI, DVD:
2 discs, $24.98). Former Hugh Hefner girlfriend Kendra Wilkinson’s relationships
with family members are tested in this 2017
sixth season of the WE tv reality series.

March 13

Knightfall: Season
One (Lionsgate, DVD: 2
discs, $24.99; Blu-ray: 2
discs, $29.99). Produced
by the History channel,
the 2017-18 first season of
this 14th-century set drama series chronicling the
adventures of the warriors
of the Knights Templar stars Tom Cullen,
Jim Carter, and Pádraic Delaney.

Channel Zero—No-End House: Season Two (Universal, DVD: 2 discs, $29.98).
Margot (Amy Forsyth) and her friends visit
a bizarre house of horrors consisting of a
series of increasingly disturbing rooms in
this 2017 second season.

Major Crimes: The Sixth and Final
Season (Warner, DVD: 3 discs, $24.98).
LAPD Commander Sharon Raydor’s (Mary
McDonnell) story comes to a close in this
2017-18 sixth and final season of The Closer
spin-off.

Fea r t he Wa l k i ng
Dead: The Complete
Third Season (Anchor
Bay, DVD: 4 discs, $39.98;
Blu-ray: 4 discs, $44.99).
This 2017 third season
of the AMC-aired zombie
companion series prequel
starring Kim Dickens,
Cliff Curtis, and Frank Dillane heads over
the U.S./Mexico border.

March 20

Rowan and Martin’s Laugh-In: The
Complete Third Season (Time-Life, DVD:
7 discs, $39.95). Hosted by Dan Rowan and
Dick Martin, this 1969-70 third season of
the offbeat variety series includes guest
appearances by Flip Wilson, Michael
Caine, Sonny & Cher, Ringo Starr, and
Nancy Sinatra.

The Good Fight: Season One (Paramount, DVD: 3 discs, $39.99). A sequel to
the earlier The Good Wife, the 2017 debut
season of this legal drama furthers the
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that also features Robert Walden and
Linda Kelsey.

March 27
The Americans: The
Complete Fif th Season (Fox, DVD: 4 discs,
$39.98). Keri Russell and
Matthew Rhys return for
this 2017 fifth season of
the FX-aired Cold War
spy drama series.
The Brokenwood Mysteries: Series Four
(Acorn, DVD: 4 discs, $59.99; Blu-ray: 2
discs, $59.99). Crime is a regular occurrence
in the beautiful town of Brokenwood in
this 2017 fourth season of the New Zealand
detective drama starring Neill Rea, Fern
Sutherland, and Nic Sampson.
Legion (Fox, DVD: 3 discs, $39.98; Bluray: 2 discs, $49.99). David Haller (Dan
Stevens) learns that his diagnosis as a
schizophrenic is wrong—in light of his
special powers as the mutant son of Charles
Xavier—in this 2017 first season of the FXaired Marvel sci-fi thriller series.
Love, Lies & Records (Acorn, DVD: 2
discs, $39.99). A British registrar’s office is
the setting for this six-episode 2017 drama
series starring Ashley Jensen, Adrian Bower,
Kenny Doughty, and Rebecca Front.
Mr. Robot: Season 3.0
(Universal, DVD: 3 discs,
$39.98; Blu-ray: 3 discs,
$44.98). Clinically depressed hacker Elliot Alderson (Rami Malek) and
his “fsociety” collective
are back to attack global
financial data schemes
in this 2017 third season that also features
Christian Slater, Carly Chaikin, and Martin
Wallström.

Archer—Dreamland: The Complete
Season Eight (Fox, DVD: 2 discs, $29.98). H.
Jon Benjamin is back as a noir-like version
of his spy character while in a coma in this
2017 FXX-aired eighth season of the hit
animated series, featuring guest voices by
Keegan-Michael Key, Wendell Pierce, and
Eugene Mirman.

One Day at a Time: Season Two (Shout!
Factory, DVD: 3 discs, $22.98). An Indianapolis divorcée (Bonnie Franklin)
struggles with raising her teen daughters
(Mackenzie Phillips, Valerie Bertinelli)
in this 1976-77 sophomore season of the
Norman Lear sitcom that includes guest
appearances by Christopher Knight and
Mark Hamill (see complete series review
on page 42).

Lou Grant: The Final Season (Shout!
Factory, DVD: 5 discs, $39.99). Los Angeles
Tribune editor Lou Grant (Ed Asner) is
back for the 1981-82 final season of this
spin-off of The Mary Tyler Moore Show

The Outer Limits: Season One (Kino,
Blu-ray: 7 discs, $99.95). Created by Leslie
Stevens, this 1963-64 debut season of the
spooky anthology series is newly available
on high-definition Blu-ray.
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Peyton Place: Part Three (Shout! Factory, DVD: 5 discs, $34.99). Based on the
bestselling novel by Grace Metalious, this
third volume continues the scandalous stories from the 1964-69 New England-set series starring Mia Farrow, Dorothy Malone,
Ryan O’Neal, and Ed Nelson.

April 3
13 Re a s on s W hy :
Season 1 (Paramount,
DVD: 4 discs, $39.99).
Seven cassette tapes from
a teen girl who committed suicide serve as the
centerpiece of this 2017
first season of the mystery series starring Dylan
Minnette, Katherine Langford, and Christian Navarro.
Ballers: The Complete Third Season
(HBO, DVD: $19.98, Blu-ray: $24.98).
Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson is back as a
retired NFL star turned financial manager
in this 2017 third season of the HBO dramedy, featuring guest appearances by Steve
Guttenberg and Cris Carter.
Chesapeake Shores: Season Two (Hallmark, DVD: 2 discs, $24.95). Based on the
novels by Sherryl Woods, this 2017 second
season following a divorcée who returns to
her small hometown stars Meghan Ory,
Jesse Metcalfe, and Diane Ladd.
Genius (Fox, DVD: $29.98). Geoffrey
Rush stars as iconic genius Albert Einstein
in this 2017 debut season of the National
Geographic-produced anthology period
series based on Walter Isaacson’s 2007 book
Einstein: His Life and Universe.
The Governor: The Complete Collection (Acorn, DVD: 5 discs, $59.99). Janet
McTeer, Derek Martin, Idris Elba, and Ron
Donachie star in this 1995-96 two-season
ITV-aired prison drama created by Lynda
La Plante.
A Place to Call Home:
Season 5 (Acorn, DVD: 4
discs, $59.99). This 2017
fifth season of the Australian post-WWII-set
period drama stars Marta
Dusseldorp, Noni Hazlehurst, and Brett Climo.

April 10
The Child in Time (PBS, DVD: $24.99).
Based on the 1987 novel by Ian McEwan,
this 2017 BBC One adaptation about the
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missing daughter of a children’s book
author stars Benedict Cumberbatch, Kelly
Macdonald, and Stephen Campbell Moore.
The Coroner: Season
One (BBC, DVD: 3 discs,
$29.98). This 2015 first
season set centering on
the coroner and police
department in a small
coastal English town stars
Claire Goose, Matt Bardock, Beatie Edney, and
Ivan Kaye.
Vice Principals: The Complete Series
(HBO, DVD: 3 discs, $19.98). Danny McBride and Walton Goggins star as bickering
school officials in this 2016-17 compilation
that includes the previously unreleased
second season.

April 17
The Accident (Acorn, DVD: 2 discs,
$39.99). Based on the 2011 novel by Linwood Barclay, this 2016 six-part French
series follows a construction boss (Bruno
Solo) in the midst of turmoil after a bizarre
car crash.
Killjoys: Season Three
(Universal, DVD: 2 discs,
$39.98; Blu-ray: 2 discs,
$44.98). Co-produced by
Syfy, this 2017 third season of the Canadian sci-fi
drama continues to follow sharp bounty hunters
(Hannah John-Kamen,
Aaron Ashmore, and Luke Macfarlane)
across several planets.

April 14
Shameless: The Complete Eighth
Season (Warner, DVD: 3 discs, $29.98).
Drinking, debauchery, and drama prevail in
the Gallagher family in this 2017-18 eighth
season of the Showtime series starring William H. Macy and Emmy Rossum.

Looking Ahead
Slated for May are the first seasons of
Ackley Bridge and Mum, the second season
of East West 101, and the fourth seasons of
Rowan and Martin’s Laugh-In and Police
Woman.

Re-priced or New to DVD/Blu-ray
Call Her Applebroog (Zeitgeist, DVD:
$29.99). Newly re-priced for home vid-
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eo, this affectionate 2016 profile (VL3/17 HHH) of Bronx-born octogenarian
painter Ida Applebroog is directed by
Applebroog’s experimental filmmaker
daughter Beth B. Bonus features include
the 1989 short “Belladonna” by Beth B
and Applebroog.
CERN (KimStim, DVD: $24.98). New
to home video, director Nikolaus Geyrhalter’s 2013 documentary delves inside
the Large Hadron Collider laboratory at
the titular European Organization for
Nuclear Research.
From C a l iga r i to
Hitler (Kino Lorber,
DVD: $29.95). Directed
by Rüdiger Suchsland,
this scholarly 2014 documentar y (V L-11/15
HHH)—new to home
video—looks at the intersection of German
Expressionism, Nazi ideology, and the
evolution of Weimar cinema, focusing on
titles including Dr. Mabuse, the Gambler
and The Golem.
Nasser’s Republic (Icarus, DVD:
$29.98). Subtitled “The Making of Modern Egypt” and narrated by Hiam Abbas,
director Michal Goldman’s 2015 documentary (VL-3/17 HHH) chronicles the
rise of Arab revolutionary leader Gamal
Abdel Nasser through commentary by relatives, diplomats, and common citizens
with cherished memories.
Nat iona l Bird ( Film R ise, DV D:
$19.95, Blu-ray: $24.95). Bowing on
home video, filmmaker Sonia Kennebeck’s PBS-aired 2016 Independent Lens
documentary (VL-9/17 HHH) examines
the human toll of America’s drone war
in Afghanistan, combining archival material and the stories of three veterans
who suffered deep psychological and
emotional damage.
Thank You for Playing (Kino Lorber, 80
min., DV D: $29.95).
F i l m m a ke r s M a l i k a
Zouhali-Worrall and
David Osit’s powerful
2015 documentary (VL3/17 HHH1/2)—newly
re-priced for home video—centers on a terminally-ill Colorado child whose video-game-designer
father creates a game that depicts the
young boy’s struggle in metaphorical
terms. Bonus features include deleted
scenes.
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A Return to Grace:
Luther’s Life and Legacy
Martin Luther triggered a seismic upheaval
that rocked the western world in the
1500s—with an impact that continues to
reverberate to this day. The great drama of
Martin Luther’s life comes alive in this vivid
portrayal of the penniless monk’s quest for
truth—a quest that would re-shape the
church, and the world. Drama, 105 minutes.
#501783D, $14.99, UPC 7 27985 01783 9

Sabina K.
Inspired by a true story. Sabina, a divorced
mother of two small children, falls in love
with Sasa, an old friend from the Bosnian
war. The two plan to marry, but Sasa
disappears mysteriously. A few weeks later,
Sabina discovers that she is pregnant, loses
her job, and is threatened by her exhusband. At her breaking point, she checks
into a hotel and begins swallowing pills.
Viewer discretion advised. In Bosnian with
English subtitles. Drama, 126 minutes.
#706556D, $14.99, UPC 7 98577 06556 9

Come Alive
What would our world look like if more
people served the poor and needy? First
Baptist Church in Leesburg, Florida, sought
to answer that question over 30 years ago
and laid the foundation for what is now the
Christian Care Center. The Center has
touched lives, restored families, and helped
thousands of broken, hurting people. This
heartwarming story challenges us to reach
out to others. Documentary, 64 minutes.
#501771D, $14.99, UPC 7 27985 01771 6
NOTE: All titles above include English subtitles

Torchlighters:
The Harriet Tubman Story
For centuries slavery reigned in parts of
America, forcing an entire people into a
lifetime of suffering and servitude. Living
under the thumb of this oppressive system,
young Harriet Tubman hoped that she and
her family would be set free. In time, she not
only helped to rescue her own family, but
hundreds of other enslaved AfricanAmericans as well. Animated, 30 minutes.
#501761D, $14.99, UPC 7 27985 01761 7

The Sin:

When the Saints

From Adam & Eve to Cain & Abel
The Sin tells the story of Adam and Eve and
their children, Cain and Abel. By being
disobedient, the first couple fell from grace
and were expelled from paradise. Now,
struggling to survive in the harsh wilderness,
they hope that their children will restore
them and reverse the curse. But their
disobedience leaves a lasting legacy as Cain
and Abel choose what they will believe. An
insightful retelling of the stories from the
book of Genesis. Drama, 48 minutes.

When the Saints documents one young man’s
mission to end sexual exploitation in the
African nation of Malawi, a journey that
begins in his own heart. The program not
only calls us to care about justice for girls
trafficked in rural Africa, but also to examine
the ways that lust, personal impurity,
pornography, and distorted views about
romantic relationships serve to feed the
problem. The film is a thought-provoking
and powerful tool to rally people with a call
to greater purity. Documentary, 60 minutes.

#501798D, $14.99, UPC 7 27985 01798 3

#501788D, $14.99, UPC 7 27985 01788 4

Vision Video
PO Box 540
Worcester, PA 19490
1-800-523-0226 • 610-584-3500
Fax: 610-584-6643
E-mail: info@visionvideo.com
Web: www.VisionVideo.com

OUR UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE:
If, for any reason, a product does not meet your expectations,
return it to us, and we will exchange it or give you a refund.
All DVDs are guaranteed against any defects. Available from
Baker and Taylor, Midwest Tape, or directly from Vision Video.

Video Movies
This section features reviews of current and
classic studio, independent, and foreign feature
films. Each review includes pricing information,
as well as running time, rating, subtitling information, and street dates for yet-to-be-released
titles. Most titles reviewed here are widely
available through most distributors.

HHHH= Excellent
HHH= Good
HH= Fair
H= Poor

Current Films
4 Days in France HH

Cinema Guild, 137 min., in
French w/English subtitles, not
rated, DVD: $29.99, Blu-ray:
$34.99

French director Jerôme
Reybaud’s feature film debut follows Pierre (Pascal
Cervo), a Parisian teacher
who quietly exits the apartment he shares
with his lover Paul (Arthur Igual) to embark
on a motor odyssey through the south of
France. Pierre has no destination in mind,
and uses the Grindr gay hook-up app to
find available men interested in a no-string
rendezvous. Along the way, Pierre encounters a number of colorful characters who
launch into conversations with very little
prompting. Unknown to Pierre, the despondent Paul has rented a car and is trying
to follow his elusive lover via a telephone
app that Pierre is using. Unfortunately, too
much of the film feels like a travelogue for
southern France—the bucolic countryside,
quaint towns, and inspiring Alpine vistas
are a joy to behold, but mainly serve as a
backdrop for Pierre’s tacky hunt for quickie
sex. And Reybaud’s penchant for very long
unbroken takes also grows monotonous—at
137 minutes, the film is absurdly overlong.
Optional. (P. Hall)

After Love HHH

Icarus, 100 min., in French w/
English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $26.99

Filmmaker Joachim Lafosse’s emotionally painful
drama observes the end of
a marriage and the subsequent emotional toll on both the adults and
children. Marie Barrault (Bérénice Bejo) and
Boris Marker (Cédric Kahn), parents of twin
elementary-school daughters, are splitting
up after 15 years of marriage but still stuck
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co-inhabiting their two-bedroom family
home—an apartment that Marie purchased
and Boris renovated. He can’t afford to
move out and they are fighting over his
share of the property, so they end up in a
near-constant state of resentful coexistence,
provoking one another in passive-aggressive
comments and periodically exploding into
shouting matches (often in front of the
increasingly anxious girls). The film begins
with the pair in conflict, and viewers never
learn any history about their relationship
or their lives outside this turmoil (Boris
is in debt to some shady characters but it
is never revealed who they are or why he
owes them), which is somewhat frustrating. But the emotions and resentments
are well-drawn and convincingly played,
and Lafosse sets the action almost entirely
in the apartment, which ratchets up the
claustrophobic tensions. An uncomfortable
but perceptive drama about people and
relationships under stress, this is recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Afterimage HHH

Film Movement, 100 min., in
Polish w/English subtitles, not
rated, Blu-ray/DVD Combo:
$39.95

The final film by the great
Polish filmmaker Andrzej
Wajda (1926-2016) tells the
story of another major Polish artist. Wladyslaw Strzeminski, who lost both an arm and
a leg in World War I, was a leading abstract
artist in the 1930s and ‘40s, but when the
Soviet Union installed a Communist government in Poland after the war he was hounded,
denounced, and attacked for refusing to betray his principles. Wajda’s portrait begins in
1948, with Strzeminski (Boguslaw Linda) a beloved teacher at a Lodz art school when Soviet
authorities proclaim that social realism is the
only acceptable mode of art. Strzeminski is
vocal in his disagreement, which marks him
as an enemy of the state and therefore initiates his decline, beginning with his removal
as a teacher and the suppression of his work
on display in Polish art museums. Afterimage
doesn’t dwell much on Strzeminski’s private
life, as Wajda is much more interested in the
martyrdom of this artist who sticks to his
principles and is systematically stripped of his
position, his rights, and finally his ability to
earn a living, in a harrowing state-sanctioned
destruction of someone who refuses to follow
the official playbook. It’s a fitting final word
from a filmmaker who also challenged Soviet
culture commissars and censors throughout
his own career. Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Alias María HHH

Strand, 91 min., in Spanish w/English subtitles, not
rated, DVD: $24.99

Although one would think a film about
a 13-year-old pregnant Colombian guerrilla
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fighter would be shock value
enough, the protagonist of
Alias María is also deputized
to deliver her commander’s
baby to safety while fighting to save her own skin.
Although director José Luis
Rugeles’s film is a tough and
unflinching immersive experience into a merciless world, he is not insensitive to unsettling
gender relations within this claustrophobic
environment. The adolescent soldier, Maria,
is played with believable grim-faced realism
by Karen Torres, although like most of the
other amateur actors in prominent roles here,
she doesn’t move much beyond this single
dimension, performance-wise. The film also
tends to dwell too much on surface detail,
with the psychological effects of their daily
traumas receiving short shrift throughout
much of the movie. But the tension here is
ratcheted up to a nail-biting degree, and Maria’s unusually brutal dilemma—essentially
being a pregnant caregiver/soldier—is enough
to hold viewer interest to the harrowing conclusion. Interestingly, the real menace here
isn’t human at all, but rather the Colombian
jungle: an all-enveloping pale-green hell on
earth seemingly fighting its own war of attrition against the uncaring humans who use it
as a battlefield. Recommended. (M. Sandlin)

All Saints HH1/2

Sony, 109 min., PG, DVD:
$19.99, Blu-ray: $25.99

Loosely based on a true
story, the faith-based All
Saints avoids proselytizing
as it serves up a complex tale
about a community striving
to stay together after opening its arms to unlikely newcomers. The film reunites stars John
Corbett and Barry Corbin from the 1990s
television series Northern Exposure. Here,
Corbett is a minister named Michael with a
sales background who has been assigned pastoral oversight of a small church in Smyrna,
TN, that has an aging and shrinking pool
of parishioners. Michael’s task is to not only
minister but also to sell the church property
and possessions as quickly as possible. Conflict arises when a group of Karen refugees
from Burma who escaped the civil war but
lost loved ones in battle seek help from the
parish and become stalwart members. While
Michael and the Karen community’s leader
(Nelson Lee) try to persuade skeptical higher-ups in the diocese that their plan to turn
church property into farmland can pay the
mortgage, a grizzled farmer and Vietnam vet
(Corbin) comes out of his hardened shell to
re-engage with life. Unfortunately, the many
ups and downs in the characters’ fortunes feel
manipulated, and director Steve Gomer has
a lackluster touch. But All Saints is also more
complex than a lot of films in the faith genre.
A strong optional purchase. (T. Keogh)
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Bad Day for the Cut
HHH

Well Go USA, 99 min., not
rated, Blu-ray: $29.98

The life of lonely, single,
middle-aged farmer Donal
(Nigel O’Neill) in rural Ireland is upended when his elderly mother is
killed in what appears to be a home invasion
gone wrong and he is ambushed by bumbling
masked thugs who were sent to kill him.
Someone wants him dead, so Donal heads to
Belfast for both answers and revenge, leaving a
trail of bodies on his way up the criminal ladder to the big boss (Susan Lynch) who ordered
the murders. Along the way, he discovers that
his ma wasn’t quite as innocent as he had been
led to believe. This lean, violent thriller from
the U.K. adds a dark undercurrent of humor
to its story of an otherwise mild-mannered
farmer who proves surprisingly resourceful as
he stumbles his way through a gang of human
traffickers. Józef Pawlowski costars as a Polish
immigrant whose sister is held prisoner by the
gang. Director and co-writer Chris Baugh opts
for clean and lean storytelling in this violent
drama that doesn’t belabor the irony that
our hero’s mission of revenge simply continues the cycle of vengeance. Recommended.
(S. Axmaker)

Bad Lucky Goat HH

Film Movement, 76 min., in
Creole w/English subtitles, not
rated, DVD: $24.95

A light, whimsical comedy set in the Colombian
Caribbean, Bad Lucky Goat
finds squabbling siblings
Rita (Kiara Howard) and Corn (Honlenny
Huffington) driving their father’s pickup
when they hit a goat in the road, killing it
instantly. Dad’s truck takes a beating, forcing
a trip to a repair shop for a quick fix. Rita
and Corn’s parents run a small hotel, and
the brother and sister were on their way to
retrieve guests at an airport before being detoured by the goat incident. With no money
to pay the mechanic, the duo engage in one
quirky adventure after another, encountering
Rastafari musicians, a pawnbroker, kidnappers, gamblers, and a gory cockfight. The
random nuttiness of it all feels a bit like an
earthier version of Alice in Wonderland, one
that will leave viewers more bemused than
laughing. But the nonprofessional cast does
very well, and director Samir Oliveros loves
the lush, endless greenery of this section of
Colombia so much that he finds any excuse
to shoot dialogue-free scenes of vehicles driving through the country. A strong optional
purchase. (T. Keogh)

The Ballad of Lefty Brown HH1/2

Lionsgate, 112 min., R, DVD: $19.98, Blu-ray:
$24.99

Set in Montana in 1889, this rambling,
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old-fashioned frontier Western begins on a rain-soaked
night as a dying man staggers out of a saloon and collapses on the muddy road.
Sheriff Edward Johnson (Peter Fonda) and his trusty, if
inept, sidekick Lefty Brown
(Bill Pullman) quickly corner and catch the
culprit, stringing him up on the nearest tree
the next morning. Johnson is headed for
Washington, D.C., as a senator from the newly ratified 41st state. But before leaving, he’s
determined to catch rustlers who just stole
three of his horses. As they ride across the
desolate plains, Johnson and Brown are bushwhacked, leaving Johnson dead and limping
Lefty blamed by his longtime partner’s widow
(Kathy Baker), who is fearful she will lose
their ranch to some distant male relative because her husband neglected to will it to her.
Shortly after Lefty takes off to track down the
cold-blooded killer, he is joined by teenage
Jeremiah (Diego Josef), a gullible, wannabe
gunslinger who has read too many dime
novels—many of which incorporate Johnson
and Lefty’s fictionalized adventures. Also on
hand are hard-drinking U.S. Marshal Tom
Harrah (Tommy Flanagan) and scheming
Governor Jimmy Bierce (Jim Caviezel), who
eagerly envisions the coming of the railroad.
Written and directed by Jared Moshe, this is
a splendidly photographed—albeit somewhat
scattershot and slowly-paced—revenge saga. A
strong optional purchase. (S. Granger)

Body Electric (Corpo
Elétrico) HH

Breaking Glass, 95 min., in
Portuguese w/English subtitles,
not rated, DVD: $19.99

Not much goes on in this
meandering film from Brazil about a gay man named
Elias (Kelner Macêdo) who moves to São
Paulo and takes a job in a clothing factory,
where increasingly long hours get in the way
of his broader experiences socially and sexually. Elias is warned that even in a country as
accepting of LGBT people as Brazil, it is still
best not to draw attention to one’s gay identity, for the sake of a career. In his limited time
away from work, Elias has no-attachment
sex with a few partners, and is drawn to a
new colleague at the job—although nothing
comes of it. But things begin to open up one
night after work, when a diverse array of
sexually fluid factory employees decide to
go for a few beers, creating the sense of community that Elias has needed. Co-writer and
director Marcelo Caetano’s finest moment
in an otherwise forgettable movie is a long
uncut shot of Elias’s co-workers entering the
frame one by one to join a growing group of
LGBT individuals, forming an instant bond
and a vision of pure democracy. Optional.
(T. Keogh)
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Brawl in Cell Block 99
HHH

RLJE Films, 132 min., not
rated, DVD: $29.99, Blu-ray/
DVD Combo: $34.99, 4K/Bluray Combo: $35.99

The title of this crime
drama turned prison thriller suggests a cheap action movie. But Brawl
in Cell Block 99 is actually a smart film that
draws on pulp crime conventions to tell a
story rooted in character, sacrifice, and love.
Vince Vaughn bulks up to play Bradley, a
former drug courier and sober alcoholic
with anger issues and a capacity for violence.
Unemployed and floundering in a failing
marriage, Bradley returns to the drug trade
as a last ditch effort to save everything and
he ultimately lands in prison. Bradley is a
self-aware man who struggles (and succeeds)
to keep his violence in check (unusual for
the genre), a character whose moral code and
commitment to his marriage makes viewers
root for him even before he’s blackmailed
into killing a man in maximum security.
Written and directed by S. Craig Zahler, the
film is as brutal as the title suggests: bones
are snapped, bodies broken, flesh beaten,
and heads crushed to a bloody pulp—all in
close-up. But what might have been simply
lurid spectacle is elevated by both Vaughn’s
strong performance and a script that grounds
the violence in emotion and devotion. Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Call Me by Your Name
HHH

Sony, 132 min., R, DVD:
$25.99, Blu-ray/DVD Combo:
$30.99, Mar. 13

Director Luca Guadagnino chronicles the often
conflicting coming-of-age
urges of an introverted adolescent experiencing his first romance in this multi-Oscar-nominated film. Set in a picturesque
17th-century villa in a bucolic town near
Lake Garda in northern Italy during the
summer of 1983, the story centers on a
dramatic conflict that erupts when restless 17-year-old Elio (Timothée Chalamet)
encounters 24 -year-old Oliver (Armie
Hammer), a visiting American graduate student. Ostensibly there to help Elio’s father
(Michael Stuhlbarg), an eminent professor
of Greco-Roman culture, the confident and
curious Oliver casually befriends capricious
Elio, not realizing that his presence awakens Elio’s youthful ardor. Although both
Elio and Oliver have dalliances with local
women, an erotic, clandestine attraction
soon develops between the two. Adapted
by James Ivory from Andre Aciman’s 2007
novel, the film is a showcase for Best Actor
nominee Chalamet, who exhibits heartbreakingly raw awkwardness, coupled with
infectious enthusiasm. Subtly stirring and
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sensitive, this film about a sensuous summer that alters a boy’s life is recommended.
(S. Granger)

Chasing the Dragon
HHH

Well Go USA, 128 min., in
Cantonese w/English subtitles
& English-dubbed, not rated,
DVD: $24.98, Blu-ray/DVD
Combo: $29.98

Inspired by a true story,
this Chinese crime epic from prolific filmmaker Wong Jing charts the rise and fall of
two notorious gangsters who thrived in the
rampant corruption during Britain’s colonial
rule of Hong Kong in the 1960s. Martial
arts star Donnie Yen is cast against type as
Crippled Ho, the Chinese immigrant who
became a drug kingpin, and Hong Kong
superstar Andy Lau is police detective Lee
Rock, who centralized the system of graft as
he rose through the ranks. Like American
gangster dramas, the bad guys are also likable
antiheroes and the film tends to overlook
their actions in order to focus on the themes
of loyalty and brotherhood between them,
especially as they bristle under the ultimate
control of the arrogant and bigoted British
officials. The story spans 10 years and features both an impressive recreation of 1960s
Hong Kong and some great fight sequences.
While there’s not much nuance to be found
in Chasing the Dragon, the dignity of Yen
and the magnetic charisma of Lau lend the
film star power, and the big, bold conflicts
recall the dynamics of the classic Hong Kong
gangster dramas of John Woo. An impressive
crime thriller featuring spectacle, history, and
a touch of politics, this is recommended. (S.
Axmaker)

Chavela HHH1/2

Music Box, 93 min., in Spanish
w/English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $29.99

This mesmerizing documentary tells the story
of Chavela Vargas, a Costa Rican-born singer who
found fame in 1950s Mexico
performing torch songs. Dressed in trousers
and a poncho (she claimed that when she
dressed more traditionally like a woman,
she looked like a transvestite), Vargas huskily sang of loss and yearning for women
lovers (without changing female pronouns).
Starring in movies as well as on stage, Vargas
gained a passionate following, and archival
footage of several music performances here
underscore her reputation for taking an operatic, emotionally risky approach to life and
relationships. Vargas lived the way she sang,
seducing the wives of powerful men, sleeping
with Ava Gardner, and immersing herself in
a long affair with Mexican artist Frida Kahlo.
Much of this material comes from an exten-
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sive interview Vargas gave on film in 1991,
when she was 81 (she died at age 93 in 2012).
Vargas is frank about everything, including
a drinking problem in the 1970s that led to
her self-exile in a small village, eventually
emerging sober when a serious lover gave
her an ultimatum. The most delightful part
of Chavela is Vargas’s unexpected second act,
late in life, when renowned filmmaker Pedro
Almodóvar orchestrated her comeback and
even fulfilled her dream of performing in
Paris. Highly recommended. (T. Keogh)

Coco HHH

Disney, 105 min., PG, DVD:
$29.99, Blu-ray/DVD Combo:
$39.99

P i x a r ’s n e w f a nt a s y
faithfully depicts Mexican
culture and celebrates the
customs/folklore of Dia de
los Muertos (Day of the Dead), while also
acknowledging cultural icons such as Frida
Kahlo and El Santo. In the tiny town of Santa
Cecilia, the Rivera family has been making
shoes for several generations, and 12-year-old
Miguel Rivera (voiced by Anthony Gonzalez)
is expected to continue the family tradition.
Years ago, Miguel’s great-great grandfather
musician deserted the family, leaving his
beloved great-great grandmother Coco alone.
Ever since, the Riveras have had an aversion
to music. But Miguel loves music and has
taught himself to play the guitar, studying
the work of local singing legend, Ernesto
de la Cruz (Benjamin Bratt). On the holiday
known as Dia de los Muertos, which joyously
honors the memory of ancestors, Miguel is
determined to perform at the talent show
in mariachi plaza. When his angry abuelita
(grandmother) smashes his guitar, rebellious
Miguel sneaks into Ernesto de la Cruz’s
mausoleum and steals his idol’s prized instrument, unleashing a curse that catapults him
to the Land of the Dead, where he must seek
a family member’s blessing to return home.
This land is a brightly-colored netherworld
of whimsically clattering skeletons, luminescent winged spirits, sparkling marigold
petals, and long-buried family secrets. Here,
Miguel meets forlorn Hector (Gael García
Bernal), who claims to have known Ernesto
de la Cruz—who Miguel believes was his
great-great grandfather. Co-directed by Lee
Unkrich and Adrian Molina, the Oscar-nominated Coco is a winning film with dazzling
visuals. Recommended. (S. Granger)

Darkest Hour HHHH
Universal, 125 min., PG-13,
DVD: $29.98, Blu-ray/DVD
Combo: $34.98

Following Christopher
Nolan’s epic Dunkirk, filmmaker Joe Wright’s Darkest
Hour further illuminates
that massive 1940 evacuation, anchored by
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a dazzling Golden Globe-winning and Oscar-nominated performance by Gary Oldman
as plummy wordsmith Winston Churchill.
Within days of becoming Great Britain’s
Prime Minister, Churchill was faced with
the choice of negotiating a peace treaty with
Hitler—who he considered a madman—or
standing firm, initiating a fight for freedom
from tyranny. As Nazi Germany’s troops
rolled across Western Europe, invading France
and encircling and pushing 400,000 Allied
troops onto the coastal beach at Dunkirk,
Churchill was coping not only with his own
Cabinet and pacifist Parliament plotting
against him but also a skeptical King George
VI (Ben Mendelsohn). Supported by his devoted wife, Clementine (Kristin Scott Thomas),
yet wracked by depression and self-doubt over
a WWI defeat at Gallipoli, Churchill duly
considers appeasement but ultimately defies
former Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain
(Ronald Pickup) and Foreign Secretary Lord
Halifax (Stephen Dillane), noting: “You
cannot reason with a tiger when your head
is in its mouth!” Propelled by incredible
(almost manic) energy, both mental and
physical—and augmented by jowly makeup
and padding—Oldman magically transforms
himself into the pugnacious 20th-century
icon Churchill in this Best Picture nominee.
Highly recommended. Editor’s Choice.
(S. Granger)

Downsizing HH

Paramount, 135 min., R, DVD:
$30.99, Blu-ray/DVD Combo:
$39.99, Mar. 20

Based on a visionary ecological concept by director
Alexander Payne and his
longtime collaborator Jim
Taylor, this ambitious social satire soon
becomes more of a slog than a satisfying
sci-fi adventure. Representing Everyman,
mild-mannered Paul Safranek (Matt Damon),
an occupational therapist at the Omaha
Steaks Company, and his wife Audrey (Kristen Wiig) dream of being able to afford
the good life—someday. Facing the world’s
overpopulation crisis, scientists develop an
ingenious solution that can shrink humans
to five inches tall. And as a Norwegian doctor
(Rolf Lassgård) points out, money goes a lot
further in a miniature world, meaning that
an average, middle-class couple can live like
millionaires. Captivated by a pep talk from
former classmate Dave (Jason Sudekis) and
seduced by the promise of luxuries beyond
their wildest dreams, Paul and Audrey agree
to undergo the controversial and irreversible
procedure. But at the last minute, Audrey
becomes terrified, leaving Paul alone in the
new Leisureland Estates community for small
people. At this point, the intriguing premise
shifts to a more predictable story with less
humor. Paul is befriended by his hedonistic
neighbor (Christoph Waltz) and Vietnamese
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refugee Ngoc Lan Tran (Hong Chau), limping
on an ill-fitting prosthetic leg, who introduces
Paul to the impoverished “miniature masses”
dwelling in tenements, which alters his perspective of this so-called utopia. Eventually
the story shifts focus to an impending ecological disaster that makes the once-fascinating
shrinkage concept irrelevant. Optional.
(S. Granger)

Faces Places HHHH

Cohen, 89 min., in French w/
English subtitles, PG, DVD:
$25.99, Blu-ray: $30.99, Mar. 6

French New Wave pioneer Agnès Varda, who
made her first film in 1954,
is now 89 and as warm and vital as ever,
even if her eyesight is fading. Working with
acclaimed 34-year-old French photographer/
muralist JR, she shares her lifelong passion
for images in this personalized, pastoral, Oscar-nominated documentary. The two are odd
couple vagabonds in the best sense—short,
stocky Varda with her assortment of colorful
sweaters, and long, lanky JR with his porkpie
hat and hipster sunglasses—who visit France’s
villages, farms, factories, and beaches in JR’s
van, which doubles as a photo booth for
making giant pictures and is painted to look
like a camera. Along the way they encounter
ordinary working-class citizens, listen to their
stories, and craft oversized portraits. These
enormous artistic works are exhibited on
houses, barns, storefronts, and trains, documenting their subjects’ humanity, while also
serving up a unique glimpse of contemporary
life. About dockworkers’ wives in the port city
of Le Havre, Varda says, “It’s good to see women standing tall,” as large-scale black-andwhite pictures are plastered against a massive
tower of shipping crates. In an amusing act
of defiance, the pair reenact the exhilarating
running-through-the-Louvre scene from
Jean-Luc Godard’s Band of Outsiders with JR
pushing Varda in a wheelchair. After JR pastes
a photo of Varda’s friend Guy Bourdin onto
a collapsed Nazi-era bunker on a Normandy
beach, he realizes that tides will soon wash
this commemorative away; it’s a melancholy
moment, one that recognizes the universal
nature of mortality. An irresistibly restorative
road trip documentary, this is highly recommended. Editor’s Choice. (S. Granger)

Félicité HHH

Strand, 124 min., in Lingala &
French w/English subtitles, not
rated, DVD: $27.99

One of nine films shortlisted for the Best Foreign
Language film (although it
did not make the final cut),
Alain Gomis’s portrait of the titular single
mother (Véro Tshanda Beya Mputo), who is
trying desperately to raise the funds needed
to secure an operation for her injured son, is
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both trenchant and touching. The Senegalese
production is set in Kinshasa, capital of the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, where
Félicité works as a singer in a bar. News that
her son has been seriously hurt in a motorcycle accident forces her to ask friends and
family to help with the cost of surgery that is
needed to save his life. Félicité’s mother offers
a bit, but her irate ex-husband refuses to help,
reminding her savagely that she wanted to
live on her own and accusing her of raising
their son to become a street thug. She does
find some comfort in Tabu (Papi Mpaka), a
repairman who is a regular at the bar and
sweet on her, but he turns violent when
drunk. Nonetheless, he willingly becomes
a part-time caretaker when the sullen boy is
brought home from the hospital after his leg
has been amputated. Gomis mainly focuses
on the gritty, impoverished life of the characters, but adds some dreamlike sequences
in which Félicité wanders from the city into
the nearby wilderness, along with interludes
in which the Kinshasa Symphony perform
morose pieces in a warehouse, as well as a
humorous subplot about attempts to fix a
broke-down refrigerator. The mix sometimes
makes for a tonally jarring film, but also one
that is overall quite powerful. Recommended.
(F. Swietek)

The Film Critic HH1/2

Music Box, 98 min., in Spanish
& French w/English subtitles,
not rated, DVD: $19.99

Buenos Aires film critic
Victor Tellez (Rafael Spregelburd) is disillusioned with
contemporary cinema, especially romantic comedies
and their trite conventions and contrivances.
Then he meets a mysterious woman (Dolores
Fonzi) who buys an apartment he wants
before he has a chance to make an offer.
It’s an instant antagonism that turns to romance, and suddenly Victor—who constantly
watches Jean-Luc Godard’s French New Wave
classic Breathless, dreams in black and white,
and offers a running internal monologue
in French—is living out a real-life romantic
comedy, complete with an enigmatic and
free-spirited love interest, fireworks in the
sky on the first kiss, coincidental meetings,
slow-motion reveries, a bouncy montage
sequence, and quotes from Amelie, Titanic,
Jerry Maguire, and other films. Victor even
starts using moments from the new romance
as raw material for a script he’s writing. This
self-aware comedy from Argentina is not as
clever as is could be and it slips quite happily
into the very conventions it is supposedly
spoofing. Sofia, the love interest, is little more
than a romantic fantasy but Fonzi gives a
spirited and lively performance as the woman who pulls dour divorced Victor out of his
doldrums. Oddly enough, the film actually
works better as an offbeat romantic comedy
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in its own right than as a satire on the genre.
A strong optional purchase. (S. Axmaker)

The Florida Project
HH1/2

Lionsgate, 111 min., R, DVD:
$19.98, Blu-ray: $24.99

Writer-director Sean Baker’s film is an incomprehensibly exuberant celebration
of an insolent, 6-year-old
delinquent and her irresponsibly volatile
mother. Moonee (Brooklynn Prince) and
22-year-old, heavily tattooed Halley (Bria
Vinaite) live at Orlando’s Magic Castle, which
is a garish, $35-a-night motel just outside
Disney World. Irrepressible Moonee hangs out
with friends Scooty (Christopher Rivera) and
Jancey (Valeria Cotto). Unsupervised, the trio
spend most of their time making mischief,
cadging free meals and begging for money to
buy ice cream. One day, while exploring some
deserted condos, the kids set them on fire. After questioning her son about the vandalism,
Scooty’s decent, hardworking mother (Mela
Murder) discovers the truth, and she forbids
him to hang out with Moonee anymore and
severs her friendship with the increasingly
surly Halley. Bobby (Oscar nominee Willem
Dafoe), the calm and compassionate motel
manager, is a pivotal figure, maintaining his
equilibrium even when the unruly kids try
his patience. There’s a memorable scene in
which he protectively dispatches a creepy pervert who is hanging around the picnic tables.
Best known for making Tangerine (2015) on
iPhones, Baker is obviously fascinated with
exploiting the bleak, antisocial underbelly
of economic inequality around the Magic
Kingdom. But Halley’s narrative arc makes
no sense. While she ostensibly lost her job
as a stripper because she refused to provide
customers with backroom extras, she shows
no hesitation turning tricks in the motel,
sequestering Moonee behind the shower
curtain in a bathtub filled with toys. Widely
acclaimed by critics, this may be the most
depressing film of the year. A strong optional
purchase. (S. Granger)

Happy Death Day HH1/2
Universal, 96 min., PG-13,
DVD: $29.99, Blu-ray/DVD
Combo: $34.99

Christopher Landon’s
hor ror comedy fol lows
the repetitive template of
Groundhog Day. The protagonist is Tree (Jessica Rothe), a mean-as-nails
sorority girl who wakes up one morning—on
her birthday—in the dorm room of freshman
Carter (Israel Broussard), not remembering
how she got there. That night she’s off to
another party, but is waylaid by a masked
figure who knifes her to death. And then she
awakes in Carter’s room again and repeats
the same sequence a second time—with
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some minor changes—before being killed
once more by the same person and again
returning to Carter’s room on the morning
of her birthday. This routine continues, with
events growing increasingly confused and
Tree gradually mellowing as, with the help of
Carter, she tries to identify her murderer and
avoid being killed (the sudden appearance
of an actual serial killer further muddies the
waters). Happy Death Day is more clever than
most of today’s teen horror flicks, and it eschews excessive blood and gore. It also boasts
agreeable leads in Rothe, who morphs from
nasty to sweet nicely, and Broussard, who is
handsome enough to make his initial dismissal as a dweeb implausible. But the film runs
low on imagination in the home stretch, and
the final revelation of Tree’s would-be killer
falls pretty flat. Still, this should be considered
a strong optional purchase. (F. Swietek)

Happy Hour HHH

KimStim, 2 discs, 317 min., in
Japanese w/English subtitles,
not rated, DVD: $32.99

vengeance, Harmonium stars
Tadanobu Asano as Yasaka,
a convicted killer just out
of prison who goes to an
old friend named Toshio
(Kanji Furutachi) for help.
Toshio gives him a job and
a room in his family home
but keeps his past hidden from his wife and
daughter. Yasaka is out of place in the family
rhythm but his rehabilitation seems sincere…
until viewers discover that Toshio was his
accomplice in the murder and abandoned
him. Yasaka is an unnerving presence, dressed
neatly in black slacks and a crisp white dress
shirt buttoned up to the collar, who stands or
sits with a severe, formal stiffness and a blank
expression. Filmmaker Kôjï Fukada rolls the
plot out slowly, creating an insidious tranquility where chaos seems to lurk under the calm
surface of normalcy. A quietly unnerving
thriller built on the damage caused by secrets,
betrayals, and resentment—one that suggests
the psychology of a Patricia Highsmith novel
with a Japanese sensibility—this subtle film
is recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Filmmaker Ryusuke Hamaguchi’s Happy Hour is
a five-hour-plus intimate
epic, a tale of interpersonal
relationships probed so deliberately and
with such quiet intensity that the joy and
pain become almost palpable. The focus is
on four thirtysomething women friends in
Kobe, three of whom are married: Jun (Rira
Kawamura), who brought the group together; Sakurako (Hazuki Kikuchi), a homebody
oppressed by her live-in mother-in-law; and
Fumi (Maiko Mihara), who manages a nonprofit arts venue. The fourth, Akari (Sachie
Tanaka), is a divorcée devoted to her nursing
job. Their camaraderie is challenged when
Jun announces her intention to divorce her
husband, an emotionally cold scientist, and
then decides to leave without telling anyone where she is going. Her departure has
a ripple effect on Sakurako and Fumi, who
also think seriously about ending their unfulfilling marriages. This central plot thread
has melodramatic overtones that become
more apparent in the final two hours, but
along the way Hamaguchi reveals the inner
lives of these women (and those around
them) through extended conversations and
prolonged set-pieces, including a therapy
workshop (that runs on for nearly an hour),
a courtroom scene in which Jun testifies
about her misery, and a literary reading at
Fumi’s hall by a young writer Fumi suspects
is sleeping with her husband. Some viewers
will find Happy Hour much too slow, but those
willing to surrender to its unhurried pace may
be deeply moved. Recommended. (F. Swietek)

The French coming-ofage gay TV-movie Hidden
Kisses serves up a complex
tale about fathers and sons,
while also touching on the ways that homophobia—whether on an individual or
institutional level—causes real harm. Nathan
(Bérenger Anceaux) is a new student at an
unfamiliar high school following a move
made by his cop father, Stéphane (Patrick
Timsit). Caught on camera surreptitiously
kissing Louis ( Jules Houplain), Nathan
becomes a target at school for humiliation
and bullying, while Stéphane—who has just
learned of his son’s sexuality through this
incident—is left reeling. Meanwhile, Louis,
who is under pressure from the expectations
of his macho father (Bruno Putzulu), overcompensates for being attracted to Nathan
by acting like a jerk. Director Didier Bivel
turns what might have been another soapy,
gay teen narrative into something more vital,
exploring the high emotional stakes raised in
the relationships between homosexual young
men and their straight fathers. Fine support
work comes from Barbara Schulz as Louis’s
browbeaten mother, Nicolas Carpentier as a
sympathetic teacher, and Catherine Jacob as
a closeted lesbian teacher who sees echoes of
her painful adolescence in Nathan’s misery.
Recommended (T. Keogh)

Harmonium HHH

I Called Him Morgan HHH1/2

Film Movement, 120 min., in Japanese w/English
subtitles, not rated, DVD: $24.99

A disturbing drama of guilt, justice, and
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Hidden Kisses HHH

Breaking Glass, 87 min., in
French w/English subtitles, not
rated, DVD: $24.99

FilmRise, 91 min., not rated, DVD: $24.99, Bluray: $31.99

Swedish filmmaker Kasper Collin’s docu-
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mentary is a musical biography told in the form of a
tragic love story. Although
Lee Morgan (1938-1972)
was famed for his trumpet
playing, his death was a
mysterious affair. Collin
reconstructs the events leading up to Morgan’s end through people who
knew him and his common-law wife, Helen.
A radio interview from 1996 provides Helen’s
voiceover, which serves as the spine of the
film. As a teenager in Wilmington, NC, Helen
had two children and lost her first husband,
after which she moved to New York. Octogenarian saxophone player Wayne Shorter
remembers hearing Morgan with the Dizzy
Gillespie Orchestra, giving the band leader a
run for his money. Morgan was talented, and
knew it, and along with Shorter he would go
on to play with Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers,
but while Shorter stuck to alcohol, Morgan
succumbed to heroin addiction. At that low
point, Morgan met Helen, a woman 14 years
his senior who liked to entertain the jazz
crowd. Helen facilitated Morgan’s journey
back to sobriety, but things took a lethal turn
when he started hanging out with a younger
woman. On a dark, snowy night, in front of
dozens of jazz-club witnesses, Helen shot and
killed Morgan. Collin traces the arc of her life
in the aftermath, making this documentary
as much a portrait of a complicated woman as
it is of her more famous husband. A poignant
film featuring Francis Wolff’s fine photographs, cinematography by Oscar-nominee
Bradford Young, and Morgan’s resonant music, this is highly recommended. (K. Fennessy)

I, Daniel Blake HHH1/2
Criterion, 100 min., R, DVD:
$29.95, Blu-ray: $39.95

Ken Loach won the Palme
d’Or at the 2016 Cannes
Film Festival for this drama
about a 59-year-old British
carpenter and widower in
Newcastle recovering from a heart attack
while fighting for the public assistance
that he’s earned over his long working life.
Comedian Dave Johns plays Daniel with an
exasperated incredulity and dogged determination, running into a series of bureaucratic
walls after his heart surgeon forbids him from
returning to work and the government cuts
off his disability assistance. Daniel enters a
surreal maze with no exit and Loach presents
this grueling ordeal with tart humor—courtesy of Johns’s colorful commentary—while
also highlighting his protagonist’s basic decency and compassion as Daniel helps a single
mother struggling to feed her two kids while
her own assistance is on hold. Katie (Hayley
Squires) is not the daughter Daniel never had,
she’s just a person who needs someone on her
side, and helping her gives him a reason to
keep plugging away. I, Daniel Blake is classic
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three-pronged Loach social commentary:
an angry assault on bureaucracy that treats
people as case numbers to be filed and then
shuffled on, a defiant cry for dignity and
respect for folks at the bottom of the social
ladder, and a touching portrait of human
compassion in the cracks of the system. A
rousing, engaging story with strong characters and a powerful theme of social justice,
this is highly recommended. (S. Axmaker)

I, Tonya HH1/2

Universal, 119 min., R, DVD:
$29.99, Blu-ray/DVD Combo:
$34.99, Mar. 13

Unless you find parental
and domestic abuse amusing, this is not a comedy.
Craig Gillespie’s glibly fictionalized, bizarre bio-pic begins with the
note that it is “based on irony-free, wildly
contradictory, totally true interviews with
Tonya Harding and Jeff Gillooly.” In 1994,
figure skater Nancy Kerrigan was kneecapped
by thugs, so rival Harding would have a
better chance at winning in the upcoming
Winter Olympics. Tonya’s story is told here
from several perspectives. There’s Tonya
herself (Margot Robbie), her sadistic mother
(Allison Janney), and her stupid ex-husband
Gillooly (Sebastian Stan). As a 3-year-old
in Portland, OR, Tonya was a remarkable
ice skater. Her strength and athletic ability
were exploited by the relentless bullying
of her hypercritical mother. Caricatured as
“trashy Tonya,” her lack of refinement and
working-class background were reflected in
her costumes, hairstyle, choice of music,
and aggressive style. Yet, to the surprise of
the skating world, Tonya became the first
American woman to complete the triple
axel in competition. Tonya was attracted
to obnoxious Gillooly, whose best pal was
scheming, delusional Shawn Eckhardt (Paul
Walter Hauser). Although Tonya maintains
that she had no part in the moronic assault
plan, she was subsequently found guilty and
banned from competitive skating for the rest
of her life. Robbie and Janney both deliver
remarkable Oscar-nominated performances
in this dark film. A strong optional purchase.
(S. Granger)

Jawbone HH1/2

Lionsgate, 92 min., R, DVD:
$19.98

There is little that is narratively new in this British
boxing melodrama that
closely follows the Rocky
formula. Jimmy McCabe
(Johnny Harris) is a former pugilist fallen on
bad days: an alcoholic, Jimmy is threatened
with homelessness when forced to leave his
childhood flat. After he takes refuge in the
gym where he used to train, a shady promoter
(Ian McShane) offers him an opportunity
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to step back into the ring against an upand-coming young fighter who is looking
for another victim in his winning streak.
Jimmy jumps at the chance, leading to a
long closing slugfest in which he can redeem
himself by at least going the distance. Along
the way, Jimmy will find support from the
gym owner (Ray Winstone) who (in one of
the script’s more maudlin turns) is dying,
and his faithful aide (Michael Smiley), who
becomes Jimmy’s trainer. All of this is more
than a tad familiar, but what sets it apart
is not only the gritty, realistic manner in
which director Thomas Napper presents the
well-worn material, but also the fact that
lead actor Harris’s script is based—albeit
loosely—on his actual experiences in the
ring and with the bottle before he turned to
acting. His committed performance, coupled
with stellar work from the supporting cast
veterans, adds bite to a tale that could easily
have been a pale pugilistic retread. A strong
optional purchase. (F. Swietek)

K-Shop HH1/2

Breaking Glass, 115 min., not
rated, DVD: $19.99

One has to admire the
ambition of Dan Pringle’s
debut feature, a horror film
that seeks to combine multifaceted social commentary
about class, racial prejudice, and the pursuit
of profit at any cost, together with genre
chills. Set in the English coastal city of
Bournemouth, K-Shop centers on Salah (Ziad
Abaza), a young Turkish-British man who
returns home from college to help his ailing
father at the family’s kebab diner. Salah finds
the neighborhood inundated with crowds of
drunken, drug-addled revelers every night,
and when his father dies in an altercation,
the initially reserved and shy boy strikes
back, turning into a modern-day Sweeney
Todd—killing especially obnoxious ruffians
and serving up the edible portions of their
corpses to his customers while disposing of
the remnants in the ocean. His vigilante work
ultimately brings him up against Jason (Scot
Williams), a reality-show star who has turned
his winnings into a drug empire centered in
a nearby church. The primary strength of
K-Shop lies in Abaza’s performance as Salah, a
complex character driven by righteous anger
but conflicted about the defensibility of his
actions. But at nearly two hours, the movie
drags, and it unfortunately fizzles at the close.
A strong optional purchase. (F. Swietek)

The Killing of a Sacred
Deer HH1/2

Lionsgate, 121 min., R, DVD:
$19.98, Blu-ray: $24.99

Greek writer-director
Yogos Lanthimos’s ethically murky, profoundly
disturbing thriller—set to
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Schubert’s mournful Stabat Mater—is a ghastly tale of guilt and retribution that begins
with a close-up, clinical view of open-heart
surgery, introducing Dr. Steven Murphy (Colin Farrell), who has an ophthalmologist wife
named Anna (Nicole Kidman), 14-year-old
daughter Kim (Raffey Cassidy), and 12-yearold son Bob (Sunny Suljic). But the primary
object of Steven’s attention is 16-year-old
Martin (Barry Keoghan), the creepy son of a
patient who died several years ago. Not only
does Martin hold Steven responsible for his
father’s death, but Steven also feels morally
accountable. The two meet in secret, lunching in a café and strolling by the river. But
then Martin unexpectedly shows up at the
hospital, forcing Steven to introduce him to
a colleague (Bill Camp) as Kim’s friend. And
after Steven invites Martin to his suburban
home for dinner, Martin politely reciprocates
by trying to fix up Steven with his widowed
mother (Alicia Silverstone). All of this serves
as prelude to something not just very dark
but arguably sadistic. Working from an
austere script, Lanthimos directs the actors
to deliver their dialogue in a disconcerting,
deadpan tone in this strange film that will
divide viewers. A strong optional purchase.
(S. Granger)

Kills on Wheels HHH

Kino Lorber, 102 min., in
Hungarian w/English subtitles,
not rated, DVD: $29.95, Bluray: $34.95

This offbeat Hungarian
hitman thriller turns a dark
subject into an unexpected tale of triumph and hope. Zoli (Zoltán
Fenyvesi) and Barba (Ádám Fekete) are disabled teenagers in a rehabilitation facility
who meet Janos (Szabolcs Thuróczy), a former
fireman now paralyzed from the waist down.
Gruff and cynical, Janos is a hitman for a
gangster and he drafts the boys into his latest
job, a one-time gig that turns into the beginning of a successful partnership and an unexpected friendship. Thuróczy is an able-bodied
acting veteran who invests his misanthropic
thug with a complicated mix of impulses
and emotions while also showing a human
side. The boys, however, are played by actual
handicapped actors making their respective
film debuts and they are very effective in the
roles, especially Fenyvesi as aspiring comic
book artist Zoli, who nurses a grudge against
the father who abandoned both him and
his mother. The teens turn their story into
a graphic novel and writer-director Attila
Till uses artwork and comic book panels for
transitions and punctuation. Some of the
elaborate assassinations stretch plausibility,
but it all ultimately works, thanks to the
way that Till reframes the story in the final
scenes. In its own unconventional way, Kills
on Wheels is an uplifting portrait of disabled
individuals creatively defying expectations
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and limitations. Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Last Flag Flying HH1/2

Lionsgate, 125 min., R, DVD:
$19.98, Blu-ray: $24.99

In 2003, after his son
is killed in the Iraq War,
former Navy Corps medic
Larry “Doc” Shepherd (Steve
Carell) tracks down two
Marine Corps buddies from the Vietnam War
to help him bury his boy. Traveling from his
New Hampshire home, Larry visits the bar
run by Sal Nealon (Bryan Cranston), a rowdy
alcoholic who doesn’t recognize him after
30 years. The pair then find now-Reverend
Richard Mueller (Laurence Fishburne), who
is reluctant to leave his wife and congregation to join this unexpected road trip. While
obnoxious Sal and prickly Richard squabble,
Larry tries to cope with overwhelming grief.
Eventually, the trio wind up in a hangar at
Dover Air Force Base in Delaware, where they
are confronted by an unctuous Colonel (Yul
Vazquez). When Larry learns exactly how
his son died in Baghdad, he refuses a burial
at Arlington National Cemetery, preferring
to inter him next to his mother in the Portsmouth graveyard. So the three men embark
on a bittersweet ride up the East Coast, accompanied by a Marine escort (J. Quinton
Johnson)—one of Larry’s son’s buddies.
Along the way, they reminisce, reconcile
their differences, and come to terms with the
long-term effects of a war that continues to
shape their lives. Based on Darryl Ponicsan’s
2005 novel, director Richard Linklater’s film
is somber, sorrowful, and thought-provoking,
even if the characters and premise are not
quite convincing. A strong optional purchase.
(S. Granger)

The Long Night of
Francisco Sanctis HHH
Breaking Glass, 76 min, in
Spanish w/English subtitles, not
rated, DVD: $24.99

A f a s c i n at i n g , p a r a noia-inducing, yet also
understated thriller, the
Argentinean drama The Long Night of Francisco
Sanctis is set in 1977, during the middle of
the nation’s years of repressive, authoritarian military government. Francisco (Diego
Velázquez) is an ordinary family man with
a boring desk job at a food company, whose
biggest concern is gaining a management promotion that never comes. But that changes
when Francisco gets a message from a former
lover he knew in his earlier years as a political dissident. In a clandestine meeting, she
appeals to Francisco to warn a couple that
their arrest by security forces is imminent.
Thus begins a journey of uncertainty and
fear as Francisco wanders the streets, trying
to identify the couple while also suspecting
he is being watched and followed. Co-di-
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rectors Francisco Márquez and Andrea Testa
convey—through smart camera framing
and ambient sounds—a haunting sense
that a menacing presence could be around
every corner or sitting at a bar table. As the
mission grows in complexity, with potential
allies failing him, Francisco goes to greater
and more dangerous lengths, so deep into a
rabbit hole that this long night might never
end. Recommended. (T. Keogh)

Loving Vincent HHH

Cinedigm, 95 min., PG-13,
DVD: $19.99, Blu-ray: $24.99

Devotion bordering on
obsession is the only explanation for Dorota Kobiela
and Hugh Welchman’s extraordinary Oscar-nominated animated film about Vincent van Gogh’s
slow death by gunshot on July 29, 1890, in the
remote village where he had gone to paint.
Was it suicide, manslaughter, or murder? The
narrative takes the form of an inquiry by Armand Roulin (Douglas Booth), the dissolute
son of a postmaster (Chris O’Dowd) who
was a friend of the artist. Armand questions
locals who befriended van Gogh, including
the doctor (Jerome Flynn) who signed the
death certificate and the latter’s daughter
(Saoirse Ronan), the staff of the inn where
the painter stayed, and an outsider (John
Sessions)—van Gogh’s paint supplier—who
describes young Vincent’s life in Paris. But the
plot is secondary to the style—a sophisticated
form of rotoscoping that carefully paints over,
frame-by-frame, the performances by the cast
to make all of the characters resemble their
depictions in van Gogh’s portraits (the same
process is used on the backgrounds). That
explains why it took an army of more than a
hundred artists working over several years to
complete the film, which plays like a succession of van Gogh canvases brought to vivid
life. Experts will have a field day identifying
what works are referenced in each segment—a
cascade of vibrantly colored “present day” images and shimmering black-and-white “past”
ones—but everyone can simply luxuriate in
the gorgeous flow of images, even if the mystery of van Gogh’s death remains unresolved.
Recommended. (F. Swietek)

Lucky HHH

Magnolia, 88 min., not rated,
DVD: $26.99

Harry Dean Stanton’s
(1926-2017) cinematic swan
song is a small film with a
big heart, a fitting valedictory vehicle for the veteran
character actor. The elderly Lucky (Stanton)
lives a fiercely independent life in a small
desert town in the Southwest, following the
same routine scrupulously every day—getting
up and moseying down to the diner and the
grocery before winding up at a bar to share
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drinks with his best friend Howard (David
Lynch), who is currently mourning the escape
of his pet, an ancient tortoise that has ambled
off into the wild. Lucky is a kindred free spirit,
an atheist who offers dour opinions about
existence while also reacting belligerently to
talk of an afterlife. But the issue of mortality
arises when Lucky gets dizzy and takes a
tumble at home—an incident that leads to a
visit with a down-to-earth doctor (Ed Begley
Jr.). Further alterations to Lucky’s routine
arise when concerned, well-meaning friends
come by, and Lucky accepts an invitation to a
boy’s birthday party. Loosely directed by John
Carroll Lynch, the film meanders much like
its title character, but also offers reflections on
major questions about life and death. The key
to its success is Stanton, who skirts pomposity
with his wry delivery and impish grin. An
engaging portrait of a sometimes irascible old
man determined to live life on his own terms,
and a fine capstone to Stanton’s multifaceted
career, this is recommended. (F. Swietek)

M.F.A. HHH

Dark Sky, 92 min., not rated,
DVD: $24.99, Blu-ray: $29.99

Director Natalia Leite’s
M.F.A. exists in the odd uncomfortable space between
exploitation and social issue
film. California art school
student Noelle (Francesca Eastwood, daughter
of Clint) undergoes a personal transformation
when Luke (Peter Vack)—a cocky classmate
she has a crush on—sexually assaults her. At
first she slinks away in defeat, but then decides to confront him, and during an ensuing
argument she accidentally pushes him off
a balcony to his death. A detective (Clifton
Collins Jr.) comes sniffing around, but doesn’t
have the evidence to charge her with a crime.
Noelle pours her frustrations into newly invigorated paintings that impress her critical
colleagues, and she also joins a rape support
group that features some well-meaning if
also tragically misinformed women. Noelle
evolves into an angel of vengeance, killing
campus rapists who’ve gotten away with their
crimes, starting with three frat brothers she
dispatches with cool precision. But while she
empathizes with fellow rape victims, such as
her neighbor Skye (producer and co-writer
Leah McKendrick), her untroubled conscience
suggests serious sociopathic tendencies. The
way that Leite utilizes unusual camera angles
and a whisper-saturated soundtrack lends her
project an art house veneer, but M.F.A. eventually hews closer to grindhouse fare, while
never shying away from a very real problem
on many college campuses: rapists protected
by administrators who will do anything to
avoid negative publicity and disgruntled
donors. A feature-film complement to Kirby
Dick’s deeply disturbing 2015 documentary
about campus rape, The Hunting Ground (VL9/15), this is recommended. (K. Fennessy)
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The Man Who Invented
Christmas HH1/2

Universal, 104 min., PG, DVD:
$29.98, Blu-ray/DVD Combo:
$34.98, Mar. 6

Adapting Les Standiford’s
titular 2008 book about
Charles Dickens’s writing
of A Christmas Carol, director Bharat Nalluri
introduces the self-absorbed Dickens (Dan
Stevens) in 1842, relishing his triumphal
speaking tour of the United States. A year
and three publishing “flops” later, 31-yearold Dickens is back in Victorian-era London,
wrestling with writer’s block and insistent
bill collectors. When he pitches a Christmas
book to his publishers, they scoff at the idea,
informing Dickens that Christmas is a “minor
holiday.” After conferring with his friend/
agent John Forster (Justin Edwards), Dickens
decides to publish the book himself—if he
can get the inspiration to finish it. Suddenly, the vivid apparition of slyly crotchety
Ebenezer Scrooge (Christopher Plummer)
appears, along with Bob Cratchit and Tiny
Tim (“We know that Dickens did carry on
conversations with his characters, so that’s
based on the true story, and we’ve invented
his interior thoughts,” explains screenwriter
Susan Coyne). While all of this is happening
in Dickens’s feverish imagination, he is also
forced to confront several real-life dilemmas,
including his wife’s latest pregnancy, and his
genial, ne’er-do-well father (Jonathan Pryce),
who is once again leaning on him for loans.
The unexpected arrival of his father ignites
recollections of Charles’s impoverished childhood, when he worked in a boot-blacking
factory where he was mercilessly bullied.
And it soon becomes obvious that Dickens
must come to terms with his inner demons
before he can finish his holiday tale. Fact and
fantasy intertwine in this endearing but also
rather slight holiday trifle. A strong optional
purchase. (S. Granger)

Manolo: The Boy Who
Made Shoes for Lizards
HH1/2

Music Box, 89 min., not rated,
DVD: $29.99

Fashion editor Michael
Roberts’s documentary is an
almost fawning portrait of
his septuagenarian friend Manuel “Manolo”
Blahnik, known in the world of haute couture
for his unusual, extravagantly designed (and
very expensive) footwear. The film features
mediocre recreations of scenes from Manolo’s
past, including his idyllic childhood in the
Canary Islands, where he fashioned candy
wrappers into shoes for lizards (thus the title).
Also featured is archival footage, including
some with faithful customers who gush
about their “Manolos.” And there are excerpts
from talking-head and audio interviews,
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the most extensive with Manolo himself, as
well as unfailingly effusive comments from
friends and colleagues. Manolo is a cheerful
and charmingly unpretentious man—one
of his admirers points out that he still refers
to himself as a cobbler—and it is interesting
to hear Sofia Coppola enthusing over his
contributions to her film Marie Antoinette.
But despite the efforts of some scholars here
to connect Manolo’s designs to paintings by
Goya and ancient Greek statuary, the artistry
argument feels a trifle ridiculous. A strong
optional purchase. (F. Swietek)

Mayhem HH1/2

RLJE, 87 min., not rated, DVD
or Blu-ray: $29.99

Part horror film, part violent spectacle, and part black
comedy, Mayhem borrows
from viral outbreak thrillers
like 28 Days Later and lastman-standing survival action films to create
a perverse corporate revenge picture. Derek
Cho (Steven Yeun) is a mid-level lawyer who
established the precedent that people are not
legally liable for crimes committed during the
eight-hour cycle of an aggression-boosting
virus called “Red Eye” (named for the tell-tale
signs of infection). Derek is fired to cover a
mistake made by a higher-up just as the virus
hits the corporate high rise building, which
is immediately quarantined, and Derek starts
fighting his way up the executive ladder to
take his grievance to the board, killing anyone who stands in his way. Samara Weaving
costars as a civilian victim of the company’s
heartless legal maneuvering who teams up
with him for her own vengeance. Mayhem
presents itself as a satire of corporate culture,
where the impulses of ruthless, ferociously
competitive employees are unleashed in
a series of gladiatorial battles in an office
environment, and everything within reach
is a potential weapon. It plays on audience
resentment toward soulless corporate entities
and a system stacked against regular citizens.
It’s also a simple kind of satire without nuance, although it does offer a kind of bloody
catharsis as Derek rises, floor by floor, up the
scale of culpability and corruption. A strong
optional purchase. (S. Axmaker)

Miss Zombie HH1/2

Kino Lorber, 85 min., in
Japanese w/English subtitles,
not rated, DVD: $19.99, Bluray: $29.99

Strikingly shot in blackand-white (until a sudden
switch to color in the hectic
finale), Japanese writer-director Sabu’s (aka Hiroyuki Tanaka) film
melds horror with social satire. The Walking
Dead-type premise is that an epidemic has
turned a significant number of the population into zombies. Some of the infected,
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however, are nonaggressive, and one couple
decides to purchase a zombie to be their
family servant. Miss Zombie (Ayaka Komatsu)
is delivered in a cage, along with a manual
(never to be served meat) and a pistol (in the
unlikely event that she goes rogue). Assigned
to wash the house’s long stone walkway, the
slow-moving creature attracts the attention
of some slovenly workmen, one of whom
rapes her. She also revives the couple’s young
son when he has a potentially fatal accident,
and the boy subsequently becomes attached
to his rescuer, much to his mother’s distress.
The relationship with the son apparently cues
Miss Zombie’s memory of the day that she was
turned by an attacking horde of the undead,
a recollection that includes the fact that she
was pregnant at the time. Miss Zombie is a
very slowly paced film shot in a stark, grim
style that many viewers will find oppressive.
Although it does offer an intriguing twist on
an overworked genre, it also strains for an
emotional impact that it never quite achieves.
A strong optional purchase. (F. Swietek)

Molly’s Game HHH

Universal, 141 min., R, DVD:
$29.98, Blu-ray/DVD Combo:
$34.98, Apr. 10

Jessica Chastain is sensational as the titular Colorado-born skier who became
America’s poker princess.
After training for world freestyle championships, Molly Bloom (Chastain)
trips on a twig at the Olympic trials, resulting
in a severe back injury. Needing money to
attend law school, Molly works part-time for
a guy who runs a weekly high-stakes poker
game in Los Angeles. Although her job barely
pays minimum wage, the players are such big
tippers that entrepreneurial Molly, having
learned the intricacies of the game, goes into
business for herself. Her multimillion dollar
poker empire expands to Manhattan’s Plaza
Hotel, where she’s so successful that instead
of exclusive once-a-week games she begins
to host every night. This leads to hiring
glamorous female assistants who can attract
even richer gamblers—as well as a troubling
alcohol/drug habit. Molly’s celebrity clientele
includes stockbrokers, hedge fund managers,
and movie stars, and more than a few men
fall in love with her. Easy to understand
since the elusive Molly is very empathetic
towards players like Bad Brad (Brian d’Arcy
James), who has no idea how to bluff, and
Harlan (Bill Camp), who sinks deeper into
debt. But then the Feds bring Molly in on
suspicion of colluding with members of
the Russian mafia, and she turns to defense
attorney Charlie Jaffey (Idris Elba). Making
his directorial debut, Aaron Sorkin adapts
Bloom’s 2014 memoir for this fast-paced
bio-pic—Oscar-nominated for Best Adapted
Screenplay—that is full of sharp dialogue.
Recommended. (S. Granger)
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Novitiate HH1/2

Sony, 123 min., R, Blu-ray:
$30.99, Mar. 6

Spearheaded by Pope
John XXIII in 1962, the
Second Vatican Council
brought liberal change to
the Roman Catholic Church, causing a radical
theological shift. Novitiate tells the story of
shy 17-year-old Cathleen Harris (Margaret
Qualley), a young woman with religious fervor who subsequently questions her faith and
vocation. Raised by a single mother (Julianne
Nicholson) in a non-religious household,
Cathleen is given a scholarship to a nearby
parochial school, where she learns about
Catholicism. Ignoring her mother’s observation that “there’s more to life than God
and church and praying,” Cathleen enters a
cloistered convent as a postulant. The stern
Mother Superior (Melissa Leo) introduces herself as “God’s representative on Earth,” firmly
declaring that “God is not a fantasy, nor a daydream, and not your invisible friend”—and
she alone will decide over the coming months
whether the young women are worthy of continuing their holy commitment. Admitting
that she was dazzled by Audrey Hepburn in
A Nun’s Story, it’s obvious that one woman
(Maddie Hasson) won’t last long, but pious
Cathleen seems determined to become a bride
of Christ, taking final vows of chastity, poverty, and obedience. Writer-director Maggie
Betts pulls back the curtain on convent life,
revealing the mental and physical hardships
that the women endure, here partially due
to the melodramatic sadism of Mother Superior, who initially refuses to abandon the
draconian discipline (like self-flagellation)
she has observed for 40 years. An uneven but
also thought-provoking film, this is a strong
optional purchase. (S. Granger)

Rememory H1/2

Lionsgate, 112 min., PG-13,
DVD or Blu-ray: $19.99

At the center of Rememory
is the idea that memories
change over time. A new device allows people to record
and preserve their memories
and even share them with others. But when
the creator of the machine (Martin Donovan)
is found dead in his office, ostensibly of natural causes but surrounded by circumstantial
evidence of foul play, Sam (Peter Dinklage)—a
man suffering from a traumatic memory of
the car wreck that killed his brother—turns
detective to solve the mystery, and he uses a
stolen machine to access memories for evidence. Directed by Mark Palansky, Rememory
touches on some interesting concepts that are
unfortunately never really explored, instead
relying on a plot that features familiar detective story conventions, as each new memory
plays like a flashback that provides a clue that
sends the investigation in a new direction.
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Dinklage and costar Julia Ormond (as the
inventor’s widow) deliver fine performances
but the film fails to engage emotionally with
the human story of guilt and grief, or explore
the disconnect between organic memory and
object recordings. What’s left is a dramatically dull and narratively unsatisfying story built
on an intriguing concept. Not recommended.
(S. Axmaker)

Remittance HHH

Passion River, 90 min., in
English & Tagalog w/English
subtitles, not rated, DVD:
$29.99 ($325 w/PPR from
Outcast Films, www.outcastfilms.com)

Filmmakers Patrick Daly
and Joel Fendelman examine the global plight of migrant workers by
telling the unhappy story of Marie (Angela
Barotia), a Filipina wife and mother who
leaves her husband, sons, and daughter for a
job as a housekeeper to a well-to-do Singapore
family so that she can send money home.
Although not a documentary, the script is
based on the experiences of Barotia and
other non-professionals in the cast, and the
directors stage the action—shot in Singapore
and the Philippines—in a gritty style. Marie
discovers that her salary will be reduced to
cover the costs of her training and transportation, so she has to take on additional jobs
to meet the needs of her family. And they, in
turn, undermine her efforts: her philandering
husband spends the cash she sends on another woman rather than repairing his taxi, and
her daughter gets pregnant before she is able
to finish school. As a result, Marie is forced
to return home, her hopes of opening a hair
salon dashed. Once back, Marie’s situation
deteriorates further in what clearly appears
to be a sad cycle. A realistic and timely film
that carries the ring of truth, this is recommended. (F. Swietek)

Roman J. Israel, Esq.
HH

Sony, 122 min., PG-13, DVD:
$30.99, Blu-ray: $34.99

Writer-director Dan Gilroy’s contrived, convoluted
drama stars Denzel Washington in the title role as an
idealistic legal-savant whose nerdy, antisocial
personality places him in the Asperger range
on the autism spectrum. When his beloved
longtime partner has a heart attack, Israel realizes that he can’t alone run their downtown
Los Angeles criminal law practice, which is
devoted to social justice, defending the poor
and downtrodden on a pro bono basis. After
being turned down for a salaried position at
a civil rights project headed by Maya Alston
(Carmen Ejogo), Israel takes a job at a mega-firm run by slick, high-powered George
Pierce (Colin Farrell). But then he is faced
with a crisis of conscience, as his new position
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clashes with a personal project. Israel, who
memorized the entire California legal code,
has devoted years to assembling a class-action
lawsuit to challenge the pervasive system of
plea bargaining, dubbing it a rigged game in
which prosecutors threaten defendants with
hefty prison sentences, hoping to get them
to plead guilty—even if innocent—thereby
short-circuiting the legal process. Israel is a
relic from the social activism of the ‘60s and
’70, fighting the usual corruption, but while
Washington tries to make him an interesting
character, he is stymied by the flailing narrative. Optional. (S. Granger)

Santa & Andrés
HHH1/2

Breaking Glass, 105 min., in
Spanish w/English subtitles, not
rated, DVD: $19.99

A haunting drama from
Cuba—which the government has suppressed at
home—Santa & Andrés is
set in 1983, during one of the periodic crackdowns on citizens who are out of step with
Fidel Castro’s ideological purity. Santa (Lola
Amores) is an emotionally bottled-up farmer
who follows the harsh party line about the
country’s ongoing “revolution,” in part for
her own survival. She is given the ridiculous
task of sitting on a wooden chair outside
a ramshackle concrete hut that is home to
Andrés (Eduardo Martinez), a gay novelist
who has survived prison and torture. The
reason: some kind of party conference is
going on for three days, and international
journalists will be in the country. The government doesn’t want Andrés near them, so
Santa is tasked with watching and making
sure he doesn’t go anywhere. Frosty, sour,
and robotic, Santa does her job dutifully
while Andrés goes about his business, but a
storm finally drives a soaked Santa inside his
shelter, where the slow process of developing
a bond begins. That friendship between two
damaged people yields trust, empathy, and
enlightenment—subjective human qualities
that have little place in a totalitarian society
where partisans are rewarded for destroying
others. Writer-director Carlos Lechuga’s Santa
& Andrés is a deeply moving film driven by a
complex yet loving relationship between two
passionate individuals living under the radar
of monsters. Highly recommended. (T. Keogh)

The Shape of Water
HHHH

Fox, 123 min., R, DVD: $29.99,
Blu-ray/DVD Combo: $39.99,
Mar. 13

Golden Globe-winning
filmmaker Guillermo del
Toro has created a poignant,
fantastical fable, set in Baltimore, MD, circa
1962, at the height of the Cold War. Lonely,
mute janitor Elisa Esposito (Sally Hawkins)
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discovers an exotic aquatic creature (very
similar to the classic Black Lagoon fish-man)
hidden in a cylindrical tank in a top-secret
government laboratory that is run by sadistic Richard Strickland (Michael Shannon),
who tortures the captive creature with an
electric cattle prod. In South America’s Amazon River, this amphibian (played by Doug
Jones) is considered a God. Not only can he
breathe underwater with gills but also on land
thanks to humanoid lungs. Modeled after
Michelangelo’s perfectly proportioned David,
the creature’s touch also carries remarkable
curative powers. Captured by the military,
this mysterious yet innocent hybrid is considered an oceanographic “asset” that could
give America a supernatural advantage over
the perceived Communist threat. Secretly
sharing some snacks, Elisa feels empathy for
the creature, who she communicates with in
sign language. And since both can hear, they
share a love of music that leads to a deep,
intuitive bond. With the help of a co-worker
(Octavia Spencer), a sympathetic scientist/spy
(Michael Stuhlbarg), and an artist neighbor
(Richard Jenkins), Elisa is determined to set
him free. Sensuous and sumptuous, this
multi-Oscar-nominated film is an enchanting
and redemptive interspecies love story. Highly
recommended. Editor’s Choice. (S. Granger)

Sleeping Giant HHH

Altered Innocence, 91 min., not
rated, DVD: $21.99, Blu-ray:
$24.99

A well-received Canadian
debut feature by Andrew
Cividino, Sleeping Giant explores the subject of teen
boys wrestling with the concept of masculinity. During a lazy hot summer on Lake
Superior, Adam (Jackson Martin), Riley (Reece
Moffett), and Nate (Nick Serino)—all cousins
meeting for the first time—hang around,
not doing much of anything besides egging
houses, taking chances, and wrestling one
another for dominance. Inevitably, the differences between the boys become issues in their
three-way relationship. The quiet, sensitive
Adam is out of sync with the more aggressive
Nate (a genuine juvenile delinquent), while
Riley falls somewhere between in personality.
As tensions escalate (Nate especially has a
chip on his shoulder), conflict spills over into
Adam’s and Riley’s families, leading to a crisis
that puts two of the boys in terrible danger.
Cividino excels at lean storytelling, instantly establishing who these kids are without
hammering viewers with background and
context. Sleeping Giant exhibits an urgency
that contrasts intriguingly with the sunny,
laidback setting. Recommended. (T. Keogh)

The Square HHH1/2

Magnolia, 151 min., in Swedish & English w/
English subtitles, R, DVD: $26.99

This elegant, Oscar-nominated film from
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Swedish writer-director
Ruben Östlund is a dark
comedy of frustration, a
sly parable of white privilege brought low, set in a
world of riches and social
pretension. Tall, handsome
Christian (Claes Bang) is
the director of a Stockholm art museum,
where he oversees provocative cutting-edge
exhibits. Walking to work one morning,
he is robbed just as he is preparing a socially-conscious exhibit called “The Square,”
a spot in the museum courtyard identified
as a zone of compassionate human contact.
His attention to an accompanying promotional campaign is diverted when his stolen
belongings are traced to a high-rise housing
project—where he puts a note in all of the
mailboxes demanding his property back. That
plan works, but a boy shows up demanding
an apology for accusing him of stealing.
Meanwhile, Christian also runs afoul of an
American reporter (Elisabeth Moss) who he
has a one-night stand with, after which she
accuses him of misconduct. To make matters
more fraught, his position at the museum
deteriorates as The Square’s ad campaign is
attacked as racist, and a fundraiser for the
exhibit turns disastrous. The Square satirizes
the world of modern art, but its chief target is
Christian, who represents the cluelessness of
some liberal-minded individuals who blithely
assume that their generalized sympathy for
the less fortunate justifies their air of smug
self-confidence. Highly recommended.
(F. Swietek)

Stefan Zweig: Farewell to
Europe HHH
First Run, 106 min., in
German, English, Portuguese,
French & Spanish w/English
subtitles, not rated, DVD:
$24.95

Austrian-born Stefan
Zweig was an immensely important literary
figure in the 1920s and ‘30s, second among
German writers only to Thomas Mann. Maria Schrader’s bio-pic, however, is less about
Zweig’s books than it is about his exile as
a Jew from his native land during the Nazi
era. The film is constructed as a series of
vignettes, not all chronologically arranged
but together encompassing the period from
the mid-‘30s to Zweig’s death in 1942. A few
are fairly cinematic—such as an international
conference, and an accident-filled reception
in a small Brazilian village—but even they are
tableaux-like and largely conversational, including a long discussion between the writer
and his first wife (played by Barbara Sukowa)
in frigid New York City, where they debate the
extent to which he should use his influence
to secure visas for acquaintances still trapped
in Europe. Schrader stages everything with
consummate craftsmanship and uses various
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locations to optimal effect, while Josef Hader
gives a precise, restrained performance as
Zweig, a man dedicated to gentlemanly principles and culture that are passing away in
the throes of bigotry and war. A thoughtful,
poignant portrait of Zweig’s final years that
serves as a fitting tribute to his sensitivity and
refinement, this is recommended. (F. Swietek)

The Teacher HHH

Film Movement, 103 min., in
Slovak w/English subtitles, not
rated, DVD: $24.99

Using a middle-school
teacher’s Stalin-like authoritarianism as a microcosmic example of the
larger abuses of power that eventually led
to the demise of Eastern Bloc Communism,
director Jan Hrebejk sets this dramedy in
mid-1980s Bratislava, the often-ignored Slovak corner of the Iron Curtain. The titular
teacher, known as Comrade Drazdechova
(Zuzana Mauréry), is a manipulative control
freak both in and out of the classroom and,
not surprisingly, also heads the local chapter of the Communist Party. Drazdechova
gleans information from her pupils about
their parents’ work, which she uses for her
own benefit, manipulating the parents into
doing everything from common household
errands to free hairstyling. As long as they
cooperate, their children are rewarded
with preferential treatment. But when the
airport-worker father of one student refuses
to help her smuggle a cake through the mail
to Russia (this was highly illegal), she bites
back by singling out his gymnast daughter
for in-class humiliation. And this treatment
becomes the norm for students with noncompliant parents, with the teacher playing
on her students’ insecurities to the extent
that one attempts suicide. Hrebejk’s narrative has a clever chronological structure,
flashing backwards and forwards, with the
dual narrative strands gracefully dovetailing at the end. Recommended. (M. Sandlin)

Three Billboards Outside
Ebbing, Missouri
HHH1/2

Fox, 116 min., R, DVD: $29.98,
Blu-ray/DVD Combo: $34.99

Writer-director Martin
Mc Donagh’s mu lt i- Oscar-nominated, Golden
Globe-winning, darkly comic revenge drama revolves around grieving Mildred Hayes
(Frances McDormand), whose teenage daughter was brutally raped and murdered several
months previous when the story opens. The
Ebbing Police Department has been unable
to nab the killer, so Mildred rents three abandoned billboards on a back road to advertise
their ineptitude and complacency, focusing
on Sheriff Willoughby (Woody Harrelson),
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who has been privately agonizing about not
having solved the crime and is dying of pancreatic cancer. Launching this outrageously
merciless one-woman crusade, McDormand
delivers a formidable, ferociously uncompromising performance that firmly places her
on-track for another Oscar. She’s adroitly
supported by Oscar nominees Harrelson
and Sam Rockwell, the latter as Willoughby’s
moronic, rage-filled deputy. The excellent
supporting cast includes Caleb Landry Jones
as a local ad-sales agent, Peter Dinklage as
a kindly car salesman who courts Mildred,
Lucas Hedges as her long-suffering teenage
son, and John Hawkes as her abusive ex-husband. Irish playwright-turned-filmmaker
McDonagh specializes in juggling comedy
and tragedy, here deftly touching on racism
and misogyny. Edgy, unpredictable, and at
times morbidly funny, this is highly recommended. (S. Granger)

The Tiger Hunter HHH
Shout! Factory, 94 min., not
rated, Blu-ray/DVD Combo:
$29.99

lover Tom (Kai Michael Müller). Going to a bar
to nurse his sorrows, Tom is approached by a
strangely philosophical man called Chef (David C. Bunners), who offers a solution: Chef
will stage a phony abduction of Séverine and
Tom will rescue her, ensuring her undying
love. Chef actually has a very different plan:
he and his minions will take the captured girl
to a remote mansion where she will become
the victim in their latest snuff movie. But she
escapes their clutches, and the rest of the film
follows their efforts to chase her down, as she
in turn evolves into an axe-wielding avenger.
There are plot holes: for example, there seems
to be no reason for Chef to involve Tom in
the abduction scheme, other than to have
him show up at the mansion and try to act
the hero, only to get his just desserts. Still,
even though the film eventually slips into
gross mayhem, the first half is full of luminous, beautifully composed images that are
reminiscent of Hitchcock and early Polanski,
marking Seiler as a director of uncommon
visual sophistication. A strong optional purchase. (F. Swietek)

Woodpeckers HHH

Danny Pudi stars as Sami
Malik, an engineer who
travels from his village in
India—where he runs the local electronic
repair shop—to Los Angeles in order to take
a high-paying position in an American firm.
Sami is determined to live up to his father’s
reputation—a man revered in his village as a
brave tiger hunter—but when he arrives, the
job is no longer available. Sami is given a temp
drafting job in the basement and a spot in an
apartment that is overcrowded with overqualified professionals from India working as taxi
drivers, waiters, and dog walkers. When his
girlfriend back home informs him that her
military officer father is taking her to America
to interview potential husbands, his friends
(Rizwan Manji, Jon Heder) team up to make
Sami appear to be a big American success,
complete with mansion and servants. Director/co-writer Lena Khan’s The Tiger Hunter is a
fun immigrant story with moments of comic
fantasy and screwball coincidence that undercuts stereotypes (without quite transcending
them) while delivering simple messages: be
true to yourself, be generous with others, be
honest and open. An entertaining underdog
story that celebrates friendship and community, this is recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Filmed in two prisons in
the Dominican Republic
and cast with a number of
real inmates, Woodpeckers is
a taut drama about a thief named Julian (Jean
Jean), incarcerated in a tough cellblock, who
is enlisted by a menacing drug dealer to act
as the latter’s surrogate communicator with
a female prisoner named Yanelly (Judith
Rodriguez). The dialogue between Julian and
Yanelly (who is in a separate facility) takes
place through “woodpecking,” a type of sign
language that confined men and women use
to flirt from a distance. But trouble brews
when Yanelly and Julian fall for one another,
and the dealer’s vendetta against Julian complicates a number of other already-challenged
lives. Director José María Cabral captures the
claustrophobic, every-man-for-himself society of prison life, which relies on deal-making
and betrayal in order to function. Serving up
a stark and lean narrative—benefiting from
deep and passionate performances by Jean
and Rodriguez—that leads to an explosive
climax, this is recommended. (T. Keogh)

True Love Ways HH1/2

The Wound HHH

MVD Visual, 102 min., in
German w/English subtitles,
not rated, DVD: $19.99

A haunting tale of obsessive love and gruesome
depravity, Swiss director
Mathieu Seiler’s True Love
Ways—taking its title from a Buddy Holly
song—centers on beautiful young Séverine
(Anna Hausburg), who wants a break from her
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Strand, 108 min., in Spanish
w/English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $24.99

Kino Lorber, 88 min., in Xhosa
w/English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $29.99, Blu-ray: $34.99

Set in rural South Africa,
The Wound is a fictional
drama about the real-life
Ukwaluka ritual still practiced by the Xhosa tribe. Kwanda (Niza Jay
Ncoyini), a smart, self-possessed boy raised
by his mother in Johannesburg, is brought
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by his father to the mountains to toughen
him up for the ceremony (which includes
ritual circumcision). The story, however,
focuses on Xolani (Nakhane Touré), a gay
“caregiver” who hides his nature (the Xhosa
culture disdains homosexuality). This lonely
factory worker participates in the ceremony
every year in order to meet up with boyhood
friend Vija (Bongile Mantsai), a married man
who puts on a front of bullying machismo
in public but secretly meets up with Xolani
for sex—a secret that Kwanda quickly figures
out. Filmmaker John Trengove directs with a
straightforward, unadorned style, revealing
the brutality and bullying behind the old
traditions and attitudes while also exploring
how homophobia shames and pressures gay
men into hiding their true natures, which
has destructive consequences. A provocative
and often emotionally painful drama that has
won numerous film festivals awards, this is
recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Zoology HHH

Arrow, 91 min., in Russian w/
English subtitles, not rated,
DVD: $19.99, Blu-ray: $29.99

Katya (Masha Tokareva), a
frumpy, lonely middle-aged
woman working in the purchasing department of a
struggling zoo in a provincial Russian city, is
bullied and ridiculed by her co-workers and
dominated by her mother, who is a hysterical
religious fanatic. Katya inexplicably grows a
tail, which brings her to a handsome young
X-ray technician (Dmitriy Groshev), whose
romantic interest inspires a sexy makeover.
Director Ivan I. Tverdovsky has plenty of sympathy for Katya, who seems to have accepted
her misery (her only real joy is in communing
with the animals of the zoo) until this new
possibility of happiness arrives and even gives
her the self-confidence to let her tail be seen
publicly. The story serves as a metaphor for
individuality in a conformist culture, where
an overweight, dowdy woman dares to
present herself publically as a sexual being,
and Tverdovsky is scathing in his portrait of
small-minded, provincial attitudes as Katya’s
behavior brings out petty gossip and hostile
judgments in her community. The film also
paints a pretty dispiriting portrait of life in
contemporary Russia, where the culture still
seems to have a foot squarely in 19th-century
superstition and intolerance. Recommended.
(S. Axmaker)

Classic Films
Death Laid an Egg HHH

Cult Epics, 90 min., in Italian w/English subtitles,
not rated, Blu-ray/DVD Combo: $34.95

Italian gialli are famous for farfetched
plots, but few have been quite as outlandish
as the script that director Giulio Questi and
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his co-writer/editor Franco
Arcalli penned for this 1968
film, which mixes a critique
of capitalist profit-mongering with the usual tropes of
the genre. Jean-Louis Trintignant and Gina Lollobrigida star as Marco and Anna, a wealthy couple
who run a highly mechanized chicken farm.
Among their projects is an attempt to create
a boneless chicken—at which they are ultimately successful, but horrified at the freakish
result (which also lacks a head and wings).
Their enormous warehouse also contains a
gigantic machine that grinds grain into chickenfeed, but will inevitably be put to more
gruesome use. Living with the pair is Anna’s
beautiful young cousin Gabri (Ewa Aulin),
who becomes Marco’s mistress although she
is actually conspiring with her own husband
Mondaini (Jean Sobieski)—an advertising
man designing a weird new campaign to
increase chicken sales—to frame Marco for
murder, a scheme that is based on their belief
that Marco is also a serial killer of prostitutes.
In telling this convoluted story Questi indulges in peculiar camera angles, whiplash
edits, and brutal montages (many involving
car crashes), not to mention dialogue that
is often surrealistically odd, all backed by a
jangly, dissonant score by avant-garde composer Bruno Maderna. Death Laid an Egg is
not a great film in any conventional sense,
but it is a perversely fascinating oddity that
will definitely appeal to connoisseurs of the
bizarre. Extras include a gallery of lobby cards
and a separate audio track of Maderna’s score.
Recommended. (F. Swietek)

Fritz Lang: The Silent
Films HHH1/2

Kino Lorber, 12 discs, 1,894
min., in German w/English
subtitles, not rated, Blu-ray:
$149.95

Fritz Lang was a towering giant of silent cinema,
legendary for his ambitious, epic scope and
the imagination and grandeur of his visual
storytelling. Kino has been releasing glorious
new editions of his silent films as restored by
The Murnau Institute in Germany for the past
couple of decades and presents all of them in
this boxed set that also includes the Blu-ray
debuts of three early films (1919’s Harakiri,
1920’s The Wandering Shadow, and 1921’s Four
Around the Woman, all previously available
only on DVD), as well as the home video
debut of The Plague of Florence (1919), an early
film scripted (but not directed) by Lang that
is loosely based on Edgar Allan Poe’s short
story “The Masque of the Red Death.” The set
also features Lang’s major films: The Spiders
(1919), an exotic, globetrotting pulp thriller
and Lang’s first big popular success; his first
masterpiece Destiny (1921), a fantasy parable
produced in the shadow of World War I; the
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underworld conspiracy epic Dr. Mabuse, the
Gambler (1922), featuring a modern criminal mastermind and his sci-fi gadgets; and
Die Nibelungen (1924), a sweeping, visually
magnificent, two-film fantasy epic based on
German myth. Both Metropolis (1927), one of
the most famous films of the silent era and
a landmark sci-fi classic, and Spies (1928),
Lang’s highly entertaining return to his pulp
adventure roots, are restored to their complete
(or nearly complete) original form. And his
final silent film, Woman in the Moon (1929), is
a spaceflight movie rooted in actual science.
The copious extras spread across the discs
include audio commentary by film historian
Tim Lucas on Destiny, an interview with film
scholar Paula Felix-Didier on Metropolis, and
several retrospective featurettes and documentaries. An excellent instant collection
by one of the essential filmmakers, featuring
some of the greatest silent films ever made,
this is highly recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Heat and Dust HHH
Cohen, 130 min., R, DVD:
$25.99, Blu-ray: $34.99

Heat and Dust tells the story of two women connected
by blood but separated by
decades. Olivia (Greta Scacchi), the young wife of a
British civil servant, arrives in colonial India
in the early 1920s, landing in a stifling society of bigoted Brits in exile. Sixty years later,
her great-niece Anne (Julie Christie) finds a
very different India as she retraces Olivia’s
journey and attempts to solve the mystery
of what happened to her. Jumping back and
forth between the 1920s and the ‘80s, the film
opens with scandal and the disappearance of
Olivia and then rewinds to her initial arrival.
Olivia is fascinated by the culture of Royal
India and romanced by the Nawab (Shashi
Kapoor), the provincial ruler of a system on
the verge of collapse. Anne, guided by Olivia’s
letters to her sister (Anne’s mother), finds a
very different society even as her story parallels Olivia’s, including romance. Beautifully
directed by James Ivory from a script by his
longtime collaborator Ruth Prawer Jhabvala
(adapting her own Booker Prize-winning 1975
novel), and produced by Ismail Merchant, this
handsome, delicate 1983 drama was made
on a small budget before A Room with a View
gave the Merchant-Ivory brand mainstream
success. Benefiting from a new 4K restoration, extras include an audio commentary
with Merchant, Scacchi, and costar Nickolas
Grace; the 1975 Merchant-Ivory short film
“Autobiography of a Princess” featuring James
Mason; and new and archival interviews with
the actors and filmmakers. Recommended.
(S. Axmaker)

The Hidden HHH

Warner, 97 min., R, DVD: $17.99, Blu-ray: $21.99

The 1980s was a surprisingly good decade
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for low-budget, high-concept films that merged and
mixed genres. The Hidden, a
1987 mix of body-snatcher
sci-fi, crime thriller, and
offbeat buddy cop drama,
is one of the better films to
come out of this cinematic
culture. Kyle MacLachlan is a touch odd and
socially out of step as Seattle FBI agent Lloyd
Gallagher, who teams up with Los Angeles homicide cop Tom Beck (Michael Nouri) to stop
a sociopathic thief and impulse killer who has
a thing for fast cars and hard rock. When their
suspect dies (it takes a high-speed wreck and
dozens of gunshots just to knock him down),
the spree is taken up by another guy with no
previous criminal record. And then another.
It turns out that both the criminal and the
strange, obsessive agent are actually aliens
inhabiting human bodies. MacLachlan has
some comic moments but also exudes compassion and emotional pain under his wellplayed awkwardness, while a series of actors
(including Chris Mulkey, Claudia Christian,
Ed O’Ross, and even a dog) deliver a terrific
collective performance as the id-driven villain
through shared body language. Director Jack
Sholder brings action punch to the careening
car chases and escalating gunfights, and
there is warmth in Nouri’s family scenes and
MacLachlan’s concern for and connection
with his human partner. Extras include audio
commentary by Sholder, and a short reel of
special effects test footage with commentary
by Sholder. Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Judgment at Nuremberg
HHH1/2
Kino Lorber, 186 min., not
rated, Blu-ray: $29.95

Stanley Kramer’s starstudded 1961 courtroom
drama stars Spencer Tracy
as an American judge pressed into service
in a 1948 trial of four Germans charged
with war crimes. Exploring the bombed-out,
post-WWII Nuremberg streets, Dan Haywood
(Tracy) struggles to understand the mindset of
a civilian population that not only willingly
implemented Nazi policies regarding forced
sterilization and discrimination, but also
now denies any previous knowledge of death
camps near their homes. Befriending the
aristocratic Mrs. Bertholt (Marlene Dietrich),
whose mansion Dan is occupying courtesy
of the American military, the judge bumps
up against the personal grief of a displaced
widow who lost everything in the war except
her dignity. Burt Lancaster costars as Janning,
a stoic, onetime champion of legal rights
whose complicity in a war crime has put
him on trial. Richard Widmark is excellent
as a U.S. Army prosecutor, as is Maximilian
Schell as a defense attorney hobbled by Janning’s profound sense of guilt. Judy Garland
and Montgomery Clift are also memorable
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as victims of Nazi atrocities, while William
Shatner and Werner Klemperer shine as well.
Deftly scripted by Abby Mann, Judgment
at Nuremberg remains a classic exploration
of moral questions concerning the guilt of
ordinary people when their society descends
into genocide. Extras include a conversation
between Kramer and costar Schell, a tribute
to Kramer, and a featurette on Mann’s script.
Highly recommended. (T. Keogh)

Kameradschaft HHH1/2
Criterion, 88 min., in French
& German w/English subtitles,
not rated, DVD: $29.95, Bluray: $39.95

Kameradschaft (which
translates to “comradeship”), the third sound film
from silent filmmaker legend G.W. Pabst, is
inspired by a real-life 1906 mining disaster in
a French mine near the border with Belgium,
where a team of German rescue workers
came to help. Pabst moves the setting to the
French-German border, circa 1931, where a
vast coal mine runs through both countries
(bars blocking the border crossing exist hundreds of feet underground). A decade-plus
after WWI, the Great Depression has made
workers desperate to find jobs, which only
exacerbates lingering resentments between
the countries. But when a fire on the French
side causes an explosion that traps workers,
the Germans pull together a crew and cross
the border with their modern equipment to
join in the rescue. Worker solidarity trumps
national division, and while the characters
can’t always communicate with each other
(the Germans speak German, and the French
speak French), they are able to make themselves understood in this crisis situation.
Kameradschaft is a dramatic, fast-moving
story with impressive mine scenes (all created
in the studio) and striking special effects,
and Pabst deftly marshals a compelling
soundtrack featuring the effective use of silence and the pings of pipes struck by trapped
miners. Extras include interviews with film
historians Hermann Barth and Jan-Christopher Horak, and an archival interview with
editor Jean Oser. Highly recommended.
(S. Axmaker)

Macon County Line
HH1/2

Shout! Factory, 88 min., R,
DVD: $22.99

When actor Max Baer
found himself not just unemployed but unemployable after playing Jethro for nine years on The
Beverly Hillbillies, he co-wrote, produced, and
starred in Macon County Line, a low-budget,
independently-made thriller set in the 1950s
Deep South. Although the opening credits
claim it is based on a true story, this is a purely
fictional drama about two Chicago brothers
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(Alan Vint and Jesse Vint) embarked on a road
trip before reporting to basic training, a pair
of criminal drifters (Timothy Scott and James
Gammon) who recall the killers of In Cold
Blood, and a deputy sheriff (Baer) who mistakenly targets the innocent brothers while
on a rage-fueled mission of revenge. The film
meanders through the first hour, establishing
the brothers as reckless but mostly harmless
troublemakers and the deputy as a loving
husband and father as well as an unapologetic
bigot. He hassles the brothers when their car
breaks down and gently makes the case for
racial segregation to his son (Leif Garrett)
as a life lesson. But then director Richard
Compton abruptly shifts into high gear to
create a riveting, adrenaline-boosted thriller
in its final act. Macon County Line has its
roots in the drive-in culture of ‘50s nostalgia
and redneck action movies but its nuanced
portrait of an openly racist police deputy and
the effective direction of the nightmarish
finale puts it a cut above the rest of the pack.
A huge hit in 1974, it has since become a cult
film and remains an interesting example of
‘70s exploitation filmmaking. Extras include
an audio commentary with Compton, an
interview with film editor Tina Hirsch, and
a vintage featurette. A strong optional purchase. (S. Axmaker)

Maigret Sets a Trap
HHH

Kino Lorber, 118 min., in
French w/English subtitles, not
rated, DVD: $19.99, Blu-ray:
$29.99

The great French actor
Jean Gabin played Georges
Simenon’s famed Inspector Maigret in three
French features in the late 1950s and early
‘60s. He makes his debut in Maigret Sets a
Trap (1958), which pits Maigret and his team
against a Jack the Ripper-like serial killer.
Gabin’s Maigret is a veteran commander
with a methodical approach to crime-solving, working with a loyal team of detectives
who together follow multiple leads to a pair
of suspects: a butcher (Alfred Adam) whose
knife was used in one of the murders, and
an artist (Jean Desailly) whose wife (Annie
Girardot) is having an affair. Gabin holds
the center with understated authority and
takes charge as he grills the suspects. Olivier
Hussenot costars as a police detective who
initially resents Maigret’s authority and reputation but is won over by Maigret’s respect for
and trust in his men. Jean Delannoy directs
this adaptation with a deliberate pace and
attention to small details as the good guys
shadow suspects and interview persons of
interest. This doesn’t have the film noir style
or crime world romanticism of ‘50s gangster
movies and it can seem a little slow at times,
but it’s a satisfyingly low-key murder mystery
with some great sets and Paris locations, and
it exhibits a very continental attitude toward
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sexual affairs compared to American films
of the period. [Note: Maigret and the St. Fiacre
Case is also newly available at the same price.]
Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Pulp HHH

Arrow, 108 min., PG, DVD:
$24.99, Blu-ray: $34.99

A year after the lean, gritty revenge thriller Get Carter
(1971) revitalized the British
gangster film, star Michael
Caine reunited with director
Mike Hodges for Pulp, which traded the serious, hard-edged sensibility of Get Carter for
sardonic crime comedy. Caine stars as Mickey
King, a British writer in the Mediterranean
cranking out lurid pulp fiction novels who
is hired by a mysterious celebrity to ghostwrite his memoirs and becomes the target of
an assassin on the long bus ride to meet his
subject. Mickey Rooney is the mystery man,
a retired movie star in exile thanks to his
connections to the mob, who are apparently
ready to kill to stop his stories from getting
out. Caine narrates as King in the manner of
his detective novels with a self-deprecating
twist as he endures petty tourists and hired
killers with the same unflappable cynicism.
Reliable character actor Lionel Stander costars
as Rooney’s entertainingly ineffectual man
Friday, and Golden Age Hollywood movie star
Lizabeth Scott sinks her teeth into a small but
vivid role as the flamboyant wife of an Italian
prince. Pulp was a commercial flop, but has
since become a cult film, thanks to the dry
wit, unconventional story, self-aware commentary, and entertaining performances by
Caine and Rooney. Extras include new video
interviews with Hodges, cinematographer
Ousama Rawi, editor John Glen, and Tony
Klinger (son of producer Michael Klinger).
Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

The Sea Wolf HHH

Warner, 100 min., not rated,
DVD: $19.99, Blu-ray: $21.99

Jack London’s 1904 novel
The Sea Wolf—a dark psychological adventure tale
about an idealistic writer
who gets an education in
the brutality and sadism of humanity at its
worst from the amoral captain of a ship—
was brought to the screen in a number of
adaptations over the years. The 1941 version,
starring Edward G. Robinson as the sadistic
captain of “the foulest ship in creation” (in
the words of the shifty ship informant played
by Barry Fitzgerald) takes liberties with the
source material but is still the most famous
and most gripping. Alexander Knox plays
the writer, Humphrey van Weyden, a meek,
cultured man who Captain “Wolf” Larsen
enjoys “teaching” his lessons in human
cruelty to, but the film gives equal dramatic
weight to two supporting roles created for
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studio stars Ida Lupino, playing an escaped
convict saved by Larsen from a shipwreck,
and John Garfield, as a wanted man who
takes a job as a crewman to evade the San
Francisco police. Michael Curtiz, then the
top director at Warner Bros., enhances the
psychological intensity by shrouding the
ship in fog and plunging the interior scenes
in deep shadows, creating the equivalent of
a nautical film noir. The film was cut by 14
minutes in 1948 and until recently that was
the only existing version. This Blu-ray debut
features a new restoration of the original
100-minute film. Extras include a 1950 radio
adaptation with Robinson reprising his role.
Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Seven Beauties HHH

Kino Lorber, 116 min., in
Italian w/English subtitles, not
rated, DVD: $19.99, Blu-ray:
$29.99

A tragic farce set during
the horrors of World War
II, Seven Beauties (1975) is
one of the most famous and
acclaimed films from Italian director Lina
Wertmüller, who made her reputation with
energetic, brassy social satires featuring male
protagonists full of macho swagger and sexist
attitudes who collide with manipulative, often unpleasant female characters. Giancarlo
Giannini stars as Pasqualino, a petty thief
and opportunist who murders the pimp that
puts one of his seven sisters in a brothel. It’s a
matter of honor, although his cowardice and
drive to survive soon trump any noble quality. He’s sent to an insane asylum, then to the
frontlines of the war (where he deserts from
the army), and finally ends up in a German
concentration camp run by a sadistic, obese
female commandant (Shirley Stoler). He seduces her to curry favor (a comically unerotic
scene) and she decides to see just how far he
will debase himself to survive. It’s a grotesque
film, both visually and thematically, with
a mordant sense of humor and bold visual
style. In its cruel portrait of degradation, it
offers Wertmüller’s most cynical statement
on the worst instincts of mankind. Seven
Beauties earned both rave reviews and sharp
criticism for its mix of slapstick humor and
horrific situations and was nominated for
four Academy Awards, including Best Director
(the first ever nomination for a woman). It
remains one of Wertmüller’s most notorious
films. Extras include an excerpt from the 2015
biographical documentary on Wertmüller
Behind the White Glasses, an interview with
director Amy Heckerling, and a booklet with
essays. Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Time to Die HHH

Film Movement, 89 min., in Spanish w/English
subtitles, not rated, DVD: $29.99

Arturo Ripstein is one of the great directors of Mexican cinema and his 1966 debut
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feature Time to Die here
makes its American home
video debut in a beautiful
new 50th anniversary restoration. Written by legendary Latin American writers
Gabriel García Márquez
and Carlos Fuentes, the
film offers up a twist on
the revenge Western. Juan (Jorge Martínez
de Hoyos) returns to his rural hometown
after serving 18 years in prison for murder.
He just wants to put the past behind him
and live his life in peace, but the sons of
his victim have vowed revenge. Time to Die
plays like an anti-spaghetti-Western set in
a dusty village that time forgot—with no
cars, no telephones, and not even a railroad
connection to the rest of the world (it could
be 1965 or 1865). The culture of machismo
and the codes of honor and vengeance are
heavily critiqued in this tragic melodrama, in
which none of the players escape their fate as
long as they continue to stubbornly hold on
to outmoded values. Mature, sophisticated,
and visually striking (without being flashy),
this is a compelling classic of Mexican cinema and a memorable beginning of a major
career. Extras include audio commentary by
Ripstein and actor Enrique Rocha (in Spanish
with optional subtitles), and an introduction
by filmmaker Alex Cox. Recommended.
(S. Axmaker)

The Whales of August
HHH

Kino Lorber, 90 min., not rated,
DVD: $19.99, Blu-ray: $29.99

Based on the 1980 play
by David Berry, this delicate
and reflective 1987 drama
brings two film legends together onscreen for the first time. Bette Davis
and Lillian Gish play widowed sisters who
spend their summers together at an island
vacation home off the coast of Maine. Sarah
(Gish) is the owner, but the more affluent
Libby (Davis)—who is blind and has become
bitter over the years—pays the upkeep. The
siblings coexist uneasily, due to Libby’s
demanding nature and rudeness, which is
perhaps exacerbated by her reliance on Sarah, who dutifully looks after Libby without
complaint. The story takes place over a single
day at the end of the season and is less about
plot (Sarah wants to put in a picture window
but the blind Libby insists “We’re too old
to be considering new things.”) than it is
about their memories of summers past, the
rhythms of retired life, the frailties of age, and
the inevitability of mortality. Vincent Price
costars as a courtly gentleman who claims to
be a Russian aristocrat in exile, Ann Sothern
earned an Oscar nomination as a gossipy old
friend, and John Ford regular Harry Carey
Jr. is an irascible elderly handyman. Lindsay
Anderson directs in a low key, bringing out
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the contrast in the personalities of the sisters
through the different acting styles of the
stars. This gentle and often touching film
was the final screen role for Gish and the
second-to-last for Davis and it serves as a
beautiful memorial for both actresses. Extras
include audio commentary by producer Mike
Kaplan, and numerous archival interviews.
Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

The Young in Heart
HH1/2

Kino Lorber, 90 min., not rated,
DVD: $19.99, Blu-ray: $29.99

A minor but charming
comedy from 1938, The
Young in Heart stars Janet
Gaynor and Douglas Fairbanks Jr. as siblings and con-artists GeorgeAnne and Richard Carlton, who are kicked
out of the Riviera with their hammy father
(Roland Young), a second-rate actor who poses
as a retired Bengal Lancer, and dizzy mother
(Billie Burke), when their scam is exposed.
When George-Anne befriends a lonely dowager with the delightful name of Miss Fortune
(Minnie Dupree), she hatches a new scheme:
pose as honest, hardworking folks so that she
writes them into her will. Produced by David
O. Selznick and ably directed by Richard Wallace, this handsome comedy features romance
(Paulette Goddard and Richard Carlson play
the civilians who fall for the siblings), a dramatic train wreck, and a sentimental streak.
Who would have thought that a little honest
work would rub off on the wily quartet?
Pretty much anyone watching the film, of
course, but this low-key comedy offers some
fun watching the would-be hardened shysters
get sentimental as they become attached
to the old woman and embrace their roles
as productive members of society. Nabbing
Oscar nominations for cinematography and
music, the film also features the movie debuts
of Broadway veteran Dupree and young actor
Carlson (future star of the cult movies It Came
from Outer Space and Creature from the Black
Lagoon). Likely to appeal to fans of classic
movies and good-hearted comedies, this is a
strong optional purchase. (S. Axmaker)

Online

Visit Video Librarian Online (www.
videolibrarian.com) during March and
April for DVD/Blu-ray-specific comments
added to the video movies reviewed
here, as well as new reviews of current
and classic films, including: Battle Cry,
Daddy’s Home 2, The Disaster Artist, Ice
Mother, Intermezzo, Just Getting Started,
Justice League, Murder on the Orient Express,
Phantom Thread, Thor: Ragnarok, Westfront
1918, The Witches, Wonder, Wonder Wheel,
and much more!
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TV on Video
American Horror Story—
Roanoke: The Complete
Sixth Season HHH
Fox, 3 discs, 399 min., not
rated, DVD: $29.99, Blu-ray:
$39.99

For its sixth season, Ryan
Murphy’s FX horror anthology American Horror Story offered a darkly
satirical take-off on so-called reality TV programs dealing with paranormal phenomena.
The first half of the season is called My Roanoke Nightmare, which offers a re-enactment
of the experiences of the Millers (Sarah Paulson, Cuba Gooding, Jr.), a California couple
who move into a remote farmhouse in North
Carolina, where they find themselves under
threat from supernatural forces connected
with the Roanoke Island Colony that mysteriously disappeared in the 16th century. A
separate cast plays the “real” Millers, whose
interviews form part of the series, and author
Doris Kearns Goodwin makes an appearance to present the gory history behind the
haunted house. The second half segues into
a disastrous attempt to make a sequel called
Return to Roanoke, which brings together the
Miller family and the actors who played them
for a three-day stay at the farmhouse. Presented as a mixture of found and new footage,
the scenes depict the horrors that everyone
endured at the hands of ravenous ghosts
(and their local minions), before trailing off
into an equally horrible aftermath of the
gruesome events. Kathy Bates, Angela Bassett,
and Evan Peters are returnees from previous
seasons of AHS, while others like Gooding, Jr.,
are newcomers, but all throw themselves into
the spirit of the grisly enterprise. Although
the complex construction is occasionally confusing, Roanoke deserves credit for daring and
imagination, and it should appeal to horror
fans. Presenting all 10 episodes from the 2016
sixth season, extras include a Q&A with cast
and crew. Recommended. (F. Swietek)

Better Call Saul: Season
Three HHH
Sony, 3 discs, 498 min., not
rated, DVD: $35.99, Blu-ray:
$45.99

The third season of this
Breaking Bad prequel continues to chronicle the transformation of former con-man turned scrappy
New Mexico lawyer Jimmy McGill (Bob
Odenkirk) into amoral lawyer Saul Goodman.
Jimmy’s brother Chuck (Michael McKean)
embarks on a campaign to get Jimmy’s law
license revoked just as Jimmy is establishing
his own practice with partner Kim (Rhea
Seehorn). Jimmy has always relied on tricks
from his criminal days and does so again to
defend himself, but he still has a conscience
and the show is at its best when it explores
the inner struggle between Jimmy’s schemer/
shyster side and his loving brother/rough-
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hewn street kid trying to do the right thing
persona, a conflict that takes a toll when he
faces a temporary suspension of his license.
Meanwhile, Mike (Jonathan Banks)—Saul’s
future go-to agent for dirty deeds—is caught
up in a power struggle in the southwest drug
cartel. Although it’s built from Breaking Bad’s
DNA, Better Call Saul has charted its own
distinctive portrait of one man’s slow descent
into moral compromise, which is paralleled
with the mix of wounded pride and ethical
absolutism of Chuck, who resents what he
sees as Jimmy’s shortcut to success. The family
dynamics and personal struggles add a touch
of tragedy to this colorful portrait of legal
maneuvering and mind games. Compiling all
10 episodes from the 2017 third season, extras
include episode commentaries, interviews,
behind-the-scene featurettes, and a gag reel.
Exclusive to the Blu-ray release are additional
featurettes and deleted and extended scenes.
Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

The Defiant Ones HHH
Universal, 2 discs, 260 min.,
not rated, DVD: $22.99, Bluray: $26.99

Allen Hughes directed
this four-part 2017 HBO
documentary miniseries
portrait of music impresarios Andre “Dr. Dre” Young and Jimmy Iovine.
Hughes begins in 2014 when Dre and Iovine
sold Beats Electronics to Apple for $3 billion
before doubling back to their roots. Dr. Dre
grew up in Compton, CA, primarily raised
by his mother, while Iovine spent his childhood in Red Hook, Brooklyn. Iovine’s father
expected him to be a dockworker, but Jimmy
prioritized band practice over school work,
while Dre progressed from record collector to
club DJ. If Iovine was attracted to rock, Dre
gravitated to hip-hop and earned money by
selling mixtapes. From menial work at the
Record Plant in L.A., Iovine learned how
to produce. His big break came when John
Lennon solicited his services, which led to
high-profile sessions with Bruce Springsteen
and Patti Smith. Through Tom Petty, Iovine
met and produced Stevie Nicks, who became
his girlfriend. Dre made a name for himself
as a member of the World Class Wreckin Cru
and NWA, which he formed with Ice Cube
and other Compton friends. Hughes touches
on controversies excluded from F. Gary Gray’s
NWA biopic Straight Outta Compton, including
Dre’s assault charge, before proceeding to
the founding of Death Row and Interscope
Records. Together, the labels released Dr. Dre’s
multi-platinum 1992 album The Chronic. And
from there, he traces a professional union
between Dre and Iovine that launched the
likes of Eminem and Lady Gaga. Serving up
an entertaining journey through the modern
music business, filled with the superstars
these two men brought to fame, this is recommended. (K. Fennessy)
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Empire: The Complete
Third Season HHH
Fox, 5 discs, 792 min., not
rated, DVD: $29.99

This f lashy Lee Daniels-produced Fox hit continues to follow the highly
outlandish (yet, amazingly,
never campy) melodrama of a lucrative hiphop music corporation that is run, sometimes
violently, by the contentious Lyon family,
which is headed by former Philly street hood
Lucious (Terrence Howard), who is more akin
to a mafia don. Lucious is surrounded by
lust and treachery, even among those closest
to him, such as his tough ex-wife and still
business partner Cookie (Taraji P. Henson).
Following the shocking season two murder
of a white girl who married bipolar Lyon son
Andre (Trai Byers), Lucious is busy fending off
both an FBI investigation—led by his own
bitter half-brother Tariq (Morocco Omari)—
and Andre’s treasured business proposition
to take Empire’s live shows to Las Vegas.
Meanwhile, Cookie dates a NYC mayoral
candidate whose own family (headed by a
steely matriarch played by Phylicia Rashad)
ends up in full war mode against the Lyons.
A cliffhanger ending cues a cameo by Demi
Moore, who will turn into a key villainess in
the fourth season. Other actors/musicians
(some playing themselves) include Snoop
Dogg, Leslie Uggams, and Mariah Carey.
Compiling all 18 episodes from the 2016-17
third season, extras include uncut musical
performances and studio sessions. Recommended. (C. Cassady)

Fargo: Year 3 HHH

Fox, 4 discs, 520 min., not
rated, DVD: $39.99

The TV spin-off of the
Coen brothers’ classic movie
continues under the guidance of writer and showrunner Noah Hawley with
yet another Emmy-nominated season that
pays tribute to the spirit of the original
film. Ewan McGregor won a Golden Globe
award and Emmy nomination playing two
roles—successful Emmit, the “parking lot
king of Minnesota,” and sad sack brother
Ray, a probation officer hiding an affair with
parolee Nikki (Mary Elizabeth Winstead)—in
a sibling rivalry that escalates into war after a
robbery goes wrong. Carrie Coon is the local
police chief whose investigation of a murder
gets twisted into their story just as Emmit
finds his business undergoing a hostile takeover from the cold-blooded Mr. Vargas (David
Thewlis). Much of the pleasure of the show
lies in the storytelling, which plays out at a
measured, meandering pace that gives the
series its distinctive rhythm and deadpan
humor. Like previous seasons, the third
presents a self-contained story with a rich cast
of characters and dense plotting that takes
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unexpected turns (including a detour to Los
Angeles). Fargo still shines as an offbeat mix of
crime drama and black comedy set amidst the
cold landscape of rural Minnesota. Compiling
all 10 episodes from the 2017 third season,
extras include behind-the-scenes featurettes.
Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Game of Thrones: The
Complete Seventh
Season HHHH

HBO, 437 min., not rated,
DVD: 5 discs, $59.99; Blu-ray:
4 discs, $76.99

HBO’s sprawling fantasy
epic series adapted from the
novel cycle A Song of Ice and Fire by George
R.R. Martin, was originally planned to run
seven seasons but HBO convinced producers
David Benioff and D.B Weiss to extend the
final season and present it in two parts. So in
essence this seven-episode run is the first half
of the last season, beginning the process of
pulling the vast number of storylines together
as Daenerys (Emilia Clarke), the Mother of
Dragons, brings her armies to Westeros to
claim the Iron Throne from Cersei (Lena
Headey), and Jon Snow (Kit Harington)
defends Westeros from the undead Walkers
on the other side of the Wall. The series has
outpaced Martin’s novels and you can see it
in the storytelling, which has become more
dramatically urgent as it brings characters and
storylines together and lays the groundwork
for an epic finale. And it continues to deliver
spectacle on a scale unseen on TV—epic battles with massive armies, armadas of ships,
and fire-breathing dragons flying into battle—as well as compelling human stories. It’s
a superb, thrilling season of HBO’s signature
series, one that devoted fans will be eager to
see while awaiting the conclusion, which is
slated to run sometime in 2019. Compiling
all seven episodes from the 2017 seventh
season, extras include episode commentaries,
behind-the-scenes featurettes, and in-episode
guides. The Blu-ray edition also features an
exclusive bonus disc with the animated storybook “Conquest and Rebellion,” a prequel
history of Westeros narrated by members
of the regular cast. Highly recommended.
Editor’s Choice. (S. Axmaker)

Gilmore Girls: A Year in
the Life HHH

Warner, 2 discs, 368 min., not
rated, DVD or Blu-ray: $24.99

Nine years after the beloved dramedy Gilmore Girls
left the air following a successful seven-season run, it returned to the
small screen in a collection of four 90-minute
films written and directed for Netflix by the
show’s creators, Amy Sherman-Palladino and
Daniel Palladino. Lorelai (Lauren Graham)
is still in Stars Hollow, running her boutique
inn and living with the curmudgeonly but
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lovable Luke (Scott Patterson); 32-year-old
Rory (Alexis Bledel) is at loose ends as a freelance journalist bopping between New York,
London, and Stars Hollow, while also carrying on an affair with an old boyfriend (Matt
Czuchry); and Lorelai’s mother Emily (Kelly
Bishop) struggles with life after the sudden
death of her husband (Edward Herrmann,
who died before the show began production).
There isn’t a lot of plot to this year-long narrative arc, which puts relationships at the
center, with Rory coming off as self-absorbed
and spoiled as she flits from project to project
and avoids committing herself to anything.
But the breezy six hours are full of snappy dialogue, quirky humor, and favorite characters
putting their eccentricities front and center
in town meetings and seasonal events, with
notable appearances by Liza Weil as neurotic
Paris, and Melissa McCarthy as Sookie. Fans of
the original will enjoy this engaging return,
which nicely recaptures the chemistry and
the wit. Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

The Lost Worlds of Gerry
Anderson HH
MPI, 2 discs, 354 min., not
rated, DVD: $24.98

Gerry Anderson created cult TV shows such as
T hunderbirds, UFO, and
Space: 1999 that specialized
in small screen sci-fi, SFX spectacle, and
action shows for kids, particularly featuring
his distinctive mix of “Supermarionation”
puppets and elaborate miniature models of
fantastical vehicles. This two-disc set compiles rare short films, forgotten shows, and
pilot episodes that never went to series. The
Investigator is a pilot from 1973 that brings
Anderson’s puppet characters and signature
special effects into the human world for a
spy show about miniaturized agents. The
Day After Tomorrow, a live-action pilot from
1976 about a deep space mission that goes
off course and becomes lost, is a frustratingly static show filled with actors standing
around consoles and tossing off scientific
phrases, but it also features some imaginative space imagery and special effects. The
1983 Space Police pilot—an often campy,
futuristic New York cop show in a world
that looks to be modeled on Blade Runner
(complete with flying cars)—features alien
creations that could have stepped out of the
Star Wars cantina scene, and a mobster with
a passing resemblance to Jabba the Hutt, but
it also served as the inspiration for Anderson’s later show Space Precinct (1994-95). This
set also includes the early children’s show
Here Comes Kandy, promotional films, and
the final episode of the goofy private eye
spoof Dick Spanner, P.I., plus rare test footage,
production sketches, and behind-the-scenes
stills. A mixed bag that would likely only
appeal to hardcore Anderson buffs, this is
an optional purchase. (S. Axmaker)
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One Day at a Time: The
Complete Series HHH

Shout! Factory, 27 discs, 5,130
min., not rated, DVD: $129.99

Developed and produced
by Norman Lear, One Day at
a Time continued Lear’s run
of groundbreaking shows,
serving up a sitcom about a divorced mother
raising teenage daughters on her own—a
first for American TV when it debuted in
1975. Bonnie Franklin stars as Ann Romano,
newly divorced after 17 years of marriage, and
Mackenzie Phillips and Valerie Bertinelli are
daughters Julie and Barbara, all living in an
apartment in Indianapolis as Ann starts over
in the workforce. As in other Lear sitcoms
(from All in the Family to Good Times), the
show used humor to explore topical issues
and real-life American experiences, from the
stress of separation and divorce on children,
to the struggles of being a working single
mother, to the difficult relationship with a
rebellious daughter (Phillips). It also presented a thirtysomething divorced woman as a
sexually active person and confronted issues
of premarital sex, teen sexuality, sexism, and
sexual harassment. Pat Harrington Jr. costars
as building superintendent and comic relief
Schneider, Glenn Scarpelli came on board
as a kind of foster son when Phillips left the
show (she returned as a recurring character),
Joseph Campanella had a recurring role as
the ex-husband, Nanette Fabray joined the
cast as Ann’s mother, and Richard Masur, Ron
Rifkin, and Howard Hesseman costarred as
Ann’s serious boyfriends. It was a landmark
sitcom and was recently remade as a Netflix
series, which may spur interest in the original. Compiling all 208 episodes from the
show’s nine seasons (1975-84), extras include
new interviews with Phillips and Scarpelli, and archival featurettes. Recommended.
(S. Axmaker)

Salvation HH

Paramount, 4 discs, 564 min.,
not rated, DVD: $39.99

Ostensibly a sci-fi thriller, Salvation opens with an
extinction-event meteor
hurtling toward the Earth,
after which the series turns
into a conspiracy thriller with governments
scheming against each other and politicians
using the crisis for a political coup. MIT grad
student Liam (Charlie Rowe) discovers the
meteor and Elon Musk-like billionaire tech
guru Darius Tanz (Santiago Cabrera) takes
his findings to the U.S. government, which
has been hiding the discovery to prevent
public panic. Tanz lambasts the brute-force
Pentagon’s plan to blow up the meteor and
proposes an alternative that depends on the
development of new technologies. Each subsequent episode becomes a struggle between
the maverick civilian team and the political
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maneuvering of the government bureaucracy. The show’s varied mix includes a hacker
collective with its own agenda, a conspiracy
to take over the White House, lots of racethe-clock experiments and cloak-and-dagger
missions, and the usual romantic complications, along with stories of foreign agents,
diplomatic crises, and traitors in the midst.
But the science is bunk, and the government
denial is ridiculous—even by the measure of
modern politician climate change deniers.
Although the show received mixed to poor
reviews and low ratings, it was renewed for
a second season. Compiling all 13 episodes
from the 2017 debut season, extras include
behind-the-scene featurettes and deleted and
alternate scenes. Not a necessary purchase.
(S. Axmaker)

The Son: The Complete
First Season HH1/2

Anchor Bay, 3 discs, 433 min.,
not rated, DVD: $29.99

The tagline for the AMC
TV series The Son is, “My
fortune is forged in blood,”
which turns out to be an apt
description. This bleak but sometimes fascinating drama based on Philipp Meyer’s 2013
Pulitzer Prize-finalist novel follows 150 years
and three generations of the McCullough
family as they navigate life in south Texas
from the end of the 1800s up into the beginning of the 20th century. Pierce Brosnan
stars as Eli McCullough, who was kidnapped
as a child by Comanches after seeing them
rape and kill his family. The narrative jumps
back and forth in time to detail Eli’s youth
spent amongst the Comanche and his later
years as the hard, uncompromising, and often
brutal patriarch of a burgeoning oil empire
who doesn’t hesitate to resort to extreme measures to protect his fortune and brood. The
Son is wonderfully acted and visually nails
the historic details, unflinchingly depicting
many of the stark—often violent—realities of
life in the American West. Unfortunately, it
also suffers from a languid pace, and the dual
narratives of Eli’s life that comprise the show’s
core often distract from the more-compelling
side dramas involving the rest of the McCullough family. Presenting all 10 episodes
from the 2017 debut season, extras include
deleted scenes. A strong optional purchase.
(P. Morehart)

The Tower HHH

Music Box, 180 min., in
German w/English subtitles,
not rated, DVD: $19.95

The last decade of Communist rule in the German
Democratic Republic (GDR)
of East Germany provides
the backdrop for Christian
Schwochow’s two-part miniseries centering
on the Hoffmann family. Richard (Jan Jo-
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sef Liefers) is head of surgery at a clinic in
Dresden that is suffering from lack of funds.
Despite the fact that he has a supportive
wife (Claudia Michelsen), Richard has been
carrying on an affair with a nurse, with
whom he has a young daughter. His life is
further complicated by pressure from the
Stasi to provide dirt on a colleague, and by
disappointment in his son Christian (Sebastian Urzendowsky), a university student (and
aspiring doctor) who he feels is not working
up to his potential. When Christian is discovered with a forbidden Nazi book, he is forced
to enter the army, and after further infractions is sent to prison, where his antipathy
towards the regime only deepens. In a related
subplot, Christian’s uncle, a literary editor,
finds his own efforts to publish important
work stymied by governmental censorship,
leading him to develop a rebellious streak
as well, which includes listening to Western
radio broadcasts. The Tower culminates in the
closing days of the GDR, when street protests
against the government are growing in size
and frequency, and a mother and son confront each other on opposite sides. Although
not without some elements of soap opera,
Schwochow’s portrait of a disintegrating
socialist world is a historically potent one.
Recommended. (F. Swietek)

Twin Peaks: A Limited
Event Series HHH1/2

Paramount, 8 discs, 1,030
min., not rated, DVD: $57.99,
Blu-ray: $68.99

More than 25 years after the original Twin Peaks
shook up network TV in
1990, creators David Lynch and Mark Frost
were given complete freedom to produce
a sequel series for Showtime. Almost every
member of the original cast returned and
Lynch directed and co-wrote (with Frost) the
series, which picks up the story a quarter century after the original ended on a cliffhanger.
Kyle MacLachlan headlines the production
and plays three roles: FBI Agent Dale Cooper
(who is still trapped in the Black Lodge), his
Evil Cooper doppelganger, and insurance
agent Dougie Jones, a barely functional saintly savant who brings out the best in everyone
he meets. Like so many Lynch films, the new
series is an enigmatic mystery with supernatural dimensions built around the struggle
between good and evil. The story sprawls
beyond the fictional Washington state town
of Twin Peaks—where Deputy Chief Hawk
(Michael Horse) reopens the case of Laura
Palmer (Sheryl Lee)—to launch storylines
in Las Vegas, South Dakota, New York City,
Washington D.C., and elsewhere. It may
confound and frustrate some viewers but it
is absolutely unique, like an avant-garde film
with a narrative that follows a strange but
consistent logic. Compiling all 18 episodes
from 2017, extras include series promos cre-
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ated by Lynch, a Comic-Con panel discussion,
behind-the-scenes featurettes, and an epic
10-part documentary following the entire
production schedule. Highly recommended.
(S. Axmaker)

Westworld—Season
One: The Maze HHH1/2
Warner, 3 discs, 619 min., not
rated, DVD: $49.99, Blu-ray:
$54.99

Michael Crichton’s 1973
film Westworld was a clever
sci-fi thriller about a theme
park that provided interactive adventures
with robotic hosts. This series, developed and
produced for HBO by Jonathan Nolan, uses
the same premise as a basis for an ambitious
drama that explores the darkest human desires and impulses, the evolution of artificial
intelligence into self-awareness, and the
definition of intelligent life and personhood.
The setting is a high-tech theme park where
the rich can play cowboy in a Western town
populated by lifelike robot “hosts” who are
programmed to play out specific storylines,
but are also sophisticated enough to improvise while interacting with humans. Ed
Harris is the unnamed Man in Black and
Jimmi Simpson is a newcomer who becomes
convinced that the hosts are alive, but the
hosts themselves provide the most interesting
stories, notably Evan Rachel Wood as the
farmer’s daughter who has flashbacks of past
stories and Thandie Newton as the brothel
owner who hacks her own programming to
escape. Part of the fun of the series lies in
the way storylines scripted for the hosts loop
around and change each time as they interact
with guests, and Nolan reveals a time-shifting
twist late in the season that reframes our understanding of the story and the characters.
It’s HBO’s most expensive and most ambitious
show after Game of Thrones, one that is meticulously plotted and well-written, using genre
conventions to explore artificial intelligence,
memory, identity, and humanity. Compiling
all 10 episodes from 2016, extras include
behind-the-scenes featurettes and a gag reel.
Highly recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Online
Visit Video Librarian Online (www.
videolibrarian.com) for more reviews
during March and April, including: 24:
Legacy, Acceptable Risk, Crazy Ex-Girlfriend: The Complete First Season, Fuller
House: The Complete Second Season,
Humans 2.0, The Jackie Gleason Show
in Color, Mystery Science Theater 3000:
Volume XXXIX, The Strain: The Complete
Fourth Season, Vikings: The Complete
Second Season, Zoo: Season Three, and
much more!
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Video Reviews
Ordering information for the titles reviewed in
this section can be found in the “Distributor
Addresses” listings at the back of the magazine.

HHHH= Excellent
HHH= Good
HH= Fair
H= Poor
PPR = Public Performance Rights
DRA = Digital Rights Available
Aud = Audience
K = Preschool-Kindergarten
E = Elementary (grades 1-3)
I = Intermediate (grades 4-6)
J = Jr. High (grades 7-8)
H = High School (grades 9-12)
C = Colleges & Universities
P = Public Libraries

CHILDREN’S
Freedom in Congo Square HHH1/2

(2017) 12 min. DVD: $38.99. Dreamscape Media.
PPR. Closed captioned. ISBN: 978-1-5200-7906-6.

A pulsating world music soundtrack energizes this iconographic-animated adaptation of the 2016 book by author Carole
Boston Weatherford and illustrator R. Gregory Christie. In a foreword, Freddi Williams
Evans explains the origins of the titular
Congo Square—an open gathering space in
New Orleans that sprung from the Sunday
celebrations of slaves who finally got the
day off. Featuring bright backgrounds and
swipes of color to represent details, the story
serves up rhyming vignettes for each day of
the week—about hogs to slop, logs to chop,
etc.—touching on the work that slaves were
forced to do while always looking forward to
meeting up on Sundays for music and dance
in the park. Also including an “Author’s Note”
on the evolution of the meeting space—as
well as a read-along option—this informative
and imaginative history lesson is highly recommended. Aud: E, I, P. (J. Williams-Wood)

Leo: A Ghost Story HHH

(2017) 10 min. DVD: $59.95 (study guide
included). Weston Woods Studios. PPR. Closed
captioned. ISBN: 978-1-338-20063-8.

This animated adaptation of author Mac
Barnett and illustrator Christian Robinson’s
2015 picture book—featuring narration by
Nicol Zanzarella and music by Scotty Huff—
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mostly uses collage and splattered backgrounds of various blue tones to tell the story
of Leo, a boy ghost who lives in a house on
the edge of the city and is glad for company
when a family moves in during springtime.
While Leo tries to be hospitable by leaving
the new residents mint tea and honey toast,
he scares both the people and their pets—and
their fear hurts his feelings. After the family
hires professionals to remove Leo from the
house, he sadly goes roaming in the noisy
and sometimes scary city, but eventually
finds an imaginative new friend who he can
help. Also featuring an author segment with
Barnett—as well as read-along and descriptive
video options—this is recommended. Aud: K,
E, P. (J. Williams-Wood)

Lots & Lots of Animal Stories for Kids!
Vol. 2: Whales HHH

(2017) 30 min. DVD: $12.95 ($14.95 w/PPR).
Marshall Publishing. ISBN: 978-1-936134-69-4.

In a colorful outfit complete with donkey
ears and tail, host Miss Danni Donkey teaches a small group of children about whales
through storytelling and songs, along the
way serving up messages about kindness and
understanding, taking care of the planet, and
keeping the water clean. Danni’s tale—mostly
using simple computer animation—follows
the migration of a mother blue whale and
her young calf, who make the journey from
the Gulf of Mexico near California back to
their home in the Bering Sea off Alaska,
meeting purple stingrays and sea bass during
their odyssey. Once home, the whales swim
through kelp and encounter sea scallops,
pink shrimp, squid, and king crab. Danni
also briefly looks at the Bering Sea environment, using still photos (and sounds) of pilot,
beluga, and humpback whales, as well as an
iceberg, birds dwelling in the cliffs along
the coast, bald eagles, and a live-action shot
of a polar bear in icy water. The final catchy
song—“Welcome Home”—reinforces the
completion of the migration. Recommended.
Aud: K, E, P. (T. Root)

Lots & Lots of Truck Songs for Kids
HHH1/2

(2017) 40 min. DVD: $12.95 ($14.95 w/PPR).
Marshall Publishing. ISBN: 978-1-936134-28-1.

Matching nonstop images of trucks
just truckin’ along with a soundtrack of
catchy, original songs by James Coffey,
this true-to-its-title kids program serves up
13 tunes in all. The titles tell the story of
the visuals, including “The Lots & Lots of
Trucks Sing-A-Long Theme Song,” “Hard
Workin’ Truck,” “Great Big Fire Truck, “
“My Tractor,” “Drive That Monster Truck,”
“Gotta Plow Snow,” “Emergency,” and “I’m
a Crane.” Even as an adult, this is fun to
watch (in the same way it’s fun to watch
construction workers build a building).
Nicely edited, highlights here include the
monster truck footage (high in comic fun)
and watching snow being cleared. Highly
recommended. Aud: P. (C. Block)

Mother Bruce HHH

(2017) 9 min. DVD: $59.95 (study guide included).
Weston Woods Studios. PPR. Closed captioned.
ISBN: 978-1-338-20074-4.

Narrated by Robertson Dean, this animated adaptation of author and illustrator
Ryan T. Higgins’s contemporary fable centers on the titular grumpy bear, who lives
alone and doesn’t like sunny days, rain, or
cute little animals (he kicks an adorable
bunny!). Bruce only likes one thing: eggs,
and he is quite the foodie for “free range”
organic (read: stealing). Bruce’s Internet
research for fancy recipes turns up a goose
egg dish drizzled with honey salmon sauce.
But hard-boiling purloined goose eggs over
a fire that fizzles leads to the hatching
of four goslings who think Bruce is their
“Mama,” and while he’s very stern with the
new babykins, they attach to him—even
as he hopes they will fly south so that he
can hibernate. Backed by a tinkling piano
soundtrack by Ernest Troost, and featuring
a read-along option, this is recommended.
Aud: K, E, P. (J. Williams-Wood)

Freedom Over Me HHH1/2

(2017) 44 min. DVD: $38.99. Dreamscape Media. PPR. Closed captioned.
ISBN: 978-1-5200-7871-4.

This iconographic-animated adaptation of author and illustrator Ashley Bryan’s 2016 Newbery Honor picture book uses five
narrators—Bahni Turpin, J.D. Jackson, Ron Butler, Robin Eller,
and Susie Berneis—to tell the stories of 11 African American
slaves, based on documents including the original will of an
1820s plantation owner named Fairchild. Free verse vignettes
describing the men, women, and children listed for sale contrast
their monetary value with imaginings about their jobs—such
as carpenter, seamstress, herb doctor—and dreams for the future (including a wish
to have a real wedding). From the pain of reliving village raids and being separated
from families to the hopes for freedom and the comfort found in singing and religion,
Coretta Scott King Award-winner Bryan paints a poignant portrait of the inner lives
of slaves. Also including an “Author’s Note” and a read-along option, this historical
portrait is highly recommended. Aud: E, I, P. (J. Williams-Wood)
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The Harriet Tubman Story HHH1/2

(2018) 30 min. DVD: $14.99. DRA. Vision Video (avail. from most
distributors).

This entry in the acclaimed animated Torchlighters series tells
the remarkable story of Harriet Tubman, a Maryland slave who
escaped to freedom in Pennsylvania via the Underground Railroad
and then repeatedly returned to help her family and others escape.
We meet Harriet as a little girl with a strong will, subjected to harsh
treatment by slave masters and being a worry to her oppressed
parents, who fear for her. In her 20s, Tubman is surreptitiously
informed about the Underground Railroad—a network of havens for runaway slaves
heading north. Her courage and determination reveal themselves when she chooses
to go back to Maryland and lead her mother and father to freedom, and then helps
many more African Americans do the same. The script doesn’t get into later aspects of
Tubman’s mission (spying for the Union Army, working with abolitionist John Brown),
but it does an excellent job of putting her historical achievements on the Underground
Railroad in a meaningful context and in stirring personal terms. Highly recommended.
Aud: E, I, P. (T. Keogh)

Nella the Princess Knight HHH

(2017) 94 min. DVD: $10.99. Paramount Home
Entertainment (avail. from most distributors).
Closed captioned.

One of Nickelodeon’s newest heroines, Nella uses a heart medallion to change from just
a plain friendly princess to a valiant princess
knight with armor if the need for more muscle
arises in this compilation that includes eight
stories. “Princess Nella’s Orc-hestra” finds
the little royal, her gaggle of forest friend
“critters,” and knight pal Sir Garrett fretting
when a choral performance is disrupted by
a growly orc creature. A sparkling music
montage accompanies the transformation
of Nella, who corrals the orc with a glittery
purple ribbon, only to discover that the little
guy really enjoyed their show and was trying
to participate—in his own way. “That’s What
Best Friends Are For” shows off the sweet bond
between Nella and her unicorn BFF Trinket, as
stringent nighttime work preparing their float
for a parade leaves Trinket feeling under the
weather but trying to take one for the team
instead of getting needed rest. Also including
“Inside and Seek” (featuring a rambunctious
new minotaur friend), and “Up All Knight”
(in which a glowing bird is harassed by
antagonistic youngster Sir Blaine), this lesson-packed colorful series is recommended.
Aud: P. (J. Williams-Wood)

Rock ‘N Learn: Phonics HHH1/2

(2017) 4 discs. 147 min. DVD: $29.99. Rock ‘N
Learn. PPR. ISBN: 978-1-941722-29-9.

This four-disc addition to the Rock ‘N
Learn series aimed at primary school students
features music-packed interactive lessons
on phonics. Computer-animated humans,
animals, and even a robot join in for snazzy songs—with plenty of synthesizer and
encouragement (“puttin’ it all together….
learnin’ to read those letters!”)—that are combined with onscreen words and coordinating
visuals. Topics covered include consonants
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(and double consonants), vowels (silent “e,”
long, and r-controlled), syllables, rhyming
words, and those rule-breaking words that
just aren’t spelled like they sound and can
trip up early readers. Throughout the series,
the ebullient characters coax viewers to practice and follow along (“Let’s see if you can say
the sounds before I do!”). Each disc includes
story practice segments as well as cues for a
worksheet break (80 printable activity sheets
are available on the distributor’s website).
Catchy and thorough, this is highly recommended. Aud: K, E, P. (J. Williams-Wood)

School’s First Day of School HHH

(2017) 10 min. DVD: $59.95 (study guide
included). Weston Woods Studios. PPR. Closed
captioned. ISBN: 978-1-338-20157-4.

Narrated by Erin Bennett, Ron Butler, and
Pierce Cravens, this animated adaptation of
author Adam Rex and illustrator Christian
Robinson’s 2016 picture book kicks off with
the building of Frederick Douglass Elementary, an anthropomorphic school who thinks
“That’s a good name for me!” “School”
commiserates with “Janitor,” who cautions
that “It won’t be just us for long.” School feels
trepidation about the kids running rampant,
especially the ones who talk about school
being crummy, and he squirts one kid in the
face at the water fountain (although he does
feel bad after doing so). Offering a fresh take
on first day jitters, this adaptation of the ALA
Notable Book—also featuring read-along and
descriptive video options—is recommended.
Aud: K, E, P. (J. Williams-Wood)

Shark Lady HHH

Miguéns. Jordan Killam provides buoyant
narration for this slice-of-life look at Eugenie
Clark (1922-2015), who as a child loves the
aquarium and dreams of swimming with
the sharks at Atlantic City, heading to the
library to find out more about the different
varieties. The youngest member to join the
Queens County Aquarium Society, Clark’s
interest was fostered with a home aquarium
from her mother, and throughout her higher
education the girl fought against anti-female
bias in science as well as those who thought of
sharks as “mindless monsters.” Years of study
led to Clark’s discovery of behavioral details
of several species of sharks. Also including
“Shark Bites” facts, a biographical timeline,
an “Author’s Note,” and a read-along option,
this colorful profile is recommended. Aud: E,
I, P. (J. Williams-Wood)

A Town Called Panic: The Collection
HHH

(2016) 152 min. Blu-ray: $24.95. Shout! Factory
(avail. from most distributors).

A stop-motion animation series from
Belgium about three plastic toys—the recklessly impulsive Cowboy and Indian, and
practical, parental Horse—who share a home
and become involved in absurd schemes and
surreal comic adventures, A Town Called Panic
was a cult hit in Belgium, France, and Great
Britain in the 2000s, eventually spawning a
2009 feature film and two TV specials. This
collection features all 20 episodes of the
original series from 2002-09, plus the two TV
specials and a new short comedy. In Christmas
Panic (2013), the naughty antics of Cowboy
and Indian drive Horse to call Santa Claus to
cancel their presents, which sends the two
bad boys on an odyssey to replace the Yule
Log they destroyed. In Back to School Panic
(2016), the two rascals shrink themselves to
invade the brain of Pig and steal the answers
to a quiz they failed to study for. And the set
includes the new short The Sound of the Grey
(2016). These are wild, inventive, fast-paced
shows with crazy sight-gags, bizarre plot
twists, and rapid-fire dialogue, and—like the
old Looney Tunes cartoons with Bugs Bunny
and friends—the mix here of adult wit, cartoonish gags, and absurdist humor appeals
to kids and grown-ups alike. Recommended.
Aud: P. (S. Axmaker)

PSYCHOLOGY & SELF-HELP
Crazywise HHH1/2

(2017) 23 min. DVD: $38.99. Dreamscape Media.
PPR. Closed captioned. ISBN: 978-1-5200-7990-5.

(2017) 82 min. DVD: $39: public libraries; $100:
high schools; $250: colleges & universities. DRA.
Green Planet Films. PPR. SDH captioned.

Subtitled “The True Story of How Eugenie
Clark Became the Ocean’s Most Fearless
Scientist,” this is an adaptation of the
2017 picture book by author and zoologist
Jess Keating and illustrator Marta Álvarez

A powerful and persuasive documentary
co-directed by Phil Borges and Kevin Tomlinson, Crazywise scrutinizes Western medicine
and mainstream psychology’s approach to
psychosis, as compared to older cultures with
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a shamanic tradition. Borges films in Mongolia, Tibet, Siberia, Africa, and elsewhere,
encountering individuals who hear voices
and experience visions, and are mentored by
seasoned shamans and taught to heal others.
In every situation, the community belief is
that without training and guidance, these
people—who are essentially experiencing
what we call schizophrenia, bipolar disorder,
and anxiety—would descend into despair
and destruction. Closer to home, Borges and
Tomlinson spend several years following
the rollercoaster lives of a Redmond, WA,
young man named Adam, and a Brooklyn
woman named Ekhaya, for whom psychosis
has been devastating on both personal and
familial levels. Treated by numerous doctors
who prescribed an array of medications, both
Ekhaya and Adam struggled with side effects
(including suicidal impulses) that masked but
did not address the root causes of their symptoms. Their pain and tragedies are palpable,
and it is a relief when meditation finally
begins to help Adam, while Ekhaya accepts
the guidance of a South African shaman—a
woman whose trance-induced training is
striking to behold. Borges and Tomlinson
are not drawing a conclusion that Western
psychiatry is bad, nor do they claim that everyone with a mental disorder is a potential
witch doctor. But the fundamental questions
raised and the cultural practices explored
here are ultimately quite thought-provoking.
Highly recommended. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)

RELIGION & PHILOSOPHY

interested in making a difference, this is
recommended. Aud: P. (T. Keogh)

A Return to Grace: Luther’s Life and
Legacy HHH1/2

After Fire HHH

Of the recent faith-based documentaries
about Martin Luther, director David Batty’s A
Return to Grace: Luther’s Life and Legacy—narrated by Hugh Bonneville—is a particularly
striking effort to present the 16th-century disrupter of sin-obsessed Christianity in a warmly human light. The film offers a balanced
hybrid of insights by experts and compelling
dramatic re-creations of scenes of Luther’s life
from childhood to death. Viewers will see the
young Luther wrestling with the problem of
sin and out-of-reach absolution in Catholic
doctrine. Over the ensuing years, Luther experiences a series of epiphanies that lead him
to believe the Church has things backward:
it’s not that we have to make ourselves perfect
(impossible) for God, but rather that God gave
us Jesus so that we can partake of a love that
is waiting for us. As much personal as theological, A Return to Grace also features scenes
of conflict between Luther and his father, as
well as a sequence in which Luther meets his
wife-to-be, happily raises a family, and is his
wife’s partner in helping victims of a plague
outbreak. So, while all of the usual history
is covered—from Luther being declared a
heretic to the outbreak of wars between Lutheran sects—this film excels in sharing the
lesser-known details of Luther’s life. Highly
recommended. Aud: H, C, P. (T. Keogh)

After Fire centers on three female veterans
in San Antonio, a city with a high percentage
of retired military personnel. Collectively,
female veterans suffer from high rates of
post-traumatic stress disorder, traumatic
brain injury, and military sexual trauma.
Valerie is a social worker, Roberta is a support
group facilitator, and Laly is a trauma recovery specialist. Between them, they served for
45 years. During that time, Valerie and Roberta both experienced sexual assault. Over
the course of filmmaker Brittany Huckabee’s
documentary, they file MST (military sexual
trauma) claims with the Veteran’s Affairs
department. These claims are denied more
often than not, and one woman has better
luck than the other, but they support each
other along the way (Valerie even encourages
Roberta to speak out about her experience,
something she initially resisted). Although
Valerie helps others as part of her job, she
believes that she also deserves help, specifically in regards to mental health services.
A former bodybuilder, she relieves stress by
working out, but when she decides to return
to competition, this makes her husband uncomfortable. Laly bears an additional burden,
because her husband has long deployments
abroad. “I chose my family over the military,”
she explains about her retirement. She finds

(2017) 105 min. DVD: $14.99. DRA. Vision Video
(avail. from most distributors).

Come Alive HHH
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(2016) 90 min. DVD: $375. Grasshopper Film.
PPR.

Tolkien & Lewis: Myth, Imagination & the Quest for
Meaning HHH

(2017) 64 min. DVD: $14.99. DRA. Vision Video
(avail. from most distributors).

Is there a point to being a Christian if
you’re not going to do Christ’s work? That
question inevitably arises while watching
the documentary Come Alive, which takes
a loving look at the Christian Care Center built 30 years ago by the First Baptist
Church in Leesburg, FL—a house of worship that became an active practitioner of
hands-on helping of people who really need
it. Spread over several acres, the Center consists of a cluster of buildings with specific
purposes, including a residence for men
(and another for women) who are battling
addiction and ready for a faith-based, longterm, rigorous process for getting clean and
receiving life instruction. Also on hand are
a “benevolence” building that is essentially
a food bank, and a community medical
facility. As the mission of the Center has expanded and diversified over the decades, so
too have opportunities for clients to receive
overlapping services (and it’s not unusual
for folks to get back on their feet and volunteer or be hired at the Center). Offering
an inspiring model for other churches

SOCIAL & POLITIC AL ISSUES

(2017) 60 min. DVD: $24.99 ($54.99 w/PPR). PBS Video. SDH
captioned. ISBN: 978-1-5317-0350-9.

In 1931, then-atheist C.S. Lewis attended a small dinner in
Oxford, England, with conservative Catholic J.R.R. Tolkien and
committed Christian Hugo Dyson. That evening would not only
change Lewis’s life, but also perhaps the course of 20th-century
literature. Written and directed by Chip Duncan, this PBSaired documentary describes the fateful meeting in which the
men discussed myth, imagination, and the universal quest for
meaning. Years later, the epic fantasies of Lewis’s Chronicles of Narnia and Tolkien’s
The Hobbit and Lord of the Rings series would employ myth to define reality, question
who we are here, and ask what it means to live a fully human life. The documentary
looks at various religious myths, including that of the dying god, and how humans
grapple with the inevitable “long defeat” of death. Always a spiritual seeker, Lewis
came to the slow and humble realization that, for him, Christianity was a myth, but
a “true myth,” which required one’s submission to a greater will. Literary critics and
scholars here talk about the personalities of Lewis and Tolkien, describing Lewis as
outgoing and gregarious, while Tolkien was reserved and contemplative (neither was
an attention seeker). Other topics covered include the concept of windows or doors
of perception, the need to create a bridge between the material and spiritual realm,
humankind’s longing for transcendence, and how faith is enriched by rituals such as
Passover and Communion. Sure to appeal to readers of Lewis and Tolkien, as well as
those who enjoyed the films based on their most famous works, this is recommended.
Aud: H, C, P. (S. Rees)
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support in a Veterans of Foreign Wars chapter (even if the participants are mostly older
men), joining the group’s efforts to lobby
politicians in support of VA funding. By the
time the credits roll, all three women appear
to be on the right path towards healing. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (K. Fennessy)

Angry Inuk HH1/2

(2016) 82 min. In English & Inuit w/English
subtitles. DVD: $24.95. Film Movement (avail.
from most distributors). Closed captioned.

Canadian filmmaker Alethea Arnaquq-Baril offers a passionate, albeit somewhat strident, defense of seal hunting by the Inuit
people. Opposition to seal hunts began to
gain momentum in the late 1970s and early
‘80s thanks to well-funded activism by environmental groups coupled with eco-supportive celebrities eager to attach their star
to a cause. Angry Inuk argues that over time
the Inuit people saw their economic self-sufficiency and cultural heritage suffer due to
outside pressure to halt the seal hunting.
Arnaquq-Baril views seal hunting from a
very different perspective, recalling happy
childhood memories when she joined her
family in pursuit of the animals that would
later provide the meat for their meals and fur
for their clothing. The film follows Canadian
Arctic hunters as they capture, kill, skin, and
dine on the seals. Arnaquq-Baril attempts
to arrange interviews with the anti-hunting
environmental groups, but is constantly
rebuffed. While it is refreshing to have an
articulate presentation of the hunters’ side
of this story, Arnaquq-Baril’s argument of an
ongoing existential threat to Inuit civilization
is not entirely convincing, especially since
the ban of imports of seal skin and seal meat
has been in effect in Europe since the 1980s
and the Inuit tribes are still thriving. Still,

this should be considered a strong optional
purchase. Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)

By Blood HHH

(2015) 52 min. DVD: $29.99: individuals; $325:
institutions. DRA. Outcast Films. PPR. Closed
captioned.

Co-directors Marcus Barberry and Sam
Russell tell the story of the “freedmen”—African Americans who trace their lineage to
freed slaves who became members of various
tribes, including the Seminole and Cherokee
Nation—in this troubling documentary. The
filmmakers focus their inquiry specifically
on Oklahoma, where Jon Velie—an attorney
who majored in Native American history at
the University of California at Berkeley—has
been representing freedmen since they were
disenfranchised by their tribe in 1999. One
of his clients, Sylvia Davis, is an African
American woman of Seminole descent. After
being disenfranchised she lost access to tribal
benefits including healthcare and housing
assistance. In 2003, freedmen also lost the
right to vote in tribal elections. Although
Velie’s litigation helped to overturn that restriction, benefits remain elusive. And even
though a lay advocate named David Cornsilk
won his case on behalf of Lucy Allen, the
Cherokee Nation proceeded to amend their
tribal constitution in order to disenfranchise
African American members again. The film’s
title, By Blood, comes from a section of a turn
of the century census which was used to make
the restricting amendment (as opposed to the
Treaty of 1866, which recognizes freedmen
as tribal members). In 2008 a bill was introduced that aimed to withdraw federal funds
until such time that the Cherokee Nation
recognizes the freedmen, but by 2009, this
bill—which the Cherokee Nation fought
with all their might—was dead. As the doc-

(2016) 54 min. DVD: $89: public libraries, $350: colleges & universities.
Women Make Movies. PPR.

Director Melissa Lowery took inspiration for her documentary
from her own childhood growing up in suburban Oregon. Here,
she combines personal reminiscences, interviews with educators
and students, and readings from the poem “Brown Knows” by
La Toya Hampton. Lowery’s mother, Susan Fatherree, explains
that she chose to raise her kids in West Linn because of the good
schools, although they would have been in the minority wherever
they went, since the state is overwhelmingly white (only two percent black). As teacher Nia Lewis notes, “Portland is the fifth whitest city.” Elaine Ford,
who works as a high school diversity director, looks forward to the day that her position
won’t be necessary. Lowery mostly socialized with other black students when she was
in high school, and she speaks here to four, including former Miss Oregon CC Barber.
Traci Prinkii says she didn’t date, because the few black boys in her school preferred to
date white girls, and white boys thought of her strictly as a friend. When Lowery talks
with black high school girls in Eugene and Portland, they say they face ignorance from
white students on a regular basis. Some respond by avoiding activities associated with
black culture, while others have embraced their differences. Lowery doesn’t aim to cover
every angle of an experience that has been variable for each of the interviewees, but her
film is sure to inspire dialogue. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (K. Fennessy)
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Coming Full Circle: The Journey of a
Korean Transgendered Adoptee HH

(2015) 24 min. DVD: $60: public libraries;
$200: colleges & universities. DRA. Third World
Newsreel. PPR.

Filmmaker Larry Tung’s short documentary focuses on Pauline Park, a New York transgender rights activist who was born in Korea
and adopted by white American parents. Park
left Korea as a 7-month-old boy, growing up
in Milwaukee in an all-white neighborhood.
Fifty-four years after leaving Korea, Park returned to participate in LGBT pride festival
activities in Seoul and to attempt to locate her
birth family through a social services agency. While Park’s search for her family turns
up fruitless, she takes satisfaction in a new
extended family of LGBT Koreans who test
their country’s tolerance parameters. Park’s
early life story is fascinating, but is touched
on much too briefly—Park was adopted with
a twin brother, but he is never seen beyond
old photographs and we don’t know if the
two still maintain a relationship. Likewise,
the view of LGBT life in Korea would have
benefited from more depth than is possible
in a short film. And while Park is an articulate
raconteur, much of the footage shot in Seoul
comes across like a home movie, with too
many snapshots of the subject posing around
the city, including a long monologue marveling over the city’s landmark Sungnyemun
gate. Optional. Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)

Culture Clash HHH

(2014) 57 min. DVD: $14.95: individuals; $85:
public libraries & high schools; $185: colleges &
universities. JRR Studios. PPR.

Black Girl in Suburbia HHH

V I D E O

umentary ends, legal battles on behalf of
the freedmen continue, but it’s hard to tell if
they will receive the recognition they seek. A
thought-provoking film—with extras including bonus scenes—this is recommended. Aud:
C, P. (K. Fennessy)
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As the population of second and third generation immigrant children in America keeps
growing, many young people find themselves
caught between cultures, unsure of where
they fit in. Filmmaker Jean-René Rinvil’s documentary concentrates on immigrants from
the Caribbean region, particularly Trinidad
and Haiti. Some face stereotyping in school
on issues ranging from language and accents
to food preferences, leading to questions
about the pluses and minuses of maintaining
a strong cultural identity. Americans have
always been conflicted about immigration,
with each new wave of immigrants feeling
insecure and protective about the gains they
have made, and worried over the “threat”
of new arrivals. As the documentary notes,
sometimes America simply withdraws the
welcome mat, as it did with the National Origins Act of 1924, which established a quota
system based on country. There is also some
discrimination within immigrant groups
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themselves, based on factors including the
darkness or lightness of skin, where in the
country an immigrant lived, and perceived
skill sets. Immigrants interviewed here talk
about their first impressions of America and
the persistent problem of labeling, but the
conclusion seems to be in favor of embracing
and being proud of one’s culture. Produced
in 2014—no mention is made here of Trump,
border walls, or “dreamer” protection—this is
still a good discussion starter. Recommended.
Aud: H, C, P. (S. Rees)

rights marches in Selma approaches, Ta’Bon
escalates his rhetoric—and paranoia, claiming
that he has been targeted for assassination.
As much a film about mental health and
domestic dysfunction as it is about racism
and social justice, filmmaker Andrew Michael
Ellis’s thought-provoking documentary is
highly recommended. Aud: C, P. (C. Cassady)

Dogs of Democracy HHH

The Bay Area lesbians in Lisa Plourde’s
documentary vary by age and race but all
gravitate towards clothing and hairstyles that
are typically described as masculine. They
refer to themselves as butch, but eschew male
and gender-neutral pronouns. Most rejected
bows, frills, and the color pink from an early
age. Lenn thought she would grow out of it,
but didn’t, although as a young adult she
would add the occasional feminine touch,
like drop earrings, so as not to call too much
attention to herself. Lenn feels more comfortable now that she has stopped dressing
for other people. Lisa, the filmmaker, doesn’t
identify as feminine, but she isn’t wild about
the word “masculine” either, because she isn’t
trying to pass as a man. “I’m just trying to be
myself,” she explains. Alison, who teaches
literature, also questions what people mean
by masculine when the concept varies by
culture and era. Furthermore, none of these
women describe themselves as transgender,
although some observers have assumed they
were in the process of transitioning. Lisa
complains that people have asked her about
it so often that it feels more like coercion than
curiosity. Nonetheless, some of these women
initially rejected the butch identity, because it
seemed limiting and stereotypical. They may
not look feminine, but that doesn’t mean they
have traditionally masculine interests. It just
depends: Lisa, for instance, loves sports, but
Alison doesn’t. The women also talk about
issues with doctors, office environments,
and public restrooms. They are primarily
concerned with representation, which their
positive presence in this film helps provide.
Recommended. Aud: C, P. (K. Fennessy)

(2016) 57 min. In English & Greek w/English
subtitles. DVD: $100: public libraries; $250:
colleges & universities. Study guide included. EPF
Media. PPR. ISBN: 978-1-933724-51-5.

Author Mary Zournazi began making this
documentary with an eye toward exploring
her Greek roots in Athens, but soon shifted
her focus, capturing the current austerity
crisis and social unrest in Greece through a
telling symptom of mass dysfunction. That
indicator is the shocking number of abandoned dogs living on the streets of Athens,
released by impoverished owners, and surviving through the largesse of a few humans
who provide them food. Unlike the odd and
wonderful Kedi (VL-11/17)—a real-life portrait
of the warm relationship between thousands
of stray cats and the people of Istanbul—Dogs
of Democracy is a much sadder tale. Dogs are
social creatures who thrive through close relationships with their owners. On their own,
discarded and homeless dogs (many are seen
here with their collars still on) look lonely,
miserable, and desperate. Zournazi, trying to
put a happier spin on it, tries to make the case
that we can all learn something from the way
dogs demonstrate qualities (loyalty, love) that
would help the world solve problems with
compassion, but she is not entirely persuasive. Still, she does show viewers something
viscerally emblematic about how bad things
are in Greece, and how norms can quickly be
trampled. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)

Fight Hate with Love HHH1/2

(2016) 78 min. DVD: $59.95. Passion River (avail.
from most distributors).

The fine line between activism and obsession is explored in this profile of a fiery
figure. Having spent 15 years behind bars,
Philadelphia’s Michael Ta’Bon now uses a
form of street performance art—shackling
himself in public in a mock cell—to warn
fellow young African Americans against the
dangerous illusions and betrayals of “thug
life.” Ta’Bon also enlists his young son and
occasionally his wife Gwen (a professional
vocalist) to provide musical accompaniment.
But according to Gwen, he also repeatedly
puts his angry demonstrations and self-deification as a neighborhood savior ahead
of family responsibilities. As riots rage in
Ferguson, MO, and the anniversary of civil
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New Releases

Gender Troubles: The Butches HHH

(2016) 54 min. DVD: $95: public libraries; $295:
colleges & universities. CSGGB Productions. PPR.
Closed captioned.

PEACE HAS NO BORDERS

U.S. resisters seek refuge in an increasingly
conservative Canada, fighting a 10-year
battle to win the right to stay in order to
avoid punishment in the U.S.
“An important story about a brave group of men
and women who chose to seek refuge in Canada
instead of participating further in the Iraq and
Afghan Wars.” —Daniel Ellsberg, Pentagon Papers

ROAD TO MERC Y

Canadian doctors and patients navigate the
newly granted right to die under a broad
Supreme Court decision—the first of its kind
outside Europe.
“Powerful, provocative, philosophical.”

—The Globe and Mail

Ghosts of Our Forest HHH

(2017) 65 min. DVD: $99.95: public libraries;
$350: colleges & universities. The Cinema Guild.
PPR. Closed captioned. ISBN: 0-7815-1553-X.

The Echuya Batwa people (also known
as pygmies) followed their traditional tribal
lifestyle in the deeply forested region of southwestern Uganda until 1992, when—under
pressure from international conservation
groups—the government evicted them as
part of the creation of the Mgahinga National
Park, which was designed to protect the area’s
declining population of mountain gorillas.
Without compensation or resettlement options, they have since lived in poverty and
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SEED & SPROUT

Can ordinary people end hunger? This film
follows eight innovative food rescue initiatives
in an effort to find out.
“This film is a must see for those who care about
our environment and are concerned about our
—Michelle Winning,
hungry citizens.”
Vista/EndHunger.org

www.darkhollowfilms.com
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Deej HHH1/2

(2017) 72 min. DVD: $19.95: individuals; $79: high schools & public
libraries; $279: colleges & universities. Rooy Media. PPR. Closed captioned.
ISBN 978-0-692-81330-0.

Collaborating with filmmaker Robert Rooy, DJ Savarese (Deej),
tells his own story of what it’s like to be a nonspeaking autistic
person and describes his dream of pursuing full inclusion for
himself and others. Deej is an honor student at Grinnell High
School, IA, interested in writing and poetry (his insightful poems
are interspersed throughout here), who has goals of attending
college and getting published, and he helps others understand his
autism by writing a play for students. Deej describes his difficult upbringing: abandoned
by his mother at age three, Deej was abused but could not speak. With a loving new
family, Deej learned to read and write. Aided by a text-to-voice synthesizer, Deej is now
included in classroom discussions and is assisted by his mother who helps steady his
arm movements while typing. Pursuing colleges that value inclusion, Deej applies to
Oberlin College in Ohio where he hopes to be the first non-speaking autistic student;
he is accepted but decides to take a year off to acquire more life skills. In the end, Deej
fulfills his dream of living in the dorm—with assistance, but maintaining his self-determination. Deej offers a vivid insider’s view of autism, as Deej describes how his senses
sometimes overpower his functioning, the effort it takes to stay on track, and how his
body acts silly when excited, fearful, or anxious. Presented in both the full-length version and a 53-minute abridgement, this is highly recommended. Aud: H, C, P. (T. Root)
suffered pervasive discrimination. Filmmaker Daniel Roher’s documentary focuses on
Gad Semejeri, who has founded the Batwa
Music Club as a means of preserving their
culture and presenting it through public
performance. Much of the film follows the
group in rehearsal for a concert in Kampala,
but those segments are punctuated by archival footage showing the Batwa in the forest
prior to their expulsion and reminiscences
from elders describing their earlier lives and
mourning their separation from the spirits of
their ancestors—the titular ghosts who they
believe still inhabit their homeland. Some of
the stories they tell—of forced conversion to
Christianity and beatings by park rangers—
are heartrending, but these sad tales are also
juxtaposed with scenes of the joy they exude
while singing and dancing. Some Batwa also
serve as park guides for tourists—one of the
few job opportunities open to them. Roher’s
film does not suggest that the Batwa’s old life
can (or should) be restored, but it does argue
that they indeed deserve recognition and assistance as a displaced people. Recommended.
Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

Good Things to Do HHH

(2016) 35 min. DVD: $19.99 ($199 w/PPR).
Dreamscape Media. Closed captioned.

As Darwin discovered, islands make for
unique habitats in which to discover and
study systems—eco or otherwise. Filmmakers Thomas Peres and Barbara Ferrari’s
documentary looks at the Danish island of
Samsø, where 100% of the energy comes
from wind power, biomass power plants, and
solar panels. The “Energy 21” government
project started in 1997 as a demonstration for
the country’s desired energy policies (with a
goal to make Denmark completely eco-sus-
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tainable by 2030), and it is now a model of
the green dream—with electricity, heat, and
hot water created from sustainable sources.
Organizers point to the local community for
the program’s success—instead of a group or
company mandating changes, community
members helped to design and even partly
own some of the green power plants. One
landowner generates enough power with his
investment into offshore turbines to provide
power for 500 families on the island. But even
though he is paid for that power, initial costs
and ongoing maintenance mean that it may
be 20-30 years before he will “profit” from
the investment. The profit here, however,
is not just measured in dollars but also in
lessening the carbon footprint by removing
dependence on fossil fuels for power. By focusing on a control group on a single island,
this documentary offers not just a glimpse
into Denmark’s energy policies but also a
window into possibilities for the rest of the
world. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (C. Block)

I Am Jane Doe HHH1/2

(2017) 98 min. DVD or Blu-ray: $250: public
libraries & high schools; $500: colleges &
universities. DRA. Tugg. PPR.

Filmmaker Mary Mazzio’s documentary
is a legal thriller on a subject that many
don’t know is a serious issue in the United
States—child sex trafficking. Runaways
and disaffected daughters are seduced by
pimps and then, often under the influence
of drugs, sold repeatedly for sex online. The
chief site facilitating the transactions—and
profiting handsomely from the business—is
Backpage, an online offshoot of Village
Voice Media since acquired by New Times.
Narrated by Jessica Chastain, I Am Jane Doe
depicts long-running efforts spearheaded by
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parents of recovered girls and their dedicated
lawyers to compel Backpage to shut down—or
censor—its “Adult Services” section, or face
legal responsibility for its use to promote
child prostitution. But their efforts have been
repeatedly blocked by the argument that
doing so would violate the so-called Communications Decency Act of 1996, granting
Internet providers immunity from liability
for third-party content on their sites. Mazzio
follows a series of court cases throughout the
country against Backpage—incorporating extensive interviews with victims, their parents
and lawyers, former Village Voice editors, and
public officials, as well as public testimony
from the website’s lawyers—before coming
to the rueful conclusion that in the end
the matter might not be resolved judicially,
but may require legislative action (although
powerful forces oppose alteration of the law
in the name of First Amendment freedom).
The difficulty of effecting meaningful change
is dramatically presented here in a confrontation between a U.S. Senate Subcommittee and
Backpage executives who refuse to answer the
politicians’ questions—citing their constitutional rights. An enlightening and infuriating
documentary, this is highly recommended.
Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

In His Own Home HH1/2

(2015) 31 min. DVD: $24.95. IndiePix (avail. from
most distributors).

Filmmaker Malini Schueller’s short documentary exposé offers a footnote to the
rash of highly publicized police shootings
of unarmed black men in America, detailing
a March 2010 incident on the University of
Florida campus (where Schueller herself is
an instructor/author) that has gone largely
unnoticed. Kofi Adu Brempong was a graduate student from Ghana, crippled by polio,
who was working on his PhD. But afflicted
with paranoia and having an apparent
mental breakdown, he was the subject of a
911 call by a panicked neighbor. Campus
police—including one with a particularly
ugly record—responded with deadly force
when Brempong did not visibly react to being tasered. That he survived the gunfire at
all is something of a miracle. Unfortunately,
neither Brempong nor University of Florida
police are interviewed here. Still, even this
fragmentary presentation paints a distressing
picture (with racist overtones) of overzealous
law enforcement. Extras include additional
scenes. A strong optional purchase. Aud: C,
P. (C. Cassady)

Mama Colonel HHH

(2017) 72 min. In Lingala & French w/English
subtitles. DVD: $390. Icarus Films. PPR.

Colonel Honorine Munyole is the commander of a protection unit for women and
children in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo. She is a dedicated woman who is
persistent in the face of widespread abuse. In
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Dieudo Hamadi’s observational documentary, her superiors assign her to a different town,
which brings new challenges. The women
of Bukavu worry that no one will look after
them after Munyole leaves for Kisangani, but
she vows to return when she can. Munyole
introduces herself to the new unit, telling
them she is a widow with seven children,
four of whom are adopted. Two of her cases involve children, a young girl suffering
beatings at the hands of her stepmother (her
father is often away on business) and a group
of battered kids accused of witchcraft. At the
market, Munyole complains to the townspeople, “Children here are really mistreated.”
Individually, women share stories with her
about abuses suffered during the Six-Day War
between the Rwandans and the Ugandans—
from the kidnapping of their children to the
murder of their husbands. Munyole sets up a
shelter for the widows, although it lacks a toilet
and running water. People in town who were
injured during the war dismiss the women as
“fake victims,” because they suffered no visible
harm. They also appeal to Munyole for help,
but women and children are her first priority
(though she brings as many to the shelter as
she can). Although Mama Colonel doesn’t indicate that Munyole’s charges will ever have
better facilities, there’s no doubt they’re safer
than they were before. Recommended. Aud:
C, P. (K. Fennessy)

Nat Bates for Mayor HHH

(2017) 75 min. DVD: $89: public libraries; $295:
colleges & universities. DRA. The Video Project.
PPR. Closed captioned.

Filmmakers Eric Weiss and Bradley Berman’s documentary covers a contentious
2014 mayoral race in the primarily working-class Bay Area city of Richmond, CA.
City Councilman Nat Bates, an African
American former parole officer and longtime
fixture on the council, sought the mayoralty
with the backing of Chevron, which has a
2,900-acre refinery in the city. But a 2012
fire at the refinery galvanized members of
the Richmond Progressive Alliance (RPA),
which views Chevron as a threat to the health
and well-being of the city’s residents. Here,
the RPA goes through some political hiccups
before settling on its candidate, Councilman Tom Butt, who is better known for his
quick and loud temper than for legislative
accomplishments. The two main candidates
represent very different constituencies: Bates
is the idol of the older African American community, many of whom came to Richmond
in the 1940s to work in the defense industry,
while Butt appeals to those who want to move
Richmond towards a gentrification mirror
image of neighboring Berkeley. Chevron’s
favoritism of Bates becomes an issue, and
the Butt campaign gets an inspirational visit
from Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders (two
years before his groundbreaking presidential
campaign). Nat Bates for Mayor offers an often
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We are pleased to announce that a new Counseling
& Social Work collection has been added to the
Films On Demand Master Academic Collection. The
videos in this new subject area can help prepare
M.S.W. and master’s level/beginning Ph.D. counseling students for the challenges they will face when
they start meeting clients. With clips from actual
counseling sessions with patients, videos featuring
the founders of narrative therapy and other counseling approaches, and titles on the theory and
practice of social work, this collection will give students the grounding they need to help the people
they will work with every day.
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fascinating fly-on-the-wall view of small city
politics and the frequent lapses into pettiness and tribalism that result in polarized
communities. Presented in the full-length
version and a 57-minute abridgement, this is
recommended. Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)

RiverBlue HHH

(2016) 95 min. DVD: $50 ($125 w/PPR): public
libraries; $295 w/PPR: colleges & universities. DRA.
Collective Eye Films. Closed captioned.

Jason Priestley narrates this documentary
by Roger Williams and David McIlvride
centered on the high environmental cost
of producing fashionable but inexpensive
clothes like pre-distressed jeans. The film follows activist Mark Angelo as he visits various
countries—India, China, Indonesia, Bangladesh, and locales in Africa—where tanneries
and textile factories use toxic chemicals in
garment production and pour the waste into
rivers, resulting in severe pollution. Angelo
talks with owners and workers who usually
deny that processes they employ are doing
ecological damage, although the visual evidence indicates otherwise, as do witnesses
who testify to the harmful impact that the
pollutants have had on nearby residents,
including children. RiverBlue also includes
interviews with some designers who were
instrumental in concocting the chemical
cocktails used in producing the clothing (and
now regret the result), researchers who are
devising safer (if more expensive) means of
achieving the same effects, and supporters of
a Greenpeace campaign to detoxify polluted
rivers. The question the film inevitably raises
is whether consumers will be willing to spend
more for clothes in order to protect the environment—laying down a challenge to viewers
to join a crusade to save the planet. Presenting
both the full-length version and a 52-minute
abridgement, this is recommended. Aud: C,
P. (F. Swietek)

Stopping Traffic: The Movement to End
Sex Trafficking HH1/2

(2017) 79 min. DVD: $50 ($125 w/PPR): public
libraries; $295 w/PPR: colleges & universities. DRA.
Collective Eye Films. Closed captioned.

Who knew that action movie star Dolph
Lundgren is a real-life activist trying to help
curb the international monstrosity of sex
trafficking of children? That is one of the
more minor revelations in the documentary
Stopping Traffic, an amateurish production
which nevertheless serves up a great deal
of shocking, sickening facts about the enslavement of boys and girls in the sex trade.
Filmmaker and Jain monk Sadhvi Siddhali
Shree brings both clarity and tempered
emotions to her own on-camera discussions
about the estimated number of child sex
slaves in the world (27 million, probably an
underestimate), whose typical day could include being raped 30 or more times. Viewers
meet several young people who escaped their
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Tokyo Idols HHH

(2017) 88 min. In Japanese w/English subtitles. DVD: $29.99 ($280 w/
PPR from www.kimstim.com). KimStim (avail. from most distributors).

Filmmaker Kyoko Miyake takes a dive into Japanese teen idol
culture in this discomforting documentary. These teens are like
pop stars elsewhere except that their fans are particularly intense.
Nineteen-year-old Rio, one of 10,000 such young women, makes
her living as an idol. She performs shows, appears in videos,
attends handshake events (similar to meet and greets), and sells
branded merchandise. Koji, a 43-year-old fan, saw his relationship with his girlfriend disintegrate as he attended hundreds
of Rio’s shows. When Rio embarks on a bike tour through the countryside, Koji and
a few other fans follow her from town to town. Mitacchi, another middle-aged fan,
admits that he’s obsessed with 22-year-old Yuka, who he describes as “energetic and
cheerful.” He spends $2,000 a month on his habit, and can no longer afford to visit
his parents. Naoyamumu, a college student, is particularly fond of 14-year-old Amu,
who doesn’t find it strange that many fans are twice her age. “They’re like fathers,”
her mother says. “They protect her.” Naoyamumu says he doesn’t have any interest in
the work that a real relationship would require, so this fantasy version suits him just
fine (he makes no mention of his favorite idol’s minor status). The men claim that they
are just recapturing their youth, but the performers’ sexy moves tell another story. As
journalist Minori Kitahara puts it, “The society will stop at nothing to protect male
fantasies,” although Miyake’s clear-eyed approach here lets audiences form their own
conclusions. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (K. Fennessy)
captive existence and here provide gruesome
details about the hell they experienced. Shree
takes her camera to Mexico, the Philippines,
Thailand, and Iraq (and also focuses on Dallas and New Orleans) to offer visual proof of
the marketing of kids, sometimes at risk of
being discovered while clandestinely filming.
Unfortunately, the haphazard narrative here
deflates the issue’s urgency. And while the
film does try to present some solutions to
the global problem (such as finding ways to
shut down demand), these ideas don’t sound
like nearly enough. Still, Shree’s mission and
passion are commendable. A strong optional
purchase. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)

Clinton, he includes footage that he shot for
a featurette about Danney Williams, a black
man whose claims to be Bill’s illegitimate
son (by a drug-addicted prostitute) have
been widely debunked. Trump supporters
who applaud his outlandish tactics will no
doubt find this amusing, while others will
be revolted by the ugly barrage that Gilbert
has so gleefully assembled. Extras include the
Williams short, and trailers for Gilbert’s other
efforts, mostly conspiracy-based assaults on
Barack Obama’s paternity. Except for diehard Trump fanatics, this is not a necessary
purchase. Aud: P. (F. Swietek)

Trump: The Art of the Insult HH

(2017) 69 min. DVD: $19.95. Cinema Libre Studio
(avail. from most distributors). Closed captioned.

(2018) 95 min. DVD: $19.95. Music Video
Distributors (avail. from most distributors).

Joel Gilbert is a right-wing filmmaker
whose specialty is in-your-face documentaries that are often based on crude conspiracy
theories. Here, Gilbert celebrates the coarse,
bombastic rhetoric that Donald Trump used
so effectively against opponents in the 2016
presidential campaign. Much of the running
time is devoted to excerpts of Trump’s rants
from debates, news conferences, and rallies,
but also included are infamous tweets, preceded by obviously staged inserts of a guy
wearing a red Trump hat and working a cell
phone. Further visual inserts show what
Trump is referring to (like Marco Rubio’s
notorious lunge for a water bottle while
giving a speech), or they feature responses
from hapless foes to his outrageous charges
(such as Ted Cruz complaining about Trump’s
suggestion that his father was engaged in the
Kennedy assassination). Toward the close, as
Gilbert trains his eye on the race with Hillary
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Trumping Democracy HH1/2

Filmmaker Thomas Huchon’s documentary on the 2016 presidential election—originally broadcast in France under the title
Unfair Game—focuses only peripherally on
the Russian interference that is the subject of
so much hullabaloo in this country. Instead,
it concentrates on the methods used by reclusive American billionaire Robert Mercer both
to influence the outcome and to place his
own people in the Trump inner circle. After
interviews with Paul Horner, who produced
admittedly phony stories for the Internet, and
Scott LoBaido, a Trump supporter who feasted
on such fake news, the film pivots to Mercer’s
expenditures benefitting conservative outlets
like the Heritage Foundation and Breitbart as
well as presidential candidate Ted Cruz. After
Cruz faltered, Mercer switched his support to
Trump and inserted Steve Bannon, Kellyanne
Conway, and David Bossie into the campaign.
Even more important, he was behind the
campaign’s employment of an English firm,
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Strategic Communications Laboratories, and
its American offshoot Cambridge Analytica,
which developed incredibly detailed personality profiles of voters who could be targeted
for last-minute disinformation ads in states
like Wisconsin, Michigan, and Pennsylvania,
where modest changes in the vote totals
could tip the electoral college in Trump’s
favor. Huchon argues that the plan worked,
and thus it was Mercer’s manipulation, rather
than Putin’s machinations, that determined
the outcome. Trumping Democracy’s conspiratorial tone is somewhat of a mirror image of
the technique Huchon deplores on the other
side, but its tabloid approach—complete with
striking graphics—makes for a provocative,
if debatable, cinematic harangue. A strong
optional purchase. Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

Joey, a musician whose drug-addict mother
presents an obstacle to his progression; Lee,
who has a young son with classmate Layla;
and studious Jennifer, who was abandoned by
her parents and lives with her grandmother.
The film offers a straightforward look at the
factors threatening the students’ success—not
only dysfunctional families but also their own
lack of confidence and a penchant for making
excuses for their failings. Overall, however,
like Viland and her staff, The Bad Kids maintains a dogged optimism even in the face of
the myriad challenges facing the students.
Recommended. Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

tough questions about why so many of today’s public schools fail to turn out students
who are able to function at their grade levels.
A few success stories are highlighted, most
notably Little Rock’s Baseline Academy, but
these feel like isolated exceptions to a dismal
rule. Presented in a full-length version and a
57-minute abridged edition, this is a strong
optional purchase. Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)

Teach Us All HH1/2

(2017) 58 min. DVD: $19.95 ($49 w/PPR). Studio
View Productions.

The Winds of Downhill HHH

Filmmaker Sonia Lowman’s documentary
links the tumult of the 1957 integration of
Little Rock Central High School in Arkansas
with the state of re-segregation in today’s
public education system. Teach Us All works
best in detailing the struggle of the Little Rock
Nine, who faced racist mobs in an effort to
gain access to a public high school—which
was only achieved after President Eisenhower gave them an escort in the form of the
1,200-man 327th Airborne Battle Group of
the U.S. Army’s 101st Airborne Division. Two
members of the Little Rock Nine plus a white
classmate who witnessed events vividly recall
that historical episode, as well as desperate
efforts by Arkansas Governor Orval Faubus to
keep his state’s public school racially segregated. Somewhat less successful are Lo’s efforts
to explain why many public schools in major
metropolitan areas continue to lack racial and
ethnic diversity. Case studies in Little Rock,
New York City, and Los Angeles offer demographic information without asking the truly

(2017) 21 min. DVD: $99 ($199 w/PPR). DRA.
Juno Films.

Adding to the numerous documentaries
that have been made about the homeless, The
Winds of Downhill is a short film that centers
on seven interesting individuals who viewers
get to know a bit before learning that they
actually have no roofs over their heads. The
first interviewee begins by talking in detail
about market forces that can make a day
trader rich; one assumes that he’s a young,
wealthy guy who made a fortune by paying
attention. But he’s on the street, and his
banter about economic “corrections” ends up
coming across, perhaps unintentionally, as a
metaphor for the vicissitudes of life. Another
grizzled man discusses classic New York City
architecture versus the soullessness of today’s
pop-up skyscrapers. While these interviews
are going on, filmmakers Jedd and Todd
Wider surround the subjects with gorgeous
black-and-white images of Manhattan scenes
that feel like echoes from a distant dream.
Offering a poignant personal look at a perennial social issue, this is recommended.
Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)

EDUCATION
The Bad Kids HHH

(2016) 101 min. DVD: $19.95, Blu-ray: $24.95.
FilmRise (avail. from www.amazon.com).

Keith Fulton and Lou Pepe’s film is a flyon-the-wall documentary about Black Rock
Continuation High School, an alternative
California campus that aims to encourage
at-risk students to complete the credits required for graduation. The staff is portrayed
as incredibly committed, with principal
Vonda Viland and her aides calling students
to remind them to come to class and even
occasionally driving them to school while
also constantly offering encouragement in
counseling sessions. The main focus here,
however, is on the titular kids, particularly
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(2017) 80 min. DVD: $125: public libraries; $350:
colleges & universities. DRA. The Video Project.
PPR. Closed captioned.

LAW & CRIME
Inside Peace HHH

America has the world’s largest prison
population, marking the end of the road for
many, or serving as a revolving door. Filmmaker Cynthia Fitzpatrick’s documentary
centers on efforts made by the Dominguez
State Jail in Texas to offer a way out for
inmates doing hard time for theft, drug
dealing, and assault. Most grew up with
no positive role models, seeking a sense of
self-worth through sex, drugs, and alcohol.
Taking a therapeutic approach, the prison
presents video seminars and discussions
on ways to establish inner peace through
mindfulness and self-awareness, ultimately
moving towards self-acceptance. The goal
is to drop the tough guy mask, breaking the
cycle of hopelessness, and to “let everything
go.” Initially, some inmates came to seminars
simply to relieve boredom or get out of their
cells, but later a waiting list developed for
seats at the meetings. Of course, problems
don’t end when prisoners are released—one
inmate says he feels the “target on my back”
that makes it hard to get a job or even reestablish close relations with family. But the

The Force HHH

(2017) 92 min. DVD: $29.95. Kino Lorber (avail. from most
distributors).

In recent years, law enforcement has been viewed through
camera lenses as either brutal and racist (think of Fruitvale Station
and Detroit) or benign good guys who lock up miscreants (as in
COPS and Live PD). Peter Nicks’s documentary provides a more
balanced consideration of one police department in Oakland,
CA, that has a history of community relations problems, but
also law enforcement officers who are trying (albeit not always
successfully) to do their finest. In 2003, Oakland’s city government agreed to enter into federal oversight of its police force following a civil rights
lawsuit that deeply embarrassed municipal leaders. The Force opens in 2014, while
federal oversight is still taking place. Despite promises by Chief of Police Sean Whent,
many in the community, especially African Americans, are deeply frustrated with
the local police, and the officers themselves have their own concerns about how the
department is being run. Nicks presents footage from police ride-alongs that document the genuinely harrowing nature of this profession that is often absent from the
anodyne reality TV shows. But Nicks also acknowledges the swelling anger of the Black
Lives Matter movement and their bitter view of how police treat African Americans.
A provocative documentary portrait of a police department at odds with itself and,
too often, the people it is supposed to serve, this is recommended. Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)
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Dominguez State program seems to be a step
in the right direction of breaking the cycle
of poor choices. Featuring interviews with
past and present inmates, along with prison
staff, this thought-provoking documentary is
recommended. Aud: C, P. (S. Rees)

Milwaukee 53206 HHH1/2

(2016) 55 min. DVD: $375. Grasshopper Film.
PPR.

The Milwaukee community defined by
the ZIP code 53206 has the sorry distinction
of having the highest rate of incarceration among adult men: 62 percent of this
demographic, which is overwhelmingly
African American, have spent some time
behind bars. Filmmaker Keith McQuirter’s
documentary focuses on three overlapping
stories. Beverly Walker tries to maintain
a relationship—through long telephone
calls and family visits to prison—with her
husband, who is serving two consecutive
prison sentences for bank robberies. Chad
Wilson is a recently released prisoner who is
attempting to reintegrate himself into society
and strengthen his parental relationship with
his two young sons. And Dennis Walton is
a community activist who holds seminars
in prison designed to instill some degree of
paternal responsibility among inmates, many
of whom are second-generation incarcerated.
The film walks gingerly around racial issues
except for one scene in which Walton speaks
with a state senator’s aide (a young white
man) who received a significantly lighter
prison term for the same crime that resulted
in a much longer sentence for a black man.
Milwaukee 53206 does not and could not provide quick-fix answers, but it is a sincere film
that is willing to ask tough questions about
an endemic social problem that many would
prefer to ignore. Highly recommended. Aud:
C, P. (P. Hall)

Portraits of a Search HHH

(2015) 53 min. In Spanish w/English subtitles.
DVD: $89: public libraries, $350: colleges &
universities. Women Make Movies. PPR.

Three Mexican mothers struggle with the
disappearance of their children in Alicia
Calderón’s troubling documentary. Natividad
Guerrero has searched in vain for her daughter Dalia, and the authorities have been no
help. She’s sent writs and made phone calls.
Now, she and her husband Ernesto look after
their grandson Diego, whose teacher worries
that no one has told him that his mother and
father probably aren’t coming back. Every
year, thousands go missing in Mexico, largely
due to organized crime, and the police and
politicians don’t seem too concerned—the
estimated 26,000 disappearances are seen
as collateral damage in President Calderón’s
War on Drugs. Guadalupe Aguilar, who lost
her son José Luis, has taken matters into her
own hands by retracing his steps, seeking
out surveillance video, and speaking with
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various authority figures, even the president
himself at a public appearance. “You don’t
live like you used to,” she laments to the
director, since the search has consumed her
life. Both Guerrero and Aguilar participate
in protests to raise awareness, during which
they meet Margarita López, who thinks she
may have found out what happened to her
daughter Yahaira, but the FBI won’t share
the DNA evidence that would confirm her
fears. Even if she can’t see her daughter again,
López wants to ensure that Yahaira receives
a proper burial. When the agency continues
to stall, she goes on a hunger strike with
other survivors, and finally receives some
information. An empathetic film about a
heartbreaking subject, this is recommended.
Aud: C, P. (K. Fennessy)

who defended herself on the street when
she was assaulted by a stranger—killing her
attacker but winding up in prison. All of
these women point out that in any instance
involving a transgender individual and police
scrutiny, the prevailing presumption is that
the trans person is to blame for any problem,
despite contrary evidence. A film sure to
make viewers angry—and one that reminds
us there are still serious flaws in American
jurisprudence—this is recommended. Aud:
C, P. (T. Keogh)

NATURE, MATH & SCIENCE
The Farthest: Voyager in Space HHH1/2

(2017) 56 min. DVD: $149 ($349 w/PPR). DRA.
Juno Films. Closed captioned.

(2017) 100 min. DVD: $24.99 ($54.99 w/PPR),
Blu-ray: $29.99 ($54.99 w/PPR). PBS Video. SDH
captioned. ISBN: 978-1-5317-0242-7 (dvd), 978-15317-0296-0 (blu-ray).

Filmmakers George Zuber and Andres
Rodriguez’s shocking documentary looks at
the abominable treatment that transgender
people experience at the hands of the U.S.
justice system. One in six transgender Americans ends up in prison at some point, and
among transgender African Americans the
number is one in two. But this film is not so
much about statistics, as it is about people
who are unmercifully thrown to the wolves.
As several trans women tell their stories
here, a pattern emerges involving rampant,
discrimination-based unemployment that
leads to desperate circumstances that involve
the police and judges, who sentence trans
women to men’s prisons, where they are
repeatedly abused, gang-raped, and beaten.
Also told here is the story of a trans woman

The 1977 twin Voyager space missions
were tasked with documenting and exploring
the outermost planets in our solar system,
notably Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus, and
their moons. On this 40th anniversary of the
launch, filmmaker Emer Reynolds’s PBS-aired
documentary recalls the suspenseful, sometimes surprising, and ultimately inspiring
stories behind the probes, which were first
announced in 1972. As one scientist put it,
Voyager was meant to satisfy the human
“longing to understand the significance of
the universe,” and communicate our place
in it. Towards this end, at the instigation of
astronomer Carl Sagan and others, a metallic
gold record was produced, sending greetings
in over 50 languages, along with samples of
music and photographs of the diverse branch-

Where Justice Ends HHH

It Ain’t Easy Being Green HHH

(2017) 35 min. DVD: $39: public libraries; $59: high schools; $139:
colleges & universities. DRA. Green Planet Films. PPR. SDH captioned.

As Kermit the frog famously noted, it ain’t easy being green.
Iguanas—who are both loved and hated by residents of the U.S.
Virgin Islands—are thriving and creating divisions among the
islands’ human residents. Emotions are particularly high on
the island of Saint John, where overpopulation has impacted
many (including the local food trade—with iguanas destroying
gardens that supply locavore restaurants). For some motorists
(undoubtedly those weary of encountering the animals—and
their feces—everywhere), iguanas are a popular target to hit while driving. But it seems
that an equal number of people love iguanas and are horrified by any action taken to
reduce the population (many even enjoy hand-feeding the hungry reptiles). Why are
there so many? In 1922, the islands passed an ordinance protecting iguanas (numbers
were then scarce, perhaps due to overhunting). In 2013, the law was changed to allow
each person to kill 10 iguanas per day. How did the iguanas get to the islands? Many
think that South American settlers (pre-Columbian, some 2,000 years ago) brought
the reptiles as a food source; however, more recent humans have helped bolster the
population as part of the pet trade. As the debate continues to rage, adventurous eaters
might also wonder what iguana tastes like. Those who have eaten iguana say it tastes
like chicken—in the same sort of way that frog’s legs taste like chicken. Offering an
interesting look at a specific instance of troubled human/nature interaction, this is
recommended. Aud: C, P. (C. Block)
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es of the human family. The Voyager probes
sent back detailed photos of the planets,
which gave insights into geographic storms
and possible inner oceans beneath a planet’s
surface (of interest, since water is a precondition to life). As the probes passed planets,
they took advantage of a “gravity assist,” or
slingshot effect, which increased the satellite’s
velocity to its next destination. The Voyager
mission always seemed to be one of the most
poignant and idealistic journeys in NASA’s
history, and Voyager 2 is now “knocking on
eternity’s door”—completing the first part
of its mission and entering interstellar space.
While other intelligent life may not exist in
this solar system, there are still billions of
stars and planets beyond our solar system
where it may. Combining commentary from
scientific experts together with outstanding
space views, this is a fine homage to and update on the Voyager program. Extras include
a bonus featurette. Highly recommended.
Aud: H, C, P. (S. Rees)

Tidewater HHH

(2017) 42 min. DVD: $49: public libraries; $89:
high schools; $250: colleges & universities. DRA.
Green Planet Films. PPR. Closed captioned.

More a lobbying effort than a forthright
investigation of an environmental disaster,
filmmaker Roger Sorkin’s documentary
doesn’t want to discuss climate change,
but rather its regional consequences, particularly the huge and growing problem of
rising tidewaters in Hampton Roads, which
is both a massive harbor hosting the world’s
largest naval base and a metropolitan region
comprising 17 cities and municipalities in
southeast Virginia. Flooding has become a
frequent crisis there, leading to emergency
rescues, impassable roads (causing lost school
time and lower productivity in jobs), and
eroding naval preparedness to defend the
nation. Both private citizens and military
personnel talk about the dramatic impact
of a rising sea level on the community, and
while there is an occasional hint of annoyance about conservative and congressional
resistance to accepting climate science, the
film scrupulously avoids buzzwords that
might turn off deniers. The reason: Sorkin is
trying to draw bipartisan attention to bring
about constructive strategies for mitigating
the problem of floodwaters. Tidewater is an
informative film about an alarming subject,
even though its skirting of the climate change
issue feels somewhat disingenuous. Recommended. Aud: H, C, P. (T. Keogh)

HEALTH & FITNESS
Cracking Cancer HHH1/2

(2017) 44 min. DVD: $250. Bullfrog Films. PPR.
SDH captioned. ISBN: 1-941545-87-4.

Originally aired on the long-running
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Canadian TV series The Nature of Things,
filmmaker Judith Pyke’s documentary
spotlights groundbreaking research that is
being conducted by the BC Cancer Agency
in Vancouver. Personalized OncoGenomics
(POG) is an experimental treatment for
individuals with incurable cancer, using
a process that compares patients’ normal
DNA with that of their tumors, with the
goal of isolating the genetic mutations
that create the cancers. The ensuing
treatments deviate from the one-size-fitsall approach to medical care by offering
a variety of therapies that are unique to
each patient. In some cases, patients are
even started on non-cancer drugs—one
here is given diabetes medication, while
another receives pills normally used for
lowering high blood pressure—as part
of their overall cancer-fighting regimen.
The results are mixed, with some patients
responding vibrantly while others are only
able to buy a limited amount of extra time
before succumbing to their diseases. Series
host and narrator David Suzuki does an
admirable job of boiling down complicated
medical terminology and genomic theories
into a comprehensible summary detailing
POG strategies and desired goals, while the
patients provide courageous and articulate
commentary on their respective fights
for life. Offering a fascinating look into
promising advances in cutting-edge cancer
research, this is highly recommended. Aud:
C, P. (P. Hall)

RE L A T ION S HIP S & S E X U A L I T Y
All Male, All Nude HH

(2017) 62 min. DVD: $17.99. Breaking Glass
Pictures (avail. from most distributors). Closed
captioned.

Director Gerald McCullouch combines
rudimentary interviews with dark music video-style vignettes of, well, a bunch of totally
nude dudes in this documentary exploring
behind-the-scenes at the “fantasy on Earth” of
the Swinging Richards club in Atlanta. From
a single father bringing in extra income to a
breakdown of VIP rates and fees, All Male, All
Nude looks at topics including rules (regarding, say, garter tipping), both bonding and
in-fighting between the men who compete
for cash (the employees are likened to a “giant
Kinder Care”), customer impressions, and the
dancers’ goals and hobbies (such as college
degrees or car drifting), as well as sexual confusion/stigma—although Swinging Richards
caters to the gay crowd, not all the strippers
identify as such—conflict in relationships,
and drug/alcohol abuse. While the premise
is interesting, the glut of nudity made this
reviewer feel like she got away without paying
a cover charge—but rather than scintillating,
this is more to the point of visual exhaustion.

Sugar Coated HHH

(2017) 91 min. DVD: $34.95: public libraries;
$280: community colleges; $350 (w/PPR): colleges
& universities. DRA. Media Education Foundation.
PPR. ISBN: 978-1-944024-90-1.

Yes, we all know that sugar is bad for
us (bring on the chocolate cake, please).
Filmmaker Michèle Hozer’s documentary Sugar Coated does not simply present
a laundry list of sugar-related evils, but
rather compiles a broad case against an
industry that—like Big Tobacco—is trying
very hard to cover up compelling research
that suggests a ubiquitous product is killing
us. Unlike tobacco, refined (or other kinds
of processed) sugar is found in all kinds of
food products, often under a misleading
name. The truth is we’re addicted and
might not know it, but our bodies certainly
do, given the epidemic levels of diabetes,
kidney disease, and more. Presenting the
argument here are pediatric endocrinologist Robert Lustig and Denver dentist
Cristin Kearns. Lustig tours and lectures
as a blunt-talking crusader against sugar,
while Kearns did the world a big favor by
discovering 1,500 pages of internal sugar
industry research that was squelched but
turned up in public archives. A powerful
investigative report, this is recommended.
Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)
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Never the Bride HHH

(2016) 59 min. DVD: $24.99 ($199 w/PPR). Dreamscape Media. Closed
captioned.

Subtitled “The Declining Rate of Marriage in North America,”
writer-director Sara Martins’s Never the Bride asks why are more
women today over the age of 30 unmarried? Martins offers several explanations for this trend, interviewing her own family,
as well as members of the clergy, a lawyer, and a diverse range
of women. Martin tells her own story of why she postponed
marriage until her mid-30s. As a first generation Canadian with
strong Portuguese roots, she struggled between her traditional
Catholic upbringing and strong family pressures toward marriage on the one hand, and
her desire to first become educated, grow, and explore a career on the other. Martins
listens to women describe the satisfaction of being single, their hopes for eventually
having partners, the difficulties of meeting someone, and the pitfalls of social media.
More and more, both men and women want to postpone marriage, while being single and living alone has become something of a status symbol. Both the clergy and
lawyers state that the marriage rate is declining as people instead choose to cohabitate
(which also coincides with a more general decline in interest in organized religion).
In the end, Martins does get married, but suggests that people should celebrate their
individual situations and not conform to marriage if they don’t believe in it. Offering
an interesting exploration of contemporary attitudes toward matrimony, this is recommended. Aud: C, P. (T. Root)
Also featuring an alternate ending, the original uncensored short film, bonus featurettes,
and music videos, this is an optional purchase
for more adventurous collections. Aud: P. (J.
Williams-Wood)

Men: A Love Story HHH

(2016) 80 min. DVD: $89: public libraries, $395:
colleges & universities. Women Make Movies. PPR.

Bulgarian-American filmmaker Mimi
Chakarova’s documentary asks men across
the United States how they feel about love.
Her subjects vary in age and income, ranging
from a fry cook to a hotel finance director
with a garage full of Ferraris. She punctuates
the four chapters in the film with phone
messages from her neighbor, Elder Sanders,
who checks in on her from time to time. In
Death Valley, CA, Rock Novak, who teaches
her how to shoot a flintlock rifle, tells her that
if you “wanna get along good with a girl, be
her friend.” In Truth or Consequences, NM,
Ty Mitchell, a chain-smoking cowboy with
an eye patch, says he doesn’t understand how
anyone can fall out of love. “I still love every
woman I was ever in love with,” he says. Ben
Gibson, a poetic oil worker in Midland, TX,
talks about a breakup. “When it’s gone, it’s
like the world loses color,” he says, although
he also acknowledges compulsive infidelity.
Rogis Clark of Clarksdale, MS, the fry cook, is
also haunted by a specific relationship. Other
men talk about teenage weddings, second and
third marriages, and divorces. Some claim
to understand love, while others find it a
complete mystery. Ethan Emery of Isleboro,
ME, a thrice-married septuagenarian, sums
things up by saying, “It’s the driving force, it’s
everything.” Instead of using home movies or
photographs, Chakarova depicts past events
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with hand-drawn animated sequences, adding a dash of whimsy to a serious but never
depressing documentary. Recommended.
Aud: C, P. (K. Fennessy)

FOOD & SPIRITS
Burgundy: People with a Passion for
Wine HHH1/2

(2017) 60 min. In English & French w/English
subtitles. DVD: $19.95. DRA. Rudi Goldman
Productions (avail. from www.amazon.com). PPR.

Fourth-generation winemaker Veronique
Drouhin-Boss’s documentary provides
viewers with a delightful sense of the beauty,
culture, and passion of the people of Burgundy, France, who are involved in the wine
industry. Burgundy is a narrow region with a
northern climate that favors the production
of the pinot noir and the chardonnay grape
varieties. Its hundreds of burgundy wines
include some of the most prestigious—grand
cru and premier cru—wines in the world. Local wine producers, vineyard owners, chefs,
wine tasters, and sellers describe the fine
nuances and character of the wines produced.
Wine maker and owner Alex Gambal defines
the “terroir”—the combination and variation
of local weather, soil, limestone formations,
and other natural elements—that contribute
to the subtle differences in the Burgundy
wines, as well as the challenges of a short
growing season, and the grape’s susceptibility
to rain and hail. From the harvest activities
culminating in the wine-making process to
the creation of wine barrels, local vineyard
owners and others wonderfully convey the
overall sense of tradition, dedication, and
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love for superb wine-making in Burgundy.
The film concludes with a celebration of the
year’s harvest at the Burgundy Wine Festival
complete with wine tasting, elegant food,
festive music, and song. Likely to appeal to
both oenophiles and armchair travelers, this
is highly recommended. Aud: P. (T. Root)

BUSINESS & ECONOMICS
Free Lunch Society HH

(2017) 92 min. DVD: $398. Icarus Films. PPR.
Closed captioned.

Christian Tod’s film essay argues for the
creation of an unconditional basic income.
Under this concept, the federal government
would simply pay everyone an annual fee
just for existing—or, as its proponents call it,
a human right without service in return. Actually, an American precedent exists for this
strategy: when oil was first drilled in Alaska’s
Prudhoe Bay, the state divided some of the
funds it received from the energy companies
and dispersed it to residents. But this was on
a limited scale, owing to Alaska’s relatively
small population, and Free Lunch Society is
never quite able to make the leap from this
distinctive example to a convincing largescale national cash distribution solution.
Indeed, the most frustrating aspect of the
film lies in its chronic inability to flesh out
just how this idea could work, especially in
view of a federal government that is running
a deficit in the trillions. Instead, viewers are
presented with fanciful detours of imagination featuring pointless contemplations of
what positive work could be accomplished
by some people if they were given money
without doing anything to earn it. Serving
up a happy fantasy that does not seem to be
truly grounded in reality, this is an optional
purchase. Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)

The Right to Vend HH

(2016) 10 min. DVD: $25. DRA. Third World
Newsreel. PPR.

This short documentary offers a scant overview of some of the challenges facing street
vendors in New York City, where as many
as 20,000 sell food and merchandise from
pushcarts, street stalls, and food trucks. One
vendor describes this kind of retail operation
as “the smallest kind of small business.” But
the vendors face a major hurdle in municipal
regulations that place a cap on the number
of permits issued to vendors. Because of this,
many vendors resort to a black-market system
where they illegally lease permits from others
with the proper paperwork, often paying tens
of thousands of dollars to “borrow” a permit
that only costs about $100 to legally obtain.
Credited to six directors, The Right to Vend
focuses on a trio of out-of-the-ordinary vendor operations: a tropical produce stand run
by a Lesotho immigrant, a vegan food truck,
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and another in which all of the menu items
include maple syrup and the employees are
formerly incarcerated youth trying to re-enter
the workforce. Unfortunately, the film offers
no explanation from city government on why
there is a strict cap on the number of permits
extended to vendors, nor is there any input
from traditional brick-and-mortar retailers
on the competition that these outdoor merchants pose to their businesses. So while the
premise hints at an interesting business and
cultural story, the film itself is too short to do
more than barely scratch the surface of the
subjects raised. Optional. Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)

COMPUTERS & TECHNOLOGY
The Nine Signs of Internet Addiction
HHH

(2018) 19 min. DVD: $149.95 (study guide
included). Human Relations Media. PPR. Closed
captioned. ISBN: 978-1-62706-104-9.

Young people share their stories while
Dr. David Greenfield of the Center for
Internet and Technology Addiction adds
expert commentary in this primer on Internet addiction. Exploring the abnormal
cravings and compulsive use that signal
addiction, the program covers topics that
include getting defensive or overprotective
about time spent using the Internet, losing
interest in other activities, and being online
as a means of escape. Several participants
express a wish to spend less time on their
smartphones, and advice is given on cutting
down use, changing habits, and practicing
new behaviors in order to break the cycle.
Also including a PDF viewer’s guide, this is
sure to spur discussion. Recommended. Aud:
I, J, H, P. (J. Williams-Wood)

The final segment offers examples of current
robotic applications in industrial, medical,
domestic, scientific, military, and individual
assistance areas. With robots acting as guides
for the disabled and assisting the elderly, the
possibilities for social good seem limitless, although the film also looks at ethical questions
regarding future development. Recommended. Aud: I, J, H, P. (T. Root)

The finale looks at the hoopla following the
Astros’ victory, which is couched in the sort
of language that both elevates and romanticizes America’s national sport. Extras include
bonus footage of regular and post season
highlights, clinching moments, and the
World Series parade. Highly recommended.
Aud: P. (T. Keogh)

SPORTS, GAMES & RECRE ATION

(2016) 50 min. In Hebrew w/English subtitles.
DVD: $79: public libraries; $300 w/PPR: colleges &
universities. Seventh Art Releasing.

The 2017 World Series HHH1/2

(2017) 90 min. DVD: $24.99, Blu-ray/DVD
Combo: $34.99. Shout! Factory (avail. from most
distributors). SDH captioned.

The National League champion Los Angeles Dodgers hadn’t won a World Series since
1988, and the American League champs the
Houston Astros had never won since the
team formed in 1962. The two squared off
in the 2017 World Series, and there was a
strong non-baseball reason to support the
Astros: Hurricane Harvey and its devastation
of Houston. The city was in need of a major
morale boost, and Major League Baseball’s
storied contest provided it. The 2017 World
Series looks at that catastrophic backdrop
to the fall competition, which came down
to the wire with a game seven and Houston
prevailing. Along the way, the film presents
a solid overview of the two teams’ regular
seasons and respective roads to the playoffs,
with plenty of snapshot interviews of various
star players. And there are plenty of “Oh,
wow” moments, not always on the field—
such as when the camera catches a glimpse
of 81-year-old former Dodgers pitcher Sandy
Koufax in the stands (he would later throw a
ceremonial first pitch in the seventh game).

Robots & Robotics: An Introduction to
Robotic Technology HHH
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A timely documentary in a world that is
increasingly hostile to refugees, filmmaker
David Wachsmann’s Freedom Runners follows
a team of high school kids in Tel Aviv who
not only have enough talent in track to
consistently win races, but also should easily
qualify to represent Israel in international
competitions. Yet they are denied their victories and rejected as suitable representatives
for the nation because of their uncertain
status as asylum-seeking refugees from war
and oppression in East Africa. Teacher and
track coach Rotem Genossar—who inspires,
protects, fights for, and enlightens these
students about the bigotry they encounter—can be seen cheering on his top racers
one minute, then arguing with officials the
next for awarding first-place medals to runners-up. The outrageousness is palpable, but
the beating heart of the film lies in the kids
themselves, particularly a remarkable girl
named Rahel Gebretsadik, who survived a
harrowing escape from Eritrea and chafes
angrily against the xenophobia she faces.
Rahel is a powerful individual who is likely
to make waves in life, but as a powerless teen
she can only stew helplessly. Freedom Runners
would have benefited from a little background context about happenings in Eritrea

Swift Feet HHH

(2016) 78 min. In Spanish, Raramuri & English w/English subtitles. DVD:
$100: public libraries; $250: colleges & universities. Study guide included.
EPF Media. PPR. ISBN: 978-1-933724-47-8.

(2017) 20 min. DVD: $44.95. DRA. TMW Media
Group. PPR. Closed captioned.

Using computer animation to teach and
illustrate concepts, this introduction to robots and robotics is divided into four parts,
beginning with historic moments, such as
the first usage of the term “robotics” by Isaac
Asimov and the development of the first
industrial robot—Unimate—in 1961. Part
two clearly explains how robots work using
open-loop or more complicated closed-loop
technology, while the third part looks at
essential components of robots, including
sensors, processors, and actuators. Using basic
images and demonstrations, the film presents
several types of sensors (lasers, ultrasound,
and camera eyes), processors (large and small
computers, dedicated circuit boards), and actuators (arms, legs, wheels, and other motion
devices) that may be powered using electric
or gas-driven motors. One DIY program for
students lets them make LEGO-based robots.

Freedom Runners HHH

A fascinating documentary about two world-class marathon
runners who emerged from Mexico’s Raramuri Indian tribe,
filmmaker Juan Carlos Núñez’s Swift Feet is a sad but ultimately
triumphant story about lost opportunities. In the 1990s, two
Raramuri high-performance athletes, Victoriano Churo and
Cirildo Chacarito, became top contenders in ultra-marathons
around the globe. They were legends who went against the grain
of lucrative sponsorships, eschewing Nike shoes for their preferred sandals cut from
old tires. But support for the men simply dried up, and further chances to underscore
their dominance in the sport disappeared, leaving them stranded. Cut to contemporary
times: the now grizzled, grey-haired Churo and Chacarito are too old to run again,
but while reflecting on their glory days they are also eager to help a new generation
of runners fulfill their own destinies. One can’t help but feel sympathy for Churo and
Chacarito while also being excited to see a new batch of Raramuri competitors take
on 100-mile races. Some of the most interesting material here concerns Raramuri
preparation and training for marathons, which includes kicking a ball while running
to enhance control. An interesting sports documentary with a strong human interest
story, this is recommended. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)
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and Darfur, but the emotions and general
harshness of the situation come through all
the same—as does the courage of Rotem and
his team. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)

THE ARTS
Brillo Box (3¢ Off) HHH

(2017) 40 min. DVD: $99.95: public libraries;
$295: colleges & universities. The Cinema Guild.
PPR. Closed captioned. ISBN: 0-7815-1567-X.

Aired on HBO, filmmaker Lisanne Skyler’s
documentary takes viewers on a fun and
personal excursion into the weird world of
modern art. Lisanne was an infant in 1969
when her parents purchased for $1,000 a
signed Andy Warhol—one of the eccentric
young artist’s silk-screened copies of a Brillo
pad box. While the cultured Skylers appreciated the piece, Warhol’s pop art bewildered
the mainstream; some even thought this was
some kind of aesthetic hoax. Ultimately, the
family traded their Brillo Box for another
artist’s painting, and four decades later this
celebrated Warhol object sold at auction for
$3 million. Along the way, the narrative
questions the highly subjective value and
definition of “art,” with a (Campbell’s?)
soupçon of Andy Warhol biography/appreciation mixed in, featuring interviews of
critic Irving Sandler, author Kenny Schachter,
and artists Nancy Mozur and Peter Young.
An interesting story about the Brillo Box’s
journey within a changing art marketplace
told through the perspective of one woman’s
bittersweet memories, this is recommended.
Aud: C, P. (C. Cassady)

Cymbeline HH1/2

(2016) 188 min. DVD: $24.99, Blu-ray: $42.99.
Opus Arte (dist. by Naxos of America).

While one can appreciate directorial imagination in staging Shakespeare, Melly Still
overdoes it in her 2016 Royal Shakespeare
Company production at Stratford-upon-Avon
of one of the Bard’s more problematic efforts:
Cymbeline, which juggles elements of history,
tragedy, romance, and comedy while also
adding to the mix hints of past plays (Hamlet,
King Lear, Othello, and Romeo and Juliet). The
director increases the complexity by turning
the conflict between the ancient Britons
and the Roman Empire into a reflection of
the divisions in Brexit-torn Europe, situating the action—judging by the look of the
costumes—in some sort of post-apocalyptic
future. She also changes the gender of characters, including the titular king, now Queen
Cymbeline (Gillian Bevan) and the monarch’s
spouse, now a duke (James Clyde), and one of
Cymbeline’s lost sons here becomes a fierce
daughter (Natalie Simpson). The romantic
triangle of Cymbeline’s other daughter Innogen (Bethan Cullinane), her Roman husband
(Hiran Abeysekera), and his underhanded
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Free to Rock HHH1/2

(2014) 2 discs. 56 min. DVD: $19.95. Music Video Distributors (avail.
from most distributors).

You might not expect former President Jimmy Carter and
former General Secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union Mikhail Gorbachev to have much to say about rock ‘n’
roll. But in filmmaker Jim Brown’s fascinating and illuminating
documentary Free to Rock, narrated by Kiefer Sutherland, both
are compelling spokesmen regarding the significant role that
rock music played in the Soviet sphere’s gradual opening to the
outside world. Being in charge of the world’s great superpowers
during a slice of the Cold War, Carter and Gorbachev were paying attention to the
influence of music on a younger generation not just in Russia but also every satellite
nation in the Eastern Bloc. Rock ‘n’ roll became the soundtrack for the fall of the
Berlin Wall and subsequent collapse of the Soviet empire. The film traces the long,
often brutal history of rock music in the Soviet world, beginning with the violent
suppression of anyone showing interest in listening to or performing rock after it
debuted in the 1950s. With the arrival of the Beatles, a passion for both Western and
homegrown rock led to a surge in underground music scenes and a black market in
“bone records”—bootlegged recordings printed onto old X-rays. There are interesting
chapters here on Soviet efforts to placate rock fans with official bands playing catchy
tunes featuring uplifting socialist messages, and a grudging acceptance bestowed on
groups pedaling a soft, non-threatening sound (one such band pulled a switch in later,
rougher albums, only to be shut down). Footage of concerts performed in Russia, East
Berlin, and elsewhere by Elton John, Bruce Springsteen, the Beach Boys, and Scorpions
capture the pent-up energy of rock fans who were generally denied such experiences. But
there are also darker stories of legendary bands such as Plastic People of the Universe,
a Czech ensemble frequently arrested and tortured. Extras include the feature-length
behind-the-scenes documentary Rockin the Kremlin. A fast-paced, informative look at
rock music’s impact in the U.S.S.R. during the last half of the last century, this is highly
recommended. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)
friend (Oliver Johnstone) remains intact.
The text, however, does not: not only are
gender terms naturally altered, but while
most of the dialogue remains English, some
is translated into Latin, Italian, and French,
with the original lines projected onto walls.
Also added are modern music and vigorous
ensemble dances. Some of the performances
are quite good, and the multiple resolutions
at the close retain their dramatic power, but
one doubts this Cymbeline will wear well,
particularly since the provincial Brexit references are bound to date it. Extras include
audio commentary by and an interview with
Still, the featurette “Shakespeare’s Ancient
Britain,” and a cast gallery. A strong optional
purchase. Aud: H, C, P. (F. Swietek)

Eight Films by Jean Rouch HHH1/2

(2017) 4 discs. 604 min. In French w/English
subtitles. DVD: $44.98 ($598 w/PPR from www.
icarusfilms.com). Icarus Films Home Video
(available from most distributors).

Jean Rouch, who died at the age of 86
in 2004, was a multi-talented filmmaker:
a founder of the cinema vérité movement
in France, a pioneer in the hand-held
jump-cut techniques characteristic of the
French Nouvelle Vague, and the father of
Nigerian filmmaking. This set, celebrating
the centennial of his birth, offers a selection
of films that demonstrate the evolution of
his style over the 1950s and ‘60s. Mammy
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Water (1955) is a relatively straightforward
documentary short about “water surfers” on
the Gulf of Guinea, while The Mad Masters
(1956) is Rouch’s earliest work of so-called
ethnofiction (combining documentary and
fiction), portraying a Nigerian ritual ridiculing British colonial rule. More ethnographic
features followed: Moi, Un Noir (1958), an
improvisational tale of three Nigerian
immigrants in a colonial port; The Human
Pyramid (1961), about an experiment designed to develop friendships between black
and white students; and The Lion Hunters
(1965), following a tribe as it tracks down
a lion that has attacked their cattle. Jaguar,
released in 1967 although filmed over many
years, charts the efforts of three young Nigerians to build a successful business, while
its sequel—Little by Little (1969)—accompanies one of the trio to visit Paris to study
French culture and business. Finally, The
Punishment (1962) represents Rouch’s purely
fictional work: a psychodrama centered on a
young woman who is expelled from school
for tardiness and spends the day conversing
with a succession of men. Jean Rouch: The
Adventurous Filmmaker, a fine 2017 documentary by Laurent Védrine emphasizing
Rouch’s importance in the development
of Nigerian filmmaking, completes this
excellent introduction to the work of a man
whose influence took many forms. Highly
recommended. Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)
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Keeper of the Beat HHH

(2013) 62 min. DVD: $199.95. DRA. Films Media
Group. PPR. Closed captioned.

Good documentaries often introduce audiences to someone they’d love to meet for a
nice long conversation in the three-dimensional world. Filmmaker David L. Brown’s
Keeper of the Beat is all about one such subject:
sexagenarian Barbara Borden, a terrific musician and a joyful, indomitable individual.
Borden turned to drumming and percussion
at an early age, flying in the face of accepted
“wisdom” that girls/women do not play
drums. By the 1970s, Borden was playing in
jazz bands and likened by critics to legends
such as Art Blakey. Happily, there is archival
footage that shows her wailing away with a
kind of disciplined abandon, as well as visuals
tracing later chapters of her career playing in
two all-women bands. One of those groups
reunites for a feverish performance here that
exudes collective passion along with Borden’s
personal infectious force. Viewers also see
Borden as a teacher and ambassador of drumming; she is a strong believer in the primal
exercise of making noise together (as in drum
circles) to unite communities. Recommended.
Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)

Live from UB: Rock & Freedom in the
New Mongolia HHH

(2015) 83 min. In English & Mongolian with
English subtitles. DVD: $24.95: individuals; $320:
institutions. DRA. Documentary Educational
Resources. PPR.

The history of Mongolian pop music
comes to light in Lauren Knapp’s informative documentary. With only three million
citizens, Mongolia is one of the least densely
populated countries on Earth, and over half
live in Ulaanbaatar or UB. While the country
was under Communist rule, Western rock
records crossed the borders through back
channels. Music fans shared albums with
each other, but there were also homegrown
groups, such as Soyol Erdene (aka Cultural
Jewel), who played soft rock. Through unions,
the state approved every lyric written and
every note they played, but they still made an
impact on a younger generation. But in the
1980s, underground groups like Khonkh and
Chinggis (Ghengis) Khaan, became popular.
Khonhk’s “The Ringing of the Bell” served
as an anthem of the 1989 pro-democracy
movement (and still resonates today). Knapp
also profiles contemporary acts, such as Altan
Urag (aka Golden Generation), the first band
to add electronic distortion to traditional
instruments; Bold, a solo singer who performs
Mongol Pop; and Mohanik, a leather jacketand-jeans quartet who claim pop-punk bands
like Blink-182 and Linkin Park as influences,
but have more of a garage-rock sound. During
the course of the film, shot in 2012, Mohanik
replaces a departing drummer, tests out new
material in China, and records an album
in a rural monastery. Despite all the talent,
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however, the country’s modest population
makes it difficult for bands to attract enough
of a following to earn a living, making it hard
for them stay together over the long haul. But
the success of the profiled acts here indicates
a possible shift in the country’s musical fortunes. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (K. Fennessy)

Mirrors to Windows: The Artist as
Woman HHH

(2015) 76 min. DVD: $30 ($125 w/PPR): public
libraries; $295 w/PPR: colleges & universities. DRA.
Collective Eye Films. Closed captioned.

London-based American filmmaker Susan
Steinberg profiles 10 women artists in this
enlightening documentary divided into three
parts, according to age. Although two of the
artists, Nermine Hammam and Maliheh Afnan, hail from the Middle East, all are based
in the United Kingdom. In addition to their
interviews, Steinberg captures the women
at work. Some incorporate their own bodies
into pieces, like sculptor Alice Anderson,
who puts her dance experience to use in her
performance art, which involves wrapping
objects with copper wire (which reflects her
red hair). “My language,” she says, “is the
body.” She also stars in short films with dolls
formed in her image. Sculptor Jodie Carey
uses blood as a dye, although she doesn’t say
how she procures it. She also soaks newspaper
in tea and coffee in order to form autumnal
flowers. Sarah Lederman’s body serves as
a model for her paintings, which feature a
fair amount of nudity. Some of the women
also talk about children, whether they have
them or not. Charlotte Hodes switched from
drawing to collage and ceramics when she
had kids, whereas Susan Collins, who runs
an art school, doesn’t think she could have
found a way to reconcile her work with being
a mother. Hammam, who hails from Cairo,

makes the most explicitly political work,
digitally situating subjects from recent news
stories into stylized settings. Other artists
work in calligraphy (Afnan) and steel (Almuth
Tebbenhoff). Along the way, connections
become evident, such as the way that Carey
and Afnan explore the passage of time, even
though they are four decades apart in age. An
interesting profile of contemporary women
artists, this is recommended. Aud: C, P.
(K. Fennessy)

My Journey Through French Cinema
HHH

(2016) 192 min. In French w/English subtitles.
DVD: $25.99, Blu-ray: $30.99. Cohen Media Group
(avail. from most distributors).

Acclaimed French filmmaker Bertrand
Tavernier also happens to be a dedicated film
historian. Tavernier brings his two professional callings together in this epic documentary
that offers a personal look at the cinema that
shaped and excited him as both a cinephile
and a filmmaker. Rather than serving up a
traditional recounting of French film history,
Tavernier lets his own path of discovery guide
his appreciation, starting with Jacques Becker
and Jean Renoir, the first filmmakers who
impressed him, and moving on to screenwriter Jacques Prévert, actors Jean Gabin and
Eddie Constantine, and composers Maurice
Jaubert and Joseph Kosma. It’s a subjective
tour through French cinema history with
fresh insights and a particular focus on crime
cinema. Tavernier explores the poetic realism
of the 1930s and the values of post-war France
reflected in 1950s gangster films, both of
which were guided in part by Gabin’s scuffed
dignity and world-weary morality, and director Jean-Pierre Melville (who Tavernier
served as an assistant). Some of the greatest
and most celebrated French filmmakers are

The Pulitzer at 100 HHH

(2017) 91 min. DVD: $24.95. First Run Features (avail. from most
distributors).

A lot of questions one might ask about the annual Pulitzer
Prizes in journalism, letters, drama, and music are answered in
filmmaker Kirk Simon’s interesting documentary. Joseph Pulitzer, the 19th-century newspaper publisher and father of “yellow
journalism,” sought to turn press writing into a profession with
recognizable high standards. Besides founding a journalism
school at Columbia University, Pulitzer established the annual
prizes to link the news trade with noble artistic pursuits such as
fiction, poetry, playwriting, and music composition. The Pulitzer at 100 celebrates past
recipients of the prize in various disciplines, featuring interviews with novelists Michael
Chabon, Junot Díaz, and Toni Morrison; playwrights Tony Kushner and Paula Vogel;
journalists David Remnick and Carl Bernstein; and musicians Wynton Marsalis and
John Adams. Along the way, various luminaries recite passages from Pulitzer-winning
literature: John Lithgow reads Robert Frost; Natalie Portman the poetry of Jorie Graham;
and Yara Shahidi an excerpt from Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird. Some of the most
interesting moments involve comments from winners about the prizes themselves,
such as New York Times columnist Nicholas Kristof noting that his award for coverage
of atrocities in Darfur and elsewhere were made possible because of the suffering of
others. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)
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never mentioned (silent film pioneers Louis
Feuillade and Abel Gance, the influential
René Clair, or the singular Robert Bresson)
and the Nouvelle Vague and its key directors
are practically an afterthought, but the film
also champions lesser-known directors and
artists such as Edmond T. Greville, so viewers will end this journey with a whole new
cinematic map to explore. Extras include an
interview with Tavernier and fellow director
Jean Ollé-Laprune. Recommended. Aud: C,
P. (S. Axmaker)
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Architects of Denial HHH

(2017) 95 min. DVD: $24.95. Film Movement
(avail. from most distributors). Closed captioned.

In the century since the 1915-1918 genocide of the Armenian people by the Ottoman
Empire (forerunner of modern Turkey), there
have not been loads of films focusing on the
subject. Part of the problem has been due to
efforts by the Turkish government to rewrite
the history of this tragic occurrence, insisting
that no genocide ever took place. Indeed,
attempts to discuss the event in contemporary Turkey are systematically shut down by
authorities, and their lobbying has extended
to foreign capitals—most notably to Washington, D.C., where the U.S. government still
refuses to use the word “genocide” in reference to what occurred. David Lee George’s
documentary looks at the true story behind
the Armenian genocide while also suggesting that the denial of vast human rights
catastrophes will ensure that such massacres
continue to take place in the future. In terms
of detailing the long-forgotten history of the
slaughter of the Armenian people, Architects
of Denial admirably succeeds, but its history-repeating-itself assessment of post-World
War II genocides is somewhat shakier, and
the fleeting input by personalities such as
WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange and Oscar-winner George Clooney adds star wattage
but not much illumination. Recommended,
overall. Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)

In Our Hands: The Battle for Jerusalem
HHH

(2017) 109 min. DVD: $19.99. Virgil Films (avail.
from most distributors). Closed captioned.

Produced by the Christian Broadcasting
Network, this docudrama serves up a one-sided account of the historical and scripturally
prophesized battle for Jerusalem after 20 years
of Jordanian control over the city. Mixing
archival footage and dramatic re-enactments,
filmmaker Erin Zimmerman’s In Our Hands
offers some background, charting the arrival
of the Jordanian army in Jerusalem in 1947,
which resulted in a forced exodus of those
Jews in the city who had not been killed or
jailed. Two decades later, threatened by the
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Destination Unknown HHHH

(2017) 78 min. DVD: $99: public libraries; $295 w/PPR: colleges &
universities. Seventh Art Releasing.

At the core of filmmaker Claire Ferguson’s exceptional Holocaust documentary is filmed testimony from 12 aged survivors,
whose painful recollections are accompanied by historical
footage and family photographs. Some of the interviewees, such
as Eli Zborowski, tell of brave gentiles who risked their lives to
hide Jewish neighbors, and of their own alliance with Soviet
military personnel in a bid to disrupt the Nazi occupation. Most,
however, were inmates in German concentration camps, and
they not only describe the horrors they witnessed, but also the trauma experienced
in the years since. Among the dozen are several who were imprisoned at Plaszów, including Mietek Pemper—aide to the notorious commandant Amon Göth—who was
instrumental in preparing Oskar Schindler’s list and testified against Göth after the
war (excerpts from home movies show Göth at the camp). Considerable attention is
also devoted to Ed Mosberg, who dresses in the striped prisoner’s uniform he wore
at Mauthausen, where he delivers passionate descriptions of his suffering to visitors;
Stanley Glogover, who details his search for relatives after the camps’ liberation; Victor
and Regina Lewis, who were reunited and wed after the war; and Marsha Kreuzman,
whose memories remain so horrific that she admits that she still wants to die of grief.
An extraordinarily powerful and moving addition to documentaries about the victims of Hitler’s Final Solution, Destination Unknown is highly recommended. Editor’s
Choice. Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)
overwhelming military might of combined
Arab nations, Israel anxiously stood on the
brink of war, yet did not strike first—a strategy
designed to draw the support of a wavering
United States. When the dam broke, the
famed 1967 Six-Day War ensued and Israel
swiftly emerged as the victor. The film details the actions of military and government
officials throughout this key war in Israel’s
history, presenting both real and recreated
images of carnage and gore. Extras include a
bonus featurette on an Israeli military mission. Given recent developments regarding
President Trump’s decision to move the American embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, this
will likely be of interest. Recommended. Aud:
C, P. (T. Keogh)

Ishi’s Return HHH1/2

(2016) 27 min., DVD: $85: public libraries & high
schools, $250: colleges & universities. Katahdin
Productions. PPR. Closed captioned. ISBN: 978-0692-94509-4.

Filmmakers Chris Eyre and Roberta Grossman’s documentary focuses on efforts to
bring closure to one of the most tragic stories
of the early 20th century. Ishi was the last
surviving member of the Yahi Indian tribe
in California, which was eradicated in the
years following the 1848 Gold Rush (the
film uses the word “holocaust” to describe
the fate of the tribe). Ishi survived alone in
the California woods until 1911, when he
emerged in near-starvation and was arrested
for trying to steal food from a small village.
The news of a “wild man” Indian about 50
years old who had no previous contact with
white society became a national sensation,
and Ishi was given residence as a living exhibit at a California museum until his death
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in 1916. Following his passing, his body was
cremated but his brain was preserved and sent
for storage to the Smithsonian Institution in
Washington, D.C. It wasn’t until 2000 that
descendants of the Redding Rancheria and Pit
River tribes were able to recover Ishi’s brain
from the Smithsonian in order to give him
a complete burial in accordance with native
traditions. Featuring rare photographs of Ishi
during his final years, this fine documentary
shines a spotlight on a shamefully overlooked
chapter of U.S. history. Highly recommended.
Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)

The Millionaires’ Unit HHH

(2015) 120 min. DVD: $29.95, Blu-ray: $39.95.
Humanus Documentary Films (avail. from www.
millionairesunit.org). Closed captioned.

Darroch Greer and Ron King’s documentary follows a group of well-to-do Yale
undergraduates who formed a flying unit
that became the founding squadron of the
U.S. Naval Air Reserve when America entered
World War I in 1917. Combining archival
footage and stills, excerpts from the men’s
letters and journals read by actors, newly-shot
scenes of replica planes in the air, and narration that carefully lays out the varied fates
of the squad members (including the later
careers of those who survived), The Millionaires’ Unit celebrates the spirit and dedication
of a committed band of volunteers who
chose to put their lives on the line in search
not merely of excitement but of service to
high ideals. The men overcame numerous
obstacles—including demanding flying
tests—in order to be commissioned as military aviators, and they undertook incredibly
dangerous missions (to sink German U-boats,
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for example) that did not always have happy
outcomes. Actor Bruce Dern’s familial connection to one member of the squad does
not entirely compensate for his occasionally
overripe delivery. But overall this offers a
worthwhile introduction to a little-known
episode in American military history. Extras
include a “making-of” featurette, as well as
featurettes on the evolution of the strategic
use of air power, tactics involved in hunting
a U-boat, and the famed Sopwith Camel.
Recommended. Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

My Bolivia HHH

(2016) 57 min. DVD: $25: individuals; $75:
public libraries & high schools; $200: colleges &
universities. Alturas Films. PPR. Closed captioned.

Rick Tejada-Flores, American grandson
of a Bolivian president, explores his family
history in this first-person documentary. The
filmmaker grew up in Southern California,
where his parents relocated in the 1940s.
Here he travels to Bolivia to look at the family properties and dig through the archives.
Since Jose Luis Tejada Sorzano died in 1938,
Tejada-Flores (who was born in 1944) never
knew his grandfather, who hailed from a
wealthy Spanish family. Tejada-Flores’s father
Hernan grew up in comfort in Bolivia and the
United States, although he lost his mother
when he was young (the elder Sorzano would
remarry and have more children). The family
owned a castle in the country, various estates,

and land on which they grew coca (they were
also slave owners, a fact that deeply troubles
Tejada-Flores). While Hernan was attending
the University of Southern California, he met
Olive Parish, a fashionable journalist with
a master’s degree from Yale. Their romance
was put on hold when Hernan went off to
fight in Bolivia, but they married after war’s
end. Following a coup, Sorzano moved from
his vice presidential post into the presidency. While family members believe he came
to the position fair and square, the media
portrayed him as the architect of the coup.
Another coup would sweep him from office
in 1936 after two years as head of state. Tejada-Flores also uncovers evidence that the
notorious Nazi Klaus Barbie worked on the
family’s holdings. My Bolivia is an eye-opening documentary about the family skeletons
in one man’s historical closet. Extras include
the U.S. government films La Paz (1942) and
High Plains (1944). Recommended. Aud: C, P.
(K. Fennessy)

Power’s War HHH

(2016) 64 min. In English & Spanish w/English
subtitles. DVD: $24.99 ($199 w/PPR). Dreamscape
Media. Closed captioned.

The 1881 gunfight at the O.K. Corral in
Tombstone, AZ, is certainly the best-known
Old West battle between lawmen and outlaws.
But the 1918 shootout at Jeff Power’s remote
cabin in Arizona’s Galiuro Mountains was

No Gods, No Masters: A History of Anarchism in Three
Parts HHH

(2016) 156 min. In English, German & French w/English subtitles. DVD:
$34.98. Icarus Films Home Video (available from most distributors).
Closed captioned.

The anarchist movement was a reaction to the Industrial
Revolution of the mid-19th century, which was characterized by
backbreaking labor, long work hours, unsafe working conditions,
low wages, and child labor. Filmmaker Tancrède Ramonet’s
three-part documentary series examines the rise and decline of
anarchism, from its birth in France to its crushing defeat during
the 1930s Spanish Civil War. The film notes the profound disillusionment with the
status quo that led to a belief that the government, capital markets, and church were
all corrupt and needed to be destroyed. In its early days, the general strike was a favorite tactic, but anarchists later adopted more violent methods, creating the image
of bomb-throwing, wild-eyed radicals who were bent on bloodshed and assassination.
Action was always met with equally violent reaction, ranging from government army
crackdowns to the use of private police forces, and strike-breaking thugs. The documentary covers anarchism as an immigrant issue, the rise of trade unions, and the
role of women, notably Emma Goldman, once known as the most dangerous woman
in America. In the 1890s and beyond, anarchism was marked by terrorist bombings,
unfair trials, the post-World War I “Red Scare,” police raids, and the cause of Sacco and
Vanzetti, who were railroaded and executed on trumped-up charges of bank robbery.
Anarchists could hold positions on a wide range of human behavior, celebrating nudity,
free love, and open marriage, and in some cases seeking to liberate children from the
soul-deadening effects of public education. Considerable time is devoted here to the
Mexican revolution, agrarian reform, and the Spanish Civil War, in which groups like
the Abraham Lincoln Brigade rushed to the barricades in a losing cause. Although the
frantic pace of names and events is sometimes confusing, political junkies and history
buffs will appreciate. Extras include bonus footage featuring an interview with Noam
Chomsky, and a booklet. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (S. Rees)
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arguably more deadly and controversial.
Filmmaker Cameron Trejo’s Power’s War tells
the story of what led to a bloody and unnecessary battle between an ambitious lawman
and Power’s family, and its aftermath. Along
the way, the film offers historical context that
may surprise many viewers about the American government’s treatment of dissenters
and draft dodgers during World War I (the
social backdrop of the Power tragedy), which
was an extremely unpopular conflict among
many citizens. Seeking independence and a
different life, the widower Jeff Power led his
sons, daughter, and mother to the Arizona
mountains where he built a home far from
anyone else. In time, members of the family
would strike out on their own, die of natural
causes, and in one mysterious case appear to
have committed suicide. Jeff’s natural resistance to the idea of his sons being drafted sets
off a series of events culminating in death,
flight, imprisonment, and a remarkable finale
in this sad but colorful historical episode that
is literally set between Old West aspirations
and the beginnings of modernity in the
early 20th century. Recommended. Aud: C,
P. (T. Keogh)

The Real Story: Saving Private Ryan
HHH

(2011) 45 min. DVD: $14.99. Smithsonian
Channel (avail. from most distributors). SDH
captioned. ISBN: 978-1-5317-0226-7.

Steven Spielberg’s 1998 epic war film Saving
Private Ryan won acclaim for its groundbreaking, gut-wrenching depiction of combat. Set
during and immediately after the D-Day
landings, the film centers on a platoon pulled
from regular duty to search out, rescue, and
return home Pvt. Ryan, the sole surviving
brother of a fictional group of sibling soldiers.
This Smithsonian Channel documentary
asks whether the film was realistic, both in
its premise, and in its accumulated details
of combat. Saving Private Ryan was partially
inspired by the tragic WWII story of the
five Sullivan brothers who were all killed on
the same ship (leading to the Sole Survivor
rule—an effort to assure that at least one
family member would survive to guarantee
the family’s posterity). A more immediate
inspiration for the film was the case of the
four Niland brothers in WWII, which parallels
Saving Private Ryan in many details. The film
credits Spielberg for accurately depicting the
hellish conditions on Omaha Beach on June
6, 1944, as many men bailed over the side of
the Higgins boats to avoid withering Nazi
machine gunfire, only to drown due to their
heavy equipment. Less believable are scenes
where American soldiers are killed underwater by bullets (bullets slow down and don’t
follow a predictable trajectory). Other details
examined here include the accuracy of long
distance sniper’s shots, and the deadly shock
waves from explosions, which could cause
temporary or permanent deafness or even
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that suggest it represents a male fever dream,
has to do with a legless man and his well-endowed maid, played by Dahlia Dark. All
three episodes reflect the tone of turn-of-thecentury erotic literature, and from a purely
visual perspective each boasts some effective
moments. Extras include a collection of the
death from “shock lung” (bursting blood
director’s 8mm shorts made between 1990
vessels in an otherwise untouched soldier).
and 2015, nude outtakes, teaser clips, and
While not common, the film’s rescue misa booklet with storyboards for the films in
sion is plausible, and the sole survivor policy
Sin. Due to the explicit content, this is an
continues
in the military
today.adventurous
Mixing clips
optional purchase
for more
from
Spielberg’s
film,
dramatic
re-creations,
collections specializing in erotica.
Aud: C,
and
gun
demonstrations,
this
will
appeal to
P. (F. Swietek)
both movie and WWII buffs. Recommended.
Aud: P. (S. Rees)

A Space Program HH1/2

(2015) 72 min. DVD: $249. DRA. Zeitgeist Films.
PPR.

TRAVEL & GEOGRAPHY

In 2012, artist Tom Sachs—a proponent
of bricolage (creating items from whatever
materials are at hand)—staged what was
Hitchhiking
the Edge ofart
Sanity
essentially ato
performance
pieceHHH
at the
(2018) 58 min. DVD: $49: high schools; $99:
Park Avenue
Armory
in New
York, where
public
libraries; $249:
colleges
& universities.
DRA.
SachsPetersen.
and his
associates cobbled together
Scott
PPR.
theDespite
elements
of a simulated
to Mars.
a title
befittingmission
a Werner
HerFilmmaker Van Neistat’s A Space Program
zog-style adventure of ordeal and grim
captures this event—narrated in the deadpan
obsession, Scott Petersen’s feature is a fairly
style of a NASA announcer—beginning by
mild documentary, recounting a nervy,
describing with mock seriousness what the
youthful antic now recalled in flashback by
ships and spacesuits are made of (plywood,
Chicago photographer Steve Ewart and Los
for instance) before proceeding to cover the
Angeles author Dick Russell. Back in 1971, as
flight itself (the astronauts are both women,
two inexperienced Kansas college graduates,
in honor of Shaker founder Mother Ann
the pair tried hitchhiking across the Sahara
Lee, who is here credited with inventing the
Desert, planning to sell images and stories
circular saw—one of the instruments used in
of the ramshackle trek. On the journey, they
the mission). Sachs himself acts as the mismet black militants and European leftists
sion director, issuing orders about how the
confident that revolution was imminent,
flight is to proceed while situated before an
offended an African chief for the sake of a
photo op, nearly collided with a camel, and
experienced spirit-possession with a witch
doctor. With hindsight the friends now look
J A N U A R Y / F E B R U A R Y 2 0 1 7
back nostalgically on this life-changing
escapade. Hitchhiking to the Edge of Sanity is essentially reminiscing while looking through
old albums. Fortunately, the pictures are excellent, a credit to the rugged all-mechanical
Nikon F camera wielded by beginner Ewart.
Extras include deleted scenes. Likely to appeal
to armchair travelers, this is recommended.
Aud: C, P. (C. Cassady)

Travel Safe Not Sorry: Discover the Great
Lakes HHH1/2
(2016) 45 min. DVD: $44.95. DRA. TMW Media
Group. PPR. Closed captioned.

The Travel Safe Not Sorry series focuses on
how to enjoy extreme, X-Games style fun
on vacation while minimizing the things
that can get a person killed. Hosted by Tobias Scott, this episode centers on activities
around the Great Lakes. Instead of visiting
Blue Mountain (Lake Huron’s highest peak)
in the winter for skiing, Scott has some summer fun with “downhill”-style biking. In this
particularly intense sport, full body armor
(enhanced with plastic, not chainmail) and
a motorcycle-like helmet is needed for rider
safety. The bikes themselves are amazing—
the front and rear tires have massive shock
absorbers to suck up all the bumps at high
speed. A gondola brings bike and rider to the
top of the mountain, after which Scott and
his guides let gravity do its thing, barreling
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is characteristic of the quirky humor suffusing the film (the space capsule is equipped
with a vodka bar, and a recording glitch in
the command console is resolved by simply
replacing a tangled cassette in an antiquated
tape deck). Unfortunately, the joke wears
thin, and the few moments in which the tone
down the mountain and stopping along the
turns nasty or horrific are merely jarring.
way to learn skills that will help keep a rider
Still, this will likely interest fans of Sachs or
upright on a bike in extreme conditions.
contemporary art in general, although the
Next, Scott takes a zip-line ride, flying at
oddball and often rather juvenile quality of
extreme
heights
(and wider
car-like
speeds)
down
the subject
will limit
appeal.
A strong
aoptional
mountainside,
which
offers
a
unique
purchase. Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)and
heart-pounding view as the participant zips
above treetops. Other activities featured here
include kayaking, diving, and ice climbing.
Likely to appeal to outdoor sports enthusiasts, this is highly recommended. Aud: P.
(C. Block)

Wirken’s documentary examines the efforts
of Guatemalan Attorney General Claudia
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Afghanistan 1979: The War That
Changed
1/2
Visions
ofthe
NewWorld
York HHH
City HHH
(2014) 52 min. DVD: $348. Icarus Films. PPR.

(2009) 55 min. DVD: $24.99 ($54.99 w/PPR). PBS
Closed ISBN:
captioned.
Video.
978-1-5317-0256-4.

Filmmaker
Gulya
Mirzoeva’s
New
York City
is celebrated
in fascinating
art, music,
documentary
thealso
initial
seed hub
that
and
literature,about
but it’s
a major
spawned
the
current
conflict
engulfing
of commerce, transportation, diplomacy,
the modern
Middle
East explores
howthat
the
and
fashion trend
setting.
It’s the city
Soviet
Union’s
blundering
policy
in
Afnever sleeps, home to some eight million
ghanistan—coupled
with an
equally
inept
residents
from all different
races
and ethnic
American response—ignited
fuse this
that
backgrounds.
Narrated by Frankthe
Deford,
led to the explosion
across
the entire
PBS-aired
documentary
serves
up a region.
loving
Sobering
also at timeswhich
brutally
funny,
aerial
tourbut
of Manhattan,
as early
as
the film draws from Soviet-era files, archival
1820 was already America’s largest city. New
footage, and interviews with participants
York’s Revolutionary War-era past and Gilded
(Russian military men and political figures,
Age have long since been dwarfed by skyincluding Mikhail Gorbachev) to tell a story
scrapers, making it “the most vertical city in
that very few know. It begins prior to 1979,
the world.” It also boasts numerous seaports,
when the Soviets enjoyed a good relationship
with tugs and ferries carrying passengers
with the Afghan government—a situation
and plying trade across the Hudson and East
rivers. The film recounts the origins of Wall
Street (once a street level “curb exchange”)
and Broadway (once an ancient Native Amer73
ican path), as well as the growth of Harlem,
with its vibrant African American culture.
Manhattan is a city of contrasts, with bustling trade on chic 5th avenue located near
the tranquil confines of Central Park. The
documentary pays tribute to the city’s image of itself as the “city of new beginnings,”
luring successive waves of Irish, Italian, and
Chinese immigrants, among others. And no
study of the city would be complete without
a survey of its cultural institutions, including
world-famous concert halls, art museums,
galleries and, of course, the New York Public
Library, its entrance guarded by twin lions.
A somber note is introduced with views of
“ground zero” where the World Trade Center
stood, but this tragedy also illustrates the
resilient nature of Manhattan and its people.
A highlight is a panorama of the Big Apple at
night, when the lights come up and people
flock to the theater, clubs, and sports venues.
Recommended. Aud: P. (S. Rees)

From Best-Selling Lincoln biographer
Ronald C. White and Emmy-winning
director Ken Kebow comes

Lincoln’s Greatest Speech
Highly Recommended
~Video Librarian

Available exclusively from

www.ActionLibraryMedia.com
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Be Right Back HH1/2

(2017) 95 min. DVD: $24.95. Film Movement
(avail. from most distributors). Closed captioned.

At what point does iconoclastic art end and
shtick begin? That seems like the relevant
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question to ask about Maurizio Cattelan, the
artist whose bizarre works and penchant for
self-promotion make him something of a
clown prince within the contemporary art
scene. Director Maura Axelrod’s portrait of
the artist feels a bit like a commercial for
Cattelan, whose most famous works include
a fully-functioning 18-karat golden toilet, a
sculpture of Pope John Paul II being struck
down by a meteorite, a sculpture of Adolf Hitler on his knees in penance for his misdeeds,
and a live art gallery employee duct-taped to
the wall. In what feels like a nod to Orson
Welles’s F for Fake, Cattelan sometimes hired
stand-ins to handle his media interviews,
while his own actual forays into being interviewed are peppered with cutesy quotes,
including “I am not an artist—I make art,
but it’s a job.” It certainly seems to be a profitable job, as his work has fetched up to $10
million at auction and has been displayed
at the world’s leading art venues. Some will
consider Cattelan’s antics entertaining and
provocative, while others will be bored by his
off-kilter work and attention-seeking stunts. A
strong optional purchase. Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)

Chicago: The Terry Kath Experience
HHH1/2

(2017) 80 min. DVD: $19.95, Blu-ray: $24.95.
FilmRise (avail. from www.amazon.com).

A fine companion piece to the recent CNN
documentary Now More Than Ever: The History
of Chicago (VL-1/18), Chicago: The Terry Kath
Experience approaches the subject from a far
more personal angle, since it is written and
directed by Michelle Kath Sinclair, the daughter of Chicago’s original guitarist and musical
mastermind, Terry Kath, who died in 1978 of
a gun-related accident. Sinclair embarks on a
journey here to get to know her father, talking
with Kath’s old compatriots in Chicago and
his earlier bands; his widow, brother, and
mother; and old friends and guitar-slinger
peers such as Joe Walsh, Mike Campbell,
and Jeff Lynne. Without saying so directly,
the film certainly underscores the fact that
Kath was not fully appreciated in his time as
a guitar virtuoso, lead singer, or innovative
composer (whose “Introduction” track on
Chicago’s first album was the most technically challenging music that drummer Danny
Seraphine says he ever played). Interviews
with people who knew Kath when he was
trying to get a foothold in the music business
recall his uncanny ability to pick up a song
on first listening, and a memory is shared
of a night that Jimi Hendrix called Kath the
better musician. Throughout, Sinclair allows
others to tell her dad’s stories, backed by archival footage and old letters. And her search
for her father’s prized guitar—unseen for
decades—becomes her own holy grail quest.
Extras include bonus footage and a compilation of Kath’s 8mm home movie footage with
commentary. Highly recommended. Aud: C,
P. (T. Keogh)
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Edgar Allan Poe: Buried Alive HHH1/2

(2017) 84 min. DVD: $24.99 ($54.99 w/PPR). PBS Video. ISBN: 978-15317-0267-0.

Narrated by Kathleen Turner, filmmaker Eric Stange’s PBSaired American Masters documentary notes that the works of
Edgar Allan Poe (1809-1849) continue to fascinate readers due to
their timeless quality—not rooted in era or place, but motivated
by universal themes of doubt, dread, loss, and fear. Poe lost his
mother early, and he always seemed to be searching for perfect
love. Sent to a Richmond, VA, foster home, Poe was brought up
by a loving foster mother, but had a cold, distant father, who
eventually denied him his inheritance. After an unlikely stint at the West Point military
academy, Poe worked in the new, burgeoning field of periodicals, where he earned the
nickname “tomahawk man” for his brutally honest literary reviews. The background
for Poe’s own writing was the new world of crime and urban violence that was then
plaguing cities like Baltimore, New York, and Philadelphia, all homes for Poe. The author was good at cultivating a moody, romantic public persona, but he suffered from
alcoholism and self-destructive behavior, and money was always a problem, particularly
after his marriage to his sickly child bride. Poe was sensitive to the phenomena of early
death—which was unfortunately common in 19th-century America—and he tapped
into a universal dread with his short story “The Premature Burial.” His poem “The Raven” created a sensation, securing his reputation, which led to popular (and lucrative)
public readings of his work, but worries about his wife’s health, coupled with a knack
for making enemies (one critic wrote a scathing obituary of Poe) affected his stability,
and he would die mysteriously in Baltimore at the age of 49. Featuring insights from
modern critics, readings from Poe by Chris Sarandon, and dramatic re-creations with
Denis O’Hare playing Poe, this is a fine portrait of the artist. Extras include outtakes
from the film. Highly recommended. Aud: H, C, P. (S. Rees)

Conor McGregor: Notorious HH

(2017) 90 min. DVD: $19.98. Universal
Pictures Home Entertainment (avail. from most
distributors).

Mixed martial arts fighter Conor McGregor knows better than anyone the degree to
which he committed himself to ascending
from apprentice pipefitter to undisputed
featherweight champion in his bloody sport.
So it makes sense that he sees himself as the
center of his own universe and expects those
in his orbit—trainers, family, his girlfriend
Dee Devlin—to feel the same about him. McGregor’s profound solipsism when in training
mode—which he always seems to be in this
worshipful documentary directed by Gavin
Fitzgerald and co-produced by McGregor’s
media arm—is overwhelming, although
mitigated a bit by occasional flashes of the
native Dubliner’s Irish wit and charm. Shot
over four years, the film tracks McGregor’s
skyrocket rise to the top ranks of MMA fighting, culminating in a challenge for his belt
that becomes very personal. But little is said
about his crossover boxing duel with Floyd
Mayweather last year, which McGregor lost.
Extras include deleted scenes. MMA fans may
be drawn to this hagiographic profile, but
others can skip. Optional. Aud: P. (T. Keogh)

Finding Joseph I: The HR From Bad
Brains Documentary HHH1/2
(2017) 91 min. DVD: $19.95. Music Video
Distributors (avail. from most distributors).

Bad Brains is a legendary band spawned
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from DC’s hardcore punk scene circa the
late 1970s—encompassing elements of punk,
reggae, funk, soul, and hip-hop into a unique
sonic stew. While covering the history of
Bad Brains, this documentary focuses on
their on-again, off-again lead singer Joseph
I (Paul Hudson, aka Joseph 1, better known
as “H.R.” for “Human Rights”) and his struggles with what may be mental illness. The
band started as a jazz instrumental group
but segued into hardcore punk—becoming
perhaps the first black band to not just adopt
the style, but completely own it. Known for
his incredible range of vocal styles, H.R.
turned from taking acid to embracing the
Rastafarian religion after seeing Bob Marley
and the Wailers perform. Bad Brains took
Marley’s gentler rhythms and channeled
them into punk shows that are repeatedly
called “religious experiences” by those interviewed here. Inspired by the figurative
meaning behind the biblical Joseph’s “coat
of many colors,” the lead singer adopted the
identity of Joseph—and later H.R. While
H.R. was initially focused, determined, and
hyper-spiritual, friends say that something
happened amidst the craziness of the rock ‘n’
roll lifestyle, leading H.R. to engage in chaotic
and inconsistent behavior. While onstage he
was always bombastic, his offstage behavior
veered towards violence. Today, however, he
is much more chill, although in 2016 his wife
said he suffers from a rare disorder that causes
excruciating headaches. Filmmaker James
Lathos’s documentary serves up a gripping
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look at a man, a band, and a key music era.
Highly recommended. Aud: P. (C. Block)

Gray Matters HHH

(2014) 76 min. DVD: $24.95. First Run Features
(avail. from most distributors).

Born to an Irish mother and English father,
architect Eileen Gray (1878-1976) spent little
time in either country as an adult. Her family
was aristocratic and artistic, but this “mother
of modernity” always remained true to her
own unique vision. Filmmaker Marco Orsini’s
Gray Matters describes Gray’s long life and
career as a “rolling experiment.” Drawn early
to Paris, where she worked in the bathroom
of her apartment, Gray created eccentric
household objects and furniture using various lacquers and layering techniques. Always
ahead of her time in choice of materials, Gray
also worked with chrome—making screens,
moveable room partitions, adjustable tables,
and other multi-functional pieces (some are
still in production). Not all of her ideas were
welcomed, with one critic describing her
decorations as creating a “room of horrors.”
Gray’s interest in how people interacted with
their living spaces led her to an increasing
attention to architecture, and an association
with architect Jean Badovici and the artist Le
Corbusier. Her non-conformist personality
was evident in three houses that she helped
design in the south of France, one with the
unlikely name “E-1027.” Gray felt that homes
should offer a protective shell from the often
harsh conditions of modern life, and she designed with the aim of providing maximum
sun exposure and allowing air to move freely
through the house. Gray’s reputation in later
years was obscured by the egotism of others,
sexism, and her own agoraphobia, although
her rediscovery has led to scholarly reevaluations and celebrations—and record prices
at auction houses. Although some facets of
Gray’s personal life (including her rumored
bisexuality) remain a mystery here, this is a
welcome and overdue tribute to an important
tastemaker. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (S. Rees)

I Am Sam Kinison HHH

(2017) 98 min. DVD: $19.99. Virgil Films (avail.
from most distributors). Closed captioned.

Thirty years after late comedian Sam
Kinison (1953-1992) peaked in popularity
on TV and in standup shows, this Spike TVaired documentary answers an important
question: was Kinison all that funny? Yes,
and frequently so. From a contemporary
perspective, it’s easy to lump Kinison in with
misogynist poseurs from the same era such as
Andrew Dice Clay. But while Kinison could
go too far (phoning ex-girlfriends of guys in
his audience to scream at them), and his jokes
about gays were ill-considered, his broader
sensibility about calling out repressed rage
concerning relationships and the world’s
absurdity struck a chord. While there are
generous clips here of Kinison doing his act,
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most of filmmaker Adrian Buitenhuis’s I Am
Sam Kinison consists of recollections and
impressions from other comedians, family
members, and friends such as Charlie Sheen
and Corey Feldman. Most poignant are the
memories shared by Kinison’s older brother,
who served as the star’s manager and saw
him through good and bad times, and was
present for Kinison’s final moments following
a highway collision. Also covering Kinison’s
years as an evangelical preacher, the honing
of his comedy craft, and the emotional toll of
a younger brother’s suicide, this biographical
profile successfully makes its subject more
of a sympathetic figure than one might
have imagined. Recommended. Aud: C, P.
(T. Keogh)

Long Shot: The Kevin Laue Story HH1/2
(2012) 93 min. DVD: $19.99. Virgil Films (avail.
from most distributors). Closed captioned.

Franklin Martin’s documentary focuses on
Kevin Laue, who became the first basketball
player with only one hand to receive an
NCAA Division I scholarship. Born without
half of one arm, Laue grew to six-foot-eleven
and worked endlessly to overcome his physical disadvantage and stand out as an athlete
at Amador Valley High School in Pleasanton,
CA, until he broke a leg and was sidelined for
much of his senior year. Laue did a post-graduate stint at Fork Union Military Academy,
where he was able to regain and surpass his
earlier athleticism and gain interest from
college recruiters. The film stresses Laue’s
unresolved feelings towards his late father,
who died when he was 10 and with whom he
had a rocky relationship. But for most of the
running time Laue comes across more like a
teen (goofy or surly), a figure whose lack of
star charisma is so pronounced that one of his
peers wonders aloud why Laue is the subject
of a film. And that is a problem: while Laue’s
boundary-breaking story is inspiring, Laue

himself is not particularly engaging. A strong
optional purchase. Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)

Look & See: A Portrait of Wendell Berry
HH1/2
(2017) 80 min. DVD or Blu-ray: $75: public
libraries & high schools; $250: colleges &
universities. DRA. Tugg. PPR.

Filmmaker Laura Dunn’s documentary is
in part an encomium to Wendell Berry, the
highly-regarded Kentucky poet and novelist
who is also a champion of the traditional
American values associated with rural life
and family farming vs. urbanization and
agribusiness models of food production.
Berry declined to be interviewed, but his wife
Tanya and daughter Mary talk about him,
and Dunn includes excerpts from audio recordings in which Berry reads from his work,
as well as archival footage of the author in
panel discussions. The film’s second emphasis is a more general portrayal of the difficulty
of maintaining a small farming operation
in today’s economy, with Kentuckian Steve
Smith, among other locals, talking about
increased costs of production and decreasing profit margins. Smith also discusses his
adoption of organic production methods—a
change that encouraged him to continue
the work he loves but once considered abandoning. Look & See exudes a pastoral quality,
enhanced by luminous cinematography
and a meditative music score, and while
some viewers might question the nostalgic
glow of the archival footage when the crop
shown being harvested is heavily-subsidized
tobacco, this would likely appeal to Berry’s
many admirers. But while it raises a significant socioeconomic issue—the decline of
family farming—the prosaic treatment of
that subject coupled with the poetic portrait
of Berry makes for a somewhat unbalanced
film. A strong optional purchase. Aud: C, P.
(F. Swietek)

Magnus HHH1/2

(2016) 76 min. DVD: $19.95, Blu-ray: $24.95. FilmRise (avail. from
www.amazon.com).

Dubbed the “Mozart of chess” because of his seemingly natural gifts, chess prodigy and current World Champion Magnus
Carlsen doesn’t have the compellingly tormented charisma of a
Bobby Fischer. Yet director Benjamin Ree’s documentary portrait
is often fascinating, especially when exploring just what makes
this Nordic super-geek tick. At the age of 13, Carlsen gained notoriety for playing champ Garry Kasparov to a draw, and from
then on just kept getting inexplicably better, his mind working
in ways that flabbergasted even the most astute experts. Although Ree’s conservative
Scandinavian sense of detached objectivity occasionally threatens the film’s dramatic
pacing—he’s often too reticent to probe into Magnus’s intensely inward-looking personality—thankfully there are enough dramatic set pieces of Carlsen besting his foes
to give a good idea of his extraordinary capabilities. In one segment, Carlsen goes to
Harvard and beats 10 of the world’s best chess players in simultaneous games—while
blindfolded. And his centerpiece performance in the 2013 World Championships in
Chennai, India, boasts high drama, marking one of the most extraordinary comebacks
in the history of chess. Highly recommended. Aud: C, P. (M. Sandlin)
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Series Update

When Patsy Cline Was…Crazy HHH

(2017) 54 min. DVD: $24.98. Universal Music Enterprises (avail. from
most distributors).

Rosanne Cash narrates filmmaker Barbara H. Hall’s star-studded PBS-aired American Masters profile of country music singer
Patsy Cline (1932-1963), featuring artists including Reba McEntire and Margo Price, who cite Cline songs that impacted them
the most, as well as actress Beverly D’Angelo, who played Cline
in Coal Miner’s Daughter. Born in Virginia in 1932, Patsy entered
the world as Virginia Hensley. Her family moved often as her father Sam chased work
around the South. When her mother Hilda decided she’d had enough, she took off with
the kids. When Patsy left school after eighth grade, she worked odd jobs and sang with
local bands. In her early 20s, she married Gerald Cline, signed her first record deal,
and recorded with Owen Bradley, who describes her style as more pop than country.
Known as the “Nashville sound,” her take on the genre held its own when rock ‘n’
roll came to dominate the industry. After winning the top prize on Arthur Godfrey’s
Talent Scouts, she scored a hit with “Walkin’ After Midnight.” While performing, she
met Charlie Dick, who proved more supportive of her career. During that same year,
1957, she divorced Gerry and married Charlie, but after a bad record deal the couple
moved to Nashville, where Patsy worked with the town’s top songwriters. A car crash
almost took her life, but the hits accumulated (including “Crazy”) until a fateful plane
trip brought everything to a premature end. A fine testament to the life and legacy of
an indomitable performer, this is recommended. Aud: C, P. (K. Fennessy)

The Secret Life of Lance Letscher
HHH

(2017) 95 min. DVD: $19.95, Blu-ray: $24.95.
FilmRise (avail. from www.amazon.com).

Filmmaker Sandra Adair’s documentary
profiles a rising modern artist, centering on
his inner life, emotional pain, and therapeutic creative processes. Austin-based Lance
Letscher hailed from a dysfunctional family
background (a frustrated-artist mother, a
father with undiagnosed mental disorders)
and went on to earn his MFA from the
University of Texas. Letscher evolved from
printmaking to creating intricate collages
that incorporated discarded old children’s
books, toys, product wrappers, and shards
of metal containers. Letscher can engulf
motorcycles, shoes, guns—even an entire
glider-plane—with layers of material. The art
shown here is decoded along autobiographical lines, matched to Letscher’s narrative of
his happy second marriage (when he began
to work in color) and his father’s shocking
demise on the eve of Letscher marking a
career milestone. Featuring interviews with
gallery owners, this portrait of a soft-spoken
striving artist who is working to overcome a
painful history is recommended. Aud: C, P.
(C. Cassady)

of glitzy (and lucrative) exhibitions in Manhattan galleries and years of homelessness.
Filmmaker Oren Jacoby’s documentary Shadowman tells the truly odd and sad story of
Hambleton, who died in October 2017 after
suffering years of untreated skin cancer that
left his face ravaged. The film begins with
grainy, nighttime footage of Hambleton in
younger, healthier days, hurriedly painting
the trademark haunting silhouettes he would
leave as graffiti all over the Bronx. The compulsive Hambleton created an enormous
amount of artifacts, which caught on with
gallery owners and critics, giving him a
deep-pocketed fan base and the support of
such luminaries as Andy Warhol. But then he
disappeared for 20 years, ending up on the
streets, where he was incapable of managing
money or caring for his health. But he kept
working somehow, was eventually rediscovered, and briefly came back into the limelight,
with some of his art pieces selling for six
figures. Combining interviews and archival
footage, Shadowman is a sad chronicle of the
decline of a strange and talented artist. Extras
include bonus footage. Recommended. Aud:
C, P. (T. Keogh)

Shadowman HHH

(2017) 82 min. DVD: $24.95. Film Movement
(avail. from most distributors). Closed captioned.

Think of departed 1980s art world stars
Jean-Michel Basquiat and Keith Haring and
it’s hard not to conjure some of their most
ubiquitous images on coffee cups, T-shirts,
and shower curtains. Less universally known
and rewarded was their contemporary and
friend, Richard Hambleton, a street artist
who alternated between the rarefied world
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Visit Video Librarian Online (www.
videolibrarian.com) for more reviews
during March and April, including: The
Challenge, The Dream of Shahrazad, Dropka, The Jazz Loft According to W. Eugene
Smith, London Symphony: A Poetic Journey
Through the Life of a City, More Than a
Word, Roadtrip Niger, The Same Difference,
SAS: Rogue Warriors, and much more!
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The following titles are new additions
to series previously recommended. Titles
are available from most distributors
unless otherwise noted.
Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment has released
Peppa Pig: The Easter Bunny (65 min.,
DVD: $14.98), a holiday-themed episode
compilation from the
British animated series—aired stateside on Nick Jr.—that
continues the adorable escapades of
young Peppa and her family. See review
of Peppa Pig: My Birthday Party in VL-5/14.
Shout Factory! has released My Little
Pony—Friendship is Magic: Spring
Into Friendship (110 min., DVD:
$14.98), the latest entry in the popular
computer-animated children’s series,
which finds Equestria ponies enjoying
the springtime season and taking a
trip to the Grand Galloping Gala. See
review of My Little Pony: Equestria Girls
in VL-11/13.
PBS Distribution and PBS Kids have
released Dinosaur Train: Big Pond
Adventures (105 min., DVD: $12.99),
the latest addition to the educational
animated series from the Jim Henson
Company, which follows dinosaur
friends who examine fossilized tracks
and organize a benefit concert. See
review of Jim Henson’s Dinosaur Train:
Dinosaurs Under the Sea in VL-1/11.
Newly available from the BBC is the
2017 latest season of the popular car
aficionado series, Top Gear: Season 24
(420 min., DVD: 3 discs, $19.98), featuring celebrity guests including James
McAvoy, David Tennant, and Jay Kay
of Jamiroquai. See review of Top Gear:
50 Years of Bond Cars in VL Online-3/13.
Lionsgate is releasing the latest entry in
their combination of
dramatic recreations
and word-for-word adaptations of biblical
books with The Gospel
of Matthew (190 min.,
DVD: $14.98), narrated in the New International Version by Stephen Tompkinson and in the King James Version by
David Threlfall. See review of The Gospel
of Mark in VL Online-5/17.
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Japanese Anime
91 Days: The Complete
Series HHH1/2

who only look on in amazement at Ikta’s skills
and roll their eyes at his vices. Presenting all
13 episodes from 2016 in a dual-language
Blu-ray/DVD Combo edition, rated TV-MA,
this is an optional purchase. (P. Hall)

91 Days is a rare anime
series centered on Italian-American gangsters in the Prohibition
years. Set in the appropriately named town
of Lawless, IL, the show’s central character is
Angelo Lagusa, a young man whose family
was wiped out by the rival Vanetti family. Angelo disappears for seven years before returning to Lawless with a new identity as Avilio
Bruno. Unknown to the Vanetti clan, Avilio
infiltrates the crime family and befriends
Nero, son of chieftain Vincent Vanetti. But
Avilio finds his revenge plans going off the
rails due to his friendship with Nero and
their mutual adversaries in the Orco crime
family. And Nero’s ascension to leadership of
the Vanetti family and interference by federal
agents seeking to enforce Prohibition only
complicate matters further. 91 Days deserves
credit for venturing into unfamiliar anime
territory, and while the animation makes
the characters look more like contemporary
bad boys than 1920s miscreants, the intricate
plotting and compelling personal stories
are consistently engaging in this fast-paced,
artistically violent, but always intelligent
series. Presenting all 13 episodes from 2016
in a dual-language Blu-ray/DVD Combo
set, rated TV-MA, extras include an episode
commentary. Highly recommended. (P. Hall)

The Cat Returns
HHH1/2

(2016) 4 discs. 325 min. Bluray/DVD Combo: $64.98.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors).

Alderamin on the Sky
HH

(2016) 4 discs. 325 min. Bluray/DVD Combo: $64.98.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors).

The central figure in this
peculiar anime series is an
unlikely soldier named Ikta Solork. Serving
in the army of the Katjvarna Empire, Ikta’s
uncommon military genius is matched by
his unapologetic laziness and womanizing.
Set in an alternate past—modern technology
is conspicuously absent, but the armed forces
are gender-integrated—the story surrounds
Ikta with a group of colleagues who include
red-headed swordswoman Yatori, self-doubting sharpshooter Torway, heavyset (and seemingly talent-bereft) Matthew, and 12-year-old
Princess Chamille, who is the object of nefarious plans by the rival Kioka Republic. But the
spotlight inevitably shifts back to Ikta, with
each episode highlighting his ability to use
his smarts to win the day despite his desire to
lay around and flirt with the girls. A subplot
about Ikta’s scientist/warrior father, who
ultimately defected to the Kioka Republic,
feels more like an afterthought. The series
meanders along, with Ikta’s comrades coming
across as one-dimensional stock characters
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(2002) 75 min. Blu-ray/DVD
Combo: $29.95. Shout! Factory
(avail. from most distributors).
Closed captioned. ISBN:
0-7888-4722-X.

This 2002 animated classic grew out of legendary Hayao Miyazaki’s
concern that he had not done enough to
cultivate the next generation of Studio Ghibli
directors. The Cat Returns was handed to
enthusiastic animator Hiroyuki Morita to
direct, after the latter bowled over Miyazaki
with a 500-page outline (told in storyboard
sketches). Schoolgirl Haru (Anne Hathaway
in the English language version) rescues a cat
who turns out to be a prince (Andrew Bevis)
from a feline kingdom in another world. The
prince’s father, the king (Peter Boyle), insists
that Haru’s reward should be her betrothal to
the young royal, an honor that she doesn’t
want. Seeking help, Haru approaches the
secretive Cat Bureau, run by the dapper and
fearless Baron (Cary Elwes), who is something
of a cross between Douglas Fairbanks and
David Niven. Spirited adventures ensue, and
while one can plainly see the influence of
The Wizard of Oz and Alice in Wonderland,
the animation style is brimming with fresh
ideas, including a staircase in the sky formed
by crows. Presented in a dual-language Bluray/DVD Combo edition, rated G, extras
include feature-length storyboards, behindthe-scenes featurettes, and a booklet. Highly
recommended. (T. Keogh)

Drifters HHH

(2016) 4 discs. 300 min. Bluray/DVD Combo: $64.98.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors).

During the historical Battle of Sekigahara in 1600,
the warrior Shimazu Toyohisa is wounded in combat (in real life, Toyohisa died in battle). While retreating from
the field, Toyohisa somehow goes through
a multiple-door-portal that eventually leads
to a strange alternative world populated by
“drifters”: brilliant warriors from various
eras and kingdoms. This world contains both
humans and Tolkien-ish elves, but the realm
is under attack by a rival band of warriors
called “Ends,” who control horrific monsters. For pure nuttiness, this anime series
is hard to beat: unlikely historic characters
here include Joan of Arc, Butch Cassidy and
the Sundance Kid, and Rasputin, while the
constant upheaval brought on by ravenous
dragons, scheming little people, and adren-
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aline-fueled soldiers keeps the gory action
galloping at a remarkable pace. Although
the narrative often makes little sense, Drifters
is brilliantly animated and never sags in its
storytelling. Presenting all 12 episodes from
2016 in a dual-language Blu-ray/DVD Combo
set, rated TV-MA, extras include episode commentaries and behind-the-scenes featurettes.
Recommended. (P. Hall)

Flying Witch: Complete
Collection HH1/2

(2016) 300 min. DVD: 3
discs, $59.98; Blu-ray: 2 discs,
$69.98. Sentai Filmworks
(avail. from most distributors).

Based on Japanese manga, this somewhat bland
anime series centers on Makoto, an adolescent witch who is sent by her parents from
cosmopolitan Yokohama to the rustic Aomori
Prefecture in order to complete high school
while living with non-magical relatives. The
cauldron is set at a very mild boil as Makoto’s
hard-drinking elder-witch sister or occasional
non-threatening supernatural creatures visit
and surprise the kinfolk. Episode digressions
into the intricacies of cooking or maintaining an apple orchard sometimes threaten to
turn the narrative into an educational rather
than entertainment series. Presenting all 12
episodes from 2016 in separate dual-language
DVD and Blu-ray editions, rated TV-PG, extras include bonus mini-episodes. A strong
optional purchase. (C. Cassady)

Genocidal Organ HH

(2017) 115 min. DVD: $29.99,
Blu-ray/DVD Combo: $34.98.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors).

Featuring photorealistic
animation, this 2017 dystopian thriller is a visually
compelling anime film with
striking locations that provide a nice respite
from futuristic battle sequences that have the
busy graphics of a video game and include
plenty of bloodshed. Genocidal Organ is essentially a military-spy movie about a U.S.
soldier named Shepherd, who is programmed
not to feel fear in dangerous situations and
is performing black operations following
the nuclear destruction of Sarajevo. With
the world’s major powers hunkered down
in repressive surveillance states, Shepherd is
assigned a mission to go undercover to find
a mysterious man who might be behind the
genocidal violence in numerous Third World
countries. That adventure leads to various
twists and turns, and along the way writer-director Shuko Murase demonstrates an earnest
if superficial interest in name-checking
important thinkers (e.g., Kafka) and historic
tragedies (the Holocaust) to give the story
meaningful resonance. But it takes a fair
amount of intellectual energy just to follow
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the overly-complicated plot, let alone muse on
the human condition. Presented in separate
dual-language DVD and Blu-ray/DVD Combo
editions, rated TV-MA, extras include a cast
discussion. Optional. (T. Keogh)

Haikyu!! 1st Season
HHH

(2014) 625 min. DVD: 5
discs, $79.98; Blu-ray: 3 discs,
$99.98. Sentai Filmworks
(avail. from most distributors).

In this anime series based
on a shonen manga series
by Haruichi Furudate, runty junior high
student Shoyo Hinata is so taken by the celebrity of a short volleyball player nicknamed
the “Little Giant” that he decides to form a
school club, although he and the teammates
he recruits have little training. After being
demolished in a tournament by a squad led
by hyper-aggressive Tobio Kageyama—who
calls himself “King of the Court”—Hinata is
determined to continue playing at Karasuno
High School—once a powerhouse in the sport
but now fallen on bad days—but is horrified
to learn that Kageyama has enrolled there too.
Much of the first season is devoted to Hinata
and Kageyama learning to work together—
with the former using his speed to confuse
opponents despite his diminutive size and
the latter moderating his hot-dog attitude to
become a team player—but other members of
the squad are also given narrative arcs of their
own as they overcome insecurities. This is a
male-dominated tale (the only female figure,
team manager Kiyoko, has little to do beyond
look attractive), but the engaging characters,
winning combination of action and highschool introspection, and vibrant, colorful
visuals combine to make for an enjoyable
series. Presenting all 25 episodes from the
2014 debut season in separate dual-language
DVD and Blu-ray editions, rated TV-14, this
is recommended. [Note: Haikyu!! 2nd Season
is slated for release on Apr. 17.] (F. Swietek)

Haven’t You Heard? I’m
Sakamoto: Complete
Collection HHH1/2

(2016) 2 discs. 325 min. DVD:
$34.99, Blu-ray: $49.99. Sentai
Filmworks (avail. from most
distributors).

This popular classroom
comedy series (based on comics) is distantly
reminiscent of the Road Runner’s repeated
triumphs over Wile E. Coyote. Bespectacled,
multi-talented, mysterious high-school transfer student Sakamoto (first name unknown)
keeps a super-cool, unflappable demeanor
and boasts athletic grace, ever in control and
coming out ahead despite many challenges,
antagonists, and nuisances, including sadistic
bullies, overly flirty schoolgirls, domineering
teachers and coaches, and even the romantically obsessed mom of a friend (Sakamoto
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convinces her that he exists only as a digital
avatar). The show’s appeal is that even while
brilliantly foiling his nemeses’ attempts to
humiliate him Sakamoto also imparts sosquare-they’re-hip moral lessons and positive
values (even inspiring enemies). And the fan
service is kept to a relatively dull roar, with
only occasional swear words and mild sexual
innuendo (such as Sakamoto’s seemingly
impossible task to rent forbidden adults-only
DVDs without scandal). Presenting all 13
episodes from 2016 in separate dual-language
Blu-ray and DVD editions, rated TV-14, this is
highly recommended. (C. Cassady)

Initial D Legend 1:
Awakening HHH

(2014) 60 min. Blu-ray/
DVD Combo: $39.98. Sentai
Filmworks (avail. from most
distributors).

T h i s 2 014 a n i m e i s
the first part of a trilogy
re-booting the original Initial D TV series
from the 1990s and early 2000s. Based
on an iconic manga that helped make car
“drifting” an international phenomenon,
Awakening retells the story of an aging car
unexpectedly appearing out of nowhere on
a mountain road and unofficially defeating
a much more powerful vehicle driven by
popular racer Keisuke. The latter embarks
on a quest to find the unseen driver who
bested him. That driver turns out to be high
school nobody Takumi, who delivers tofu for
his father every morning and drifts around
corners to speed up his schedule. Takumi
has no interest in racing, but his request to
borrow his dad’s car to use on a date comes
with a price: Takumi must race Keisuke once
again. Takumi is a likable hero—backed by
supporting characters who add dimension
and humor—in this new Initial D that shuffles some scenes from the original series. But
one thing is clear: the animation here reveals
how far the anime genre has evolved from the
era of the first manga adaptations, offering
sharper, bolder images and 2D that pops
and sometimes looks like 3D. Presented in a
dual-language Blu-ray/DVD Combo edition,
rated TV-14, extras include a preview of Initial
D Legend 2: Racer (slated for release on Mar.
13). Recommended. (T. Keogh)

Love, Chunibyo & Other
Delusions! Complete
Seasons 1 & 2 HHH

(2012) 4 discs. 650 min. Bluray: $99.98. Sentai Filmworks
(avail. from most distributors).

Middle school is a time
when some young teens reinvent themselves—occasionally acting grown-up or
creating dramatic fictional personas in order
to face the world. Entering high school, Yuta
Togarashi is ready to put these “chunibyo”
years behind him, even choosing a school
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far from his old middle school so he that can
have a fresh start. But Yuta’s new upstairs
neighbor Rikka Takanashi not only continues to cling to her fantastical “Wicked Eye”
personality but knows about Yuta’s old “Dark
Flame Master” period. With a bit of badgering
she is able to enlist Yuta’s help in starting a
school club, which attracts an oddball group
of members who each enroll for their own
purposes. Based on a light novel series, this is
in many ways a typical high school rom-com
anime, introducing a varied cast of characters
and then exploring their relationships, here
primarily the romance between exasperating Rikka and put-upon Yuta. While the
first season concentrates on establishing the
main storyline and situations, the second
introduces a romantic rival from Yuta’s
chunibyo past, disrupting the slow growth of
his relationship with (still-chunibyo) Rikka.
Presenting all 24 episodes from the 2012 first
and second seasons in a dual-language Blu-ray
edition, rated TV-14, extras include two bonus
OVAs and animated shorts. Recommended.
(L. Martincik)

Orange: The Complete
Series HHH

(2016) 4 discs. 325 min. Bluray/DVD Combo: $64.98.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors).

Based on a romance manga by Ichigo Takano, Orange
features some supernatural elements, but is
essentially a high school melodrama told
from the perspective of Naho, who before
heading off to class one morning receives a
letter from her older self. The strange missive,
supposedly written 10 years in the future,
foretells the coming day’s events, particularly
the arrival of transfer student Kakeru, who
Naho and her band of friends immediately
take under their collective wing. Kakeru is
traumatized by domestic tragedy and tormented by guilt. The letters from the future—
which Naho continues to receive, as do other
members of the group—offer suggestions
about how to help Kakeru, with friendship
proving to be key to a successful resolution.
Orange never satisfactorily addresses the
question of how the mysterious letters travel
through time, and it deals rather gingerly
with the issue of how the students’ actions
in the present change their future lives, but
for viewers willing to set these concerns aside,
it does offer a story that generates suspense
while also delivering a strong message about
how misfortune can drive a young person to
thoughts of suicide and how support from
friends can be instrumental in saving lives.
The relatively small coterie of main characters
allows them to be developed nicely, and the
animation style is engaging. Presenting all
13 episodes from 2016 in a dual-language
Blu-ray/DVD Combo set, rated TV-PG, this
is recommended. (F. Swietek)
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ReLIFE HHH

(2016) 4 discs. 325 min. Bluray/DVD Combo: $64.98.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors).

Adapted from a manga
by Yayoiso, this sci-fi anime asks what could an
unhappy person learn by being made young
again and returning to high school? In this
case the subject is Arata, a 27-year-old man
reduced to working a part-time job at a
convenience store. Arata is approached by
Ryou, a recruiter for the ReLIFE program,
who offers him guaranteed employment if
he takes a pill that will make him appear to
be 17 again (although his body will remain
biologically 10 years older) and agrees to
attend school for a year. The plot follows
Arata’s attempts to pass his courses and
relate to his fellow students, most notably
pretty but driven Chizuru, another transfer
student who is even more socially awkward
than Arata. Ryou occasionally reappears to
check on Arata’s progress, and his ebullient
subordinate An takes on the role of another
student who keeps a watchful eye on Arata. ReLIFE serves up an intriguing mix of
comedy and drama as it surveys the usual
difficulties of high school life—especially
regarding rivalries and strained friendships—while also gradually revealing the
dark details of Arata’s past that have reduced
him to a state of depression. Overall, this
is an effective parable about how a person
can be rescued from his personal demons
by taking some risks and reconnecting with
others. Presenting all 13 episodes from 2016
in a dual-language Blu-ray/DVD Combo edition, rated TV-14, extras include an episode
commentary. Recommended. (F. Swietek)

Servamp HHH

(2016) 4 discs. 300 min. Bluray/DVD Combo: $64.98.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors).

Mahiru Shirota is a high
school student who takes
home a stray cat and names
it Kuro. Much to Mahiru’s surprise, the cat
is actually a vampire named Sleepy Ash who
represents Sloth among the Seven Deadly
Sins. Kuro is only in feline form during the
daylight hours, and Mahiru discovers that
Kuro becomes a vampire servant known as
a “Servamp” by drinking Mahiru’s blood.
Mahiru agrees to this unusual arrangement
and becomes an “Eve” (a Servamp’s master),
after which this unlikely pair battle another
vampire called Tsubaki, who claims to be a
hitherto-unknown eighth member of a seven-member vampire family. Anyone looking for coherent storytelling may feel lost
in this wild anime series featuring bizarre
plot twists. But while Servamp is lacking in
logic, it delivers thrilling entertainment
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and stylistic animation. And, seriously,
what’s not to like about an evil-battling
vampire decked out in innocent kitty disguise? Presenting all 12 episodes from 2016
in a dual-language Blu-ray/DVD Combo
set, rated TV-14, extras include episode
commentaries and bonus animated shorts.
Recommended. (P. Hall)

Super Lovers: Season
One + OVA HH1/2

(2016) 4 discs. 275 min. In
Japanese w/English subtitles.
Blu-ray/DVD Combo: $64.98.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors).

Adapted from Miyuki
Abe’s yoai or “boys’ love” manga, the gay
plotline of this anime is mainly restricted
to hugs and kisses—as well as bright floral
explosions during moments of passionate
embrace—but the connection between
the two principal characters is somewhat
unsettling. Haru is a Tokyo teen who is
shocked when he visits his biological mother in Canada and discovers that she has
not only adopted a quasi-feral little orphan
named Ren, but also gives Haru the task of
civilizing the tyke. Five years later, the boy
comes to Japan to live with Haru, who has
been traumatized by an auto accident that
took the lives of his father and stepmother
and has also forgotten the promises he had
made regarding his “little brother.” The two
gradually grow close, however, and after
platonically sharing a bed they develop an
increasingly physical relationship. Haru and
Ren are not literally brothers, of course, but
they consider themselves such, and even
though Haru is depicted as naïve and even
childlike, the suggestion of an older man
“grooming” a boy as a partner is inescapable. Aside from this, Super Lovers is an interesting tale overall, with the central story
complicated by other characters, including
Haru’s friends, his two half-brothers, and
Ren’s classmates, as well as a late intervention by Haru’s mother that threatens
to separate the pair (setting up the next
season). Presenting all 10 episodes from the
2016 first season in a Blu-ray/DVD Combo
edition, in Japanese with English subtitles,
rated TV-MA, extras include a bonus OVA.
A strong optional purchase. [Note: Super
Lovers: Season Two + OVA is slated for release
on Apr. 10.] (F. Swietek)

Ushio & Tora: Complete
TV Series HHH

(2015) 975 min. DVD: 8
discs, $99.98; Blu-ray: 5 discs,
$129.98. Sentai Filmworks
(avail. from most distributors).

A violent paranormal
ac tion anime der ived
from comics, Ushio & Tora takes the mismatched-buddy-superheroes trope to ex-
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tremes, with two avengers who perpetually threaten to kill each other. Teen Ushio,
exploring the cellar of his priest-father’s
temple, discovers a “yokai” monster from
Japanese folklore that was impaled by a
spear some 500 years ago. Withdrawing
the blade, Ushio reawakens the monster,
who is eager to devour him and only kept
from doing so by the mystic “Beast Spear”
that is able to prevail against the many
yokai who persist among magical sects in
the shadows of modern Japan. Kept under
control—but only barely—by Ushio, the
tiger-like monster dubbed “Tora” winds
up being an unlikely ally in fights against
rogue yokai, culminating in war against
a giant monster so evil that monsters and
humans must unite against him. Tora’s
arc from monster to good guy (or at least
a monster who kills other monsters) is
consistently entertaining. Presenting
all 39 episodes from 2015-16 in separate
dual-language DVD and Blu-ray editions,
rated T V-M A , t h is is recom mended.
(C. Cassady)

Your Name HHH

(2016) 107 min. DVD: $29.99,
Blu-ray/DVD Combo: $34.99.
Funimation (avail. from most
distributors).

Japa nese aut hor a nd
filmmaker Makoto Shinkai
adapts his own 2016 YA
light adult novel in this
hit anime feature film that brings a fresh,
nuanced approach to the classic body-swapping comedy. Two high school students
who have never met—a boy named Taki
and a girl named Mitsuha—suddenly wake
up in one another’s body and try to fake
their way through a day in the life. When it
happens again and again, without warning
or discernable pattern, they begin leaving
messages for one another. And that’s just
the beginning of a story that mixes metaphysics and mystery in a poetic tale of two
people who never meet but are still able to
change one another’s lives. Your Name is a
contemplative, introspective film that uses
the body-swapping gimmick to explore
growing up and experiencing life from
another perspective. Shinkai’s animation
serves up delicate scenes full of wonder and
grace as well as comic moments and deeply
dramatic images. One of the rare anime
features to also be released in American
theaters, Your Name did not garner an Oscar
nomination but it did pick up other awards.
Presented in separate dual-language DVD
and Blu-ray/DVD Combo editions, rated PG,
extras include an interview with Shinkai,
a behind-the-scenes featurette, and an animated filmography of other Shinkai titles.
Recommended. (S. Axmaker)
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Music Dance
Anastasia HH1/2

(2016) 113 min. DVD: $29.99,
Blu-ray: $39.99. Opus Arte
(dist. by Naxos of America).

This 2016 Covent Garden
revival of Kenneth MacMillan’s 1971 ballet about
Anna Anderson, the woman
believed by some to be the presumably dead
daughter of Czar Nicholas II, is sumptuously
mounted. Unfortunately, elegance alone
cannot conceal the work’s structural weaknesses, resulting from MacMillan’s decision
to expand his original 1967 one-act piece
into a three-act spectacle. The original,
featuring modernist choreography set to
jagged music from the Sixth Symphony of
Bohuslav Martinu, depicted Anna in a mental
hospital, tormented by disjointed memories
of her former life in Russia. In the 1971
version, this became the ballet’s third act,
preceded by others portraying a voyage on
the imperial yacht in 1914, and Anastasia’s
“coming out” ball in 1917. In each of the
earlier acts, bizarre touches in Bob Crowley’s
sets and historical anachronisms (including
an appearance by Rasputin) indicate that
these are also Anna/Anastasia’s skewered
memories, but both are set to blandly pretty
music from early Tchaikovsky symphonies
and choreographed in a very traditional
style. And these disparate parts never cohere
into an aesthetic whole. Not surprisingly,
the third act here still holds up remarkably
well, particularly as danced with the artistry
that Natalia Osipova brings to the title role.
And the rest of the cast acquit themselves
adequately, while the Royal Opera Orchestra
plays solidly for Simon Hewett. Presented in
DTS 5.1 and LPCM stereo (DTS-HD 5.1 on
the Blu-ray release), extras include a brief
introduction, an interview with Crowley, and
a conversation between Darcey Bussell and
Viviana Durante (who danced Anastasia in
an earlier revival). Although somewhat of a
mixed bag, even lesser MacMillan is still of
interest, so this can be considered a strong
optional purchase. (F. Swietek)

CMA Awards Live:
Greatest Moments 19682015 HHH

(2017) 10 discs. 710 min. DVD:
$119.99. Time-Life (avail. from
most distributors).

Time-Life’s extensive
overview of the Country
Music Association’s annual awards ceremony
is all about the highlights, offering over 10
hours of introductions, acceptance speeches,
and 127 performances, along with interviews
with Roy Clark, Vince Gill, and dozens of
other award winners. By starting in 1968,
when the program was in black and white,
and ending in 2015, country’s underappreciated variety comes into clearer focus. In the
1960s, artists like Jeannie C. Reilly (“Harper
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Valley PTA”) incorporated pop elements into
their crossover sound, a trend that continues
today, but there are also statements about
place and class like Loretta Lynn’s “Coal
Miner’s Daughter” from 1975, and unifying
anthems such as Alan Jackson’s 9/11-inspired
“Where Were You (When the World Stopped
Turning)” from 2001. While most of the performers are white, there are some notable exceptions, like Freddy Fender (born Baldemar
Huerta), who brought Tejano music into the
mainstream with “Before the Next Teardrop
Falls,” and African American vocalist Charley
Pride, who won the coveted Entertainer of
the Year award in 1971. Of course, many of
the big names are all well represented, with
repeat appearances from Johnny Cash, Willie
Nelson, and Dolly Parton, although there are
no live performances by George Jones, Toby
Keith, or Garth Brooks, possibly due to music rights (Jackson and George Strait do pay
tribute to Jones, who passed away in 2013,
with a fine cover of “He Stopped Loving Her
Today”). Other unforgettable performances
include Parton, Tammy Wynette, and Loretta
Lynn performing “Honky Tonk Angels,” and
22-year-old Miranda Lambert singing “Kerosene” as pyrotechnic flames blaze around
her. Presented in mono and Dolby Digital
stereo, extras include numerous featurettes,
bonus interviews, and a 44-page book. Recommended. (K. Fennessy)

Don Quixote HHH1/2

(2016) 122 min. DVD: $24.99,
Blu-ray: $34.99. C Major/Unitel
(dist. by Naxos of America).

Rudolf Nureyev’s revised
version of Ludwig Minkus’s
tuneful 1869 ballet—in
which Cervantes’s titular
knight errant and his squire Sancho Panza
help to bring the lovely Kitri and impoverished barber Basilio together, despite
Kitri’s father’s desire to marry her off to a
wealthy suitor—is memorably preserved in
Nureyev’s own lavish 1973 film of an Australia Ballet production (VL-7/12) in which
he also starred as Basilio. Manuel Legris’s
2016 staging from the Vienna Staatsballett
joins Milan’s 2014 La Scala mounting (VL9/16) as an excellent modern recreation of
Nureyev’s adaptation (Legris danced Basilio
under Nureyev’s direction at the Paris Ballet,
so fidelity to his vision is assured). Maria
Yakovleva and Denys Cherevychko are an
attractive young couple as Kitri and Basilio,
while Kamil Pavelka and Christoph Wenzel
prove to be good comic foils as Quixote and
Sancho. And the rest of the company make
the most of their many vibrant solos, duets,
and ensembles, while the Staatsoper Orchestra delivers John Lanchbery’s reworking of
Minkus’s score dynamically under the baton
of Kevin Rhodes. Boasting colorful sets and
costumes by Nicholas Georgiadis, this is an
excellent complement to Nureyev’s own film,
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especially since technically it is far superior.
Presented in DTS 5.0 (DTS-HD 5.0 on the
Blu-ray edition) and PCM stereo, this is highly
recommended. (F. Swietek)

Frank Zappa Summer
’82: When Zappa Came
to Sicily HHH

(2017) 82 min. Blu-ray: $29.95.
Music Video Distributors (avail.
from most distributors).

Not so much a concert
film as a film about a concert, filmmaker Salvo Cuccia’s documentary
charts the director’s attempt to revisit and
understand the circumstances behind a disastrous 1982 performance by the late Frank
Zappa in Palermo, Sicily. But Cuccia, a huge
fan of Zappa in his youth, is also interested
in a broader narrative about his subject’s
adventures in and around Palermo—the
hometown of the musician’s father, full of
relatives Zappa had never met. Cuccia zooms
out from this history, too, asking Zappa’s
widow, son Dweezil, and daughter Moon Unit
to look back on their lives and times with the
composer, singer, and bandleader. Watching
extensive film footage of Zappa’s activities in
Sicily, their flood of memories and affection
brings a warm tone to the film, balancing
out the strangeness of that Palermo concert,
in which we see Zappa visibly unable to get
his outdoor audience to calm down amidst
a heavy-handed police presence. You don’t
have to be a Zappa fan to appreciate the film’s
overlapping objectives. Moon Unit’s recollection of recording the novelty song “Valley
Girl” (Zappa’s one and only radio hit) with
her dad, and how that brought them closer,
is a loving story that holds universal appeal.
Extras include a photo gallery. Recommended. (T. Keogh)

I Puritani HHH1/2

(2016) 181 min. DVD: $24.99,
Blu-ray: $29.99. Bel Air
Classiques (dist. by Naxos of
America).

Beautiful vocalism is the
essential element in any
successful performance of
bel canto, and this 2016
production from Madrid’s Teatro Real of
Bellini’s last opera—a romantic melodrama set against the background of the
English Civil War—is an absolute winner
in that regard. Young Mexican tenor Javier
Camarena is a revelation as Talbot, the
pro-Stuart Cavalier whose scheme to rescue
Henrietta, the wife of King Charles I, drives
his betrothed, the Puritan Lady Elvira, to
madness—until Talbot returns to declare
his love, escaping execution only when a
general amnesty is announced. Camarena’s
range and purity of tone are exceptional.
And he is not alone: as Elvira, Diana Damrau is no less impressive, and their duets
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are exquisite, the harmony velvet-like and
the high notes on target. Annalisa Stroppa
is only slightly less effective as Henrietta,
and though the supporting cast does not
match the principals’ level of excellence,
none really disappoint. The chorus and
orchestra perform splendidly for conductor
Evelino Pidò, who supports the soloists with
finesse. The only drawbacks are staging
by Emilio Sagi that fails to overcome the
opera’s innately static character, and a set
by Daniel Bianco that is elegant but relies
too heavily on white chairs being moved
across the sandy stage and a constellation
of chandeliers that rise and fall to little purpose. The costumes offer little excitement,
being basic black except for Elvira’s white
gown and Henrietta’s royal robes. But with
Bellini the quality of the singing is what
matters above all, and in that regard this
performance excels. Presented in DTS 5.1
and LPCM stereo on DVD, and DTS-HD 5.1
and PCM stereo on Blu-ray, this is highly
recommended. (F. Swietek)

L.A.M.F.: Live at the
Bowery Electric HH1/2

(2017) 47 min. DVD: $19.95.
Music Video Distributors (avail.
from most distributors).

In 1977, the proto-punk
rock band Johnny Thunders and the Heartbreakers
recorded their one and only studio album,
L.A.M.F. (common gang graffiti at the
time, standing for “Like a Mother Fucker”).
Although derided for its poor sound mix,
L.A.M.F. nevertheless gained cultural cache
among music fans, all the more so after the
death of Thunders and the departures of the
original band members. L.A.M.F.: Live at the
Bowery Electric is a 40th anniversary 2016 live
concert performed by a kind of punk supergroup acting as a glorified cover ensemble.
Organized by Heartbreakers guitarist Walter
Lure—the only remaining musician from the
historic first lineup—the legendary players
in the tribute group here include drummer
Clem Burke from Blondie; singer-bassist Tommy Stinson from the Replacements; and—
most impressively—Wayne Kramer from the
deeply political (and loud) 1960s-‘70s punk
pioneers the MC5. Playing on a small stage
in what looks like a cramped New York club
full of enthusiastic audience members, the
graying band delivers serviceable renditions
of the 12 roaring, if murky, tracks on L.A.M.F.
Guest artists including Jesse Malin (D Generation), Cheetah Chrome (Dead Boys), and
Liza Colby (Liza Colby Sound) also appear
on several songs. But while everyone clearly
seems to be having a good time, the largely
colorless music feels more like a reference
point for the real thing than the real thing
itself. Extras include band interviews. Presented in Dolby Digital stereo, this is a strong
optional purchase. (T. Keogh)
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Lulu HHH1/2

(2015) 182 min. DVD: $24.99,
Blu-ray: $29.99. Bel Air
Classiques (dist. by Naxos of
America).

Alban Berg’s 1937 final
opera—about a voluptuous
woman who destroys one
man after another before
falling into prostitution and being killed by
Jack the Ripper—is no longer regarded as the
fearsome pinnacle of the avant-garde that
it once was. Especially after the unfinished
third act was orchestrated by Friedrich Cerha,
Lulu has become a repertory staple, although
many listeners still find its musical idiom—
based largely on 12-tone serial style—to
be challenging. One of the great strengths
of this 2015 production from Munich’s
Bayerische Staatsoper is the conducting of
Kirill Petrenko, who mines the vein of lush
late romanticism in the score alongside its
modernist spikiness. The vocalism is also remarkable, with Marlis Petersen easily sailing
through the stratospheric demands of her
part, and the supporting cast—including
Bo Skovhus, who plays both her longtime
lover/final victim Schön and Jack the Ripper—nearly as fine. Dmitri Tcherniakov’s
staging is at times controversial—he omits
the silent film that traditionally accompanies
Lulu’s escape from prison, for instance—but
his decision to employ a plexiglass maze
as the single set turns out to be a stroke of
genius, visually conveying the relationships
among the characters (and their mirror-like
reflections). Joining other superb renditions
of Berg’s masterpiece—from Covent Garden
(VL-11/10), Salzburg (VL-5/12), and Glyndebourne (VL-1/14)—this is presented in Dolby
Digital 5.1 and PCM stereo on DVD, and DTSHD 5.1 and PCM stereo on Blu-ray. Highly
recommended. (F. Swietek)

Norma HH1/2

(2016) 154 min. In Italian w/
English subtitles. DVD: $29.99,
Blu-ray: $39.99. Opus Arte
(dist. by Naxos of America).

Bellini’s 1831 opera—in
which the titular Druid
high priestess becomes enraged when Pollione, her
secret Roman lover, grows enamored of her
younger colleague Adalgisa, leading Norma
to incite rebellion against the occupiers and
even threaten their two children—has been
transplanted to many different times and
locales. But director Àlex Ollé’s concept for
this 2016 production from the Royal Opera
House, Covent Garden, must be considered
bizarre by any standard. In what appears to
be a contemporary setting, the Druids have
become some sort of arch-conservative Catholic sect in which Norma (Sonya Yoncheva)
presides over rituals against a wall covered
in a baroque sea of crucifixes—which is only
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the most intrusive of the visual distractions
in Alfons Flores’s sets and Lluc Castells’s
costumes. Norma also features allusions to a
fascistic military, the KKK, inquisitorial torture devices, and even Watership Down. Who
exactly Pollione (Joseph Calleja), dressed in a
simple business suit, represents in this weird
context is unclear. The vocalism—by Yoncheva, Calleja, and Sonia Ganassi as Adalgisa—is
strong, but it is often undercut by strange
staging choices: Norma’s famous aria Casta
diva, a prayer to the moon goddess, is sung
while a huge censer, spewing smoke, swings
from the ceiling like a gigantic pendulum,
and even the nobility of her death is crudely
compromised. The fine work by the company
chorus and orchestra under music director
Antonio Pappano adds to the musical virtues
of this production, but the visual oddities in
Ollé’s staging make this an also-ran among
currently available offerings, including the
2015 production from Barcelona’s Gran Teatro del Liceu starring Sondra Radvanovsky,
(VL-3/17). Presented in DTS 5.1 (DTS-HD
5.1 on the Blu-ray release) and LPCM stereo,
extras include a brief introduction, a behindthe-scenes featurette, and a cast gallery. A
strong optional purchase. (F. Swietek)

Nutcracker: The Motion
Picture HH1/2

(1986) 86 min. DVD: $14.95,
Blu-ray: $29.95. Olive Films
(avail. from most distributors).

Carroll Ballard’s 1986
filmization of Tchaikovsky’s
popular Christmas-themed
ballet preserves a production by Kent Stowell
for the Pacific Northwest Ballet that is notable for its lovely and imaginative sets and
costumes designed by Maurice Sendak. The
score is also nicely played by the London Symphony under Charles Mackerras, although
the stereo sound is frankly mediocre. Patricia
Barker as grown-up Clara and Wade Walthall
as her Nutcracker Prince, along with the
company, appear to be fine dancers—at least
what one can see of them: one of the major
flaws here is that Ballard indulges in lots of
editing and close-ups, so that the entirety of
the dancers’ motions is often obscured, with
images frequently cut off at the waist (the battle of the Nutcracker against the Mouse King
is particularly cluttered). Another curiosity
is a prologue in which the elder Clara looks
back wistfully on her experience, especially
her relationship with Drosselmeier (Hugh Bigney), whose near obsession with young Clara
(Vanessa Sharp) has a slightly creepy undertone. Despite its failings, this rethinking of
The Nutcracker has a distinctively dreamlike
quality, and the final act—with its succession
of short solos and ensembles, as well as a pas
de deux—is less subject to over-editing than
the earlier segments. While there are many
fine straightforward stage productions of this
beloved ballet on DVD and Blu-ray, this will
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still appeal to those looking for a more cinematic approach. A strong optional purchase.
(F. Swietek)

Romeo and Juliet
HHH1/2

(2017) 151 min. In Italian
w/English subtitles. DVD: 2
discs, $31.99; Blu-ray: $41.99.
C Major (dist. by Naxos of
America).

Prokofiev’s popular ballet about Shakespeare’s star-crossed lovers
receives sumptuous treatment in this 2017
production from Milan’s La Scala featuring
Roberto Bolle in one of his signature roles,
joined by Misty Copeland, the first female
African American principal dancer of the
American Ballet Theater. The pair prove
to be an exceptional couple, with his tall,
lean figure beautifully complementing her
diminutive gracefulness. Their pas de deux
exhibit a remarkable degree of elegance and
they bring genuine pathos to the final tragic
scene. The choreography is based on the
classic version by Kenneth MacMillan, to
which Bolle, Copeland, and all of the other
dancers in Frédéric Olivieri’s production bring
impressive freshness, with Antonino Sutera as
Mercutio and Mick Zeni as Tybalt standing
out in the dramatic swordplay that leads to
their characters’ deaths. Featuring opulent
sets by Mauro Carosi and costumes by Odette
Nicoletti, this is a visually striking staging,
and while one could wish for a spikier, more
cutting presentation of the more aggressive
sections of the score than what is provided
by the company orchestra under Patrick
Fournillier, the swooning romantic melodies
are presented with great feeling. Presented in
DTS 5.1 (DTS-HD 5.1 on the Blu-ray release)
and PCM stereo, extras include a behind-thescenes featurette. An excellent rendition of
one of the 20th century’s most enduring ballets, this is highly recommended. (F. Swietek)

The Tragically Hip: Long
Time Running HHH1/2
(2016) 95 min. DVD: $14.98,
Blu-ray: $19.98. Eagle Rock
Entertainment (avail. from
most distributors).

If you look at video footage of old concert performances by Canada’s
much beloved rock ‘n’ roll band the Tragically
Hip, you will see in lead singer and chief
songwriter Gord Downie a different kind of
star: strapping and charismatic, to be sure,
but also someone who looks like your friendly
neighbor killing it at a karaoke block party.
Contrast that with the ailing, ashen Downie
presented in filmmakers Jennifer Baichwal
and Nick De Pencier’s moving documentary
Long Time Running, which follows Downie
and the rest of the group during its farewell
tour in the summer of 2016 after Downie
(who died in October 2017) had already been
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diagnosed with terminal brain cancer and
undergone major surgery to remove most of
a tumor. The procedure bought Downie time
but had neurological costs that made a tour
questionable. The film captures the escalating
impact of those costs as the Tragically Hip
cross Canada to say goodbye in performance,
culminating in a final show seen by millions
on live television. Downie grows weaker as the
days go by, needing help with getting dressed
and remembering lyrics (he’s aided by a teleprompter). Once on stage, he looks frail but
in command of tearful audiences who can’t
believe this is the end of a national narrative,
one that equated the band with Canada’s
very identity. Long Time Running offers a lot of
historical context as band members talk about
the “tortuous” if also rewarding process of
staying together for three decades, and while
the mood here is grey and heavy at times, at
other moments it is sweet and funny. And
then there’s the music, which shines. Highly
recommended. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)

The Tragically Hip: A
National Celebration
HHH1/2

(2016) 162 min. DVD: $21.98,
Blu-ray: $24.98. Eagle Rock
Entertainment (avail. from
most distributors).

“We’ll see you down the road somewhere.”
With that vaguely spiritual farewell, the
Tragically Hip’s frontman, Gord Downie
(1964-2017)—on a path to his death from
terminal brain cancer—concluded the band’s
epic, deeply emotional final concert in their
hometown of Kingston, Ontario on August
20, 2016. Carried live by the CBC, the performance was viewed by an estimated two million people across Canada and the world. The
Tragically Hip: A National Celebration captures
this momentous event while also conveying
the remarkable phenomenon of Canada’s
sweeping embrace of the longtime group as
the nation’s band (it’s hard to overstate the
entire country’s identification with Downie
and his virtuosic mates). Here, the band serves
up 30 songs (including three encores) that
combine folk, grunge, and 1960’s-like psychedelia sound. In songs like “Fiddler’s Green,”
“Bobcaygeon,” “Grace, Too” and “Ahead by a
Century,” the Tragically Hip present a woven
sound that recalls the Who’s power and the
Grateful Dead’s sonic explorations. Presented
in Dolby Digital 5.1 and stereo, this is highly
recommended. (T. Keogh)

Verdi: Messa da Requiem
HHH

(2017) 96 min. in Latin w/
English subtitles. DVD: $24.99,
Blu-ray: $39.99. Accentus Music
(avail. from most distributors).

Giuseppe Verdi’s Requiem
Mass is often called operatic,
but this 2016 production from the Zurich
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Opera employs it as the basis for a ballet by
Christian Spuck. The music is naturally performed offstage by the Philharmonia Zürich
under Fabio Luisi, but the chorus and vocal
soloists—soprano Krassimira Stoyanova,
mezzo Veronica Simeoni, tenor Francesco
Meli, and bass Georg Zeppenfeld—appear
alongside members of the Ballett Zürich,
striking appropriate poses to complement
the dancing. The overarching theme is the
inevitability of death, reflected in tableaux
corresponding to the Requiem’s movements.
The grey, somber stage is penned in by a
forbidding wall on which various performers occasionally write words drawn from
the liturgy. For each number, the dancers’
movement conveys the emotional core of
the Latin text: in the Dies irae, for example,
the ensemble rushes wildly about the stage
with arms stretched out pleadingly or held
tightly behind their backs, while more lyrical
passages display more subdued depictions of
grief or hope. During the concluding Libera
me, the ceiling is lowered toward the stage to
reveal a single unmoving body—presumably
a reference to a corpse in a tomb. Lovers of
Verdi’s work may find the ballet an intrusive
and unnecessary addition to the composer’s
glorious score, but for those willing to accept
the blending of dance and sacred music, this
will prove intriguing. Presented in DTS 5.1,
Dolby Digital 5.1, and PCM stereo on DVD,
and DTS-HD 5.1 and PCM stereo on Blu-ray,
extras include a “making-of” documentary.
Recommended. (F. Swietek)

Bee Gees in Blu
Originally released on
DVD as The Very Best of the
Bee Gees Live! (VL-3/98 HHH),
Bee Gees: One for All Tour—
Live in Australia 1989 (Eagle
Vision, DVD: $15.98, Bluray: $21.98) makes its Bluray debut with the Brothers
Gibb—Barry, Maurice, and Robin (sadly, only
Barry is still alive)—serenading a Melbourne
audience with 28 golden oldies. Eight of these
jewels are from ‘80s Bee Gees releases (which
is approximately eight too many—hum a
few bars of “Givin’ Up the Ghost”), but the
other 20 offer some solid hits from the ‘60s
(“Words,” “Holiday,” “To Love Somebody”)
and ‘70s (“Lonely Days,” “How Can You
Mend a Broken Heart?”, and “Stayin’ Alive”).
Highlights include “I Started a Joke” (a rare departure—for the Bee Gees—into surrealism)
and the Saturday Night Fever hits. The image
quality is better than might be expected
for the age of the production, although the
aspect ratio is 1:30:1. Presented in DTS 5.1,
Dolby Digital 5.1 and stereo on DVD, and
DTS-HD 5.1 and LPCM stereo on Blu-ray, this
was recommended back in 1998 and is still
recommended today. (R. Pitman)
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Distributor Addresses
Contact information for distributors of titles reviewed in this issue
are listed below. Some titles must
be ordered direct, while others are
available from a wide variety of
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Women Make Movies
115 West 29th St., Ste. 1200
New York, NY 10001
Tel: (212) 925-0606
Web: wmm.com

TMW Media Group
2321 Abbot Kinney Blvd.
Venice, CA 90291
Tel: (800) 262-8862
Web: tmwmedia.com
Tugg
4210 Spicewood Springs Rd., Ste. 200
Austin, TX 78759
Tel: (855) 321-8844
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The Video Project
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San Francisco, CA 94103
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Grow Your Collection With These New Best-Sellers
THELMA

SOMETIMES THE MOST TERRIFYING DISCOVERY IS
WHO YOU REALLY ARE.

Nominee ‘Best Foreign Language Film’

THE RAPE OF RECY TAYLOR
SHE SPOKE UP.

“Recy Taylor. A name I know and
a name I think you should know too.”

- Oprah Winfrey

WINNER! ‘Best Foreign Language Film of 2017’
Denver Film Critics Society
Houston Film Critics Society
San Diego Film Critics Society
Utah Film Critics Association

"A beautifully modulated thriller, and it comes with
a message that feels valuable-it's not homosexuality
that will bring about the devil but its repression."

Viral 2018 Golden Globe
Acceptance Speech

Nominee ‘Best Documentary of 2017’
NAACP
"A welcome, stirring tribute to
black female resilience through the ages."

A shy young student leaves her small town and religious family to study at a university
in Oslo, but once on campus she experiences what appears to be a violent, unexpected
seizure.

Recy Taylor, a 24-year-old black mother and sharecropper, was gang raped by six white
boys in 1944 Alabama. Common in Jim Crow South, few women spoke up in fear for
their lives. Not Recy Taylor, who bravely identiﬁed her rapists.

Overwhelmed by the increasing intensity of the mystifying episodes and her powerful
feelings for a beautiful classmate, Thelma struggles to control her supernatural

The NAACP sent its chief rape investigator Rosa Parks, who rallied support and triggered
an unprecedented outcry for justice.

Narrative | Thriller | Foreign| Drama | LGBT
116 min. | UPC: 888608667975| SRP: $24.95 | PPR: $350.00 | Closed Captioned

MAN IN RED BANDANA

Narrated by Gwyneth Paltrow
"laid out in dramatically
poignant detail."

Documentary | Biography | African American Studies | History | Gender Studies
91 min. | UPC: 602573609507| SRP: $69.95 | PPR: $350.00 | Closed Captioned
Exclusively Available For Libraries

25 IN 24
Following Grammy-Winner &
Switchfoot Frontman

Jon Foreman
Key Title For Faith-Based
& Music Lover Audience
Featured In:

“A stirring portrait of selﬂessness
in the face of tragedy."

This is a story of sacriﬁce, selﬂessness and legacy. "Man In Red Bandana" tells the story
of Welles Remy Crowther, an extraordinary American hero. At the age of 24, on 9/11,
Welles was tragically killed when the South Tower collapsed. During the 56 minutes
that the tower burned, Welles performed extraordinary acts of courage and valor.
including carrying a woman down 17 ﬂights of stairs. For Months after the disaster,
Welles' incredible acts of courage were unknown by the world. known is even more
remarkable. Eight months after the disaster, his parents learned about how their son
spent his last hour (his ﬁnest hour) due to an ordinary
object...a red bandana.
o
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80 min. | UPC: 040201983368| SRP: $59.95 | PPR: $325.00 | Closed Captioned
Exclusively Available for Libraries

Visit us at edu.passionriver.com
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On October 24 at 10am, Jon Foreman and his friends embarked on an epic journey of
song and lyric. Attempting to play 76 unique songs in 25 different places, this
pilgrimage of melody travelled all over San Diego.
Beautifully shot in in locations ranging from a children's hospital to a wedding, from a
Mexican restaurant (with a mariachi band) to a local beach (joined by surﬁng icon, Rob
Machado).
Documentary | Music | Faith
65 min. | UPC: 602573609521| SRP: $24.95 | PPR: $299.00 | Closed Captioned
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